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HOW-TO BOOKS & MANUALS

GENEALOGY ON CD-ROM

Marthe Arends

This book shows the researcher what is
available on CD-ROM in all major categories

aimed specifically ai genealogists (and available

at the time the book was compiled). Organized

by subject, each CD listing—except for census

records—includes the title, publisher, price,
system requirements (operating system, RAM,

hard drive, monitor), and a description of the
contents and screen shots showing typical views.
Also includes a separate section listing CD

publishers and vendors.

266 pp., indexed, paper. (1999), repr. 2000. ISBN

978-0-8063-1623-9. #GPC 154W. $18.00

GENEALOGY SOFTWARE GUIDE

Martha Arends

This guide comprises reviews of the major

software programs that are still supported by the
author or publisher, including commercial and

shareware software as well as utilities. The
author lists each program's major features and

provides over 80 sample reports and screen

shots of the major genealogy programs and
software utilities. (Only IBM-compatible software
is reviewed here; Macintosh and other platforms,

however, are listed and briefly described.)

269 pp., indexed, paper. (1998), repr. 1999. ISBN
978-0-8063-1581 -2. #GPC 153vV. $15.00

KINSHIP: IT'S ALL RELATIVE

Expanded 2nd Edition

Jackie Smith Arnold

In clear, practical terms

Mrs. Arnold explains

everything there is to know

about kinship: about agnate

and cognate kinship,

collateral and fictive

kinship, the kinship

connection of orphans,
foundlings, foster children,

and adopted children. The

expanded second edition
features new chapters on the

subjects of marriage, names,

and wills (kinship and the

rights of inheritance), and an expanded
treatment of other subjects, such as degrees of

consanguinity and how to calculate blood
relationships. Contains a glossary, bibliography,

and index.

2nd ed. 123 pp., paper. (2000), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-1444-0. #GPC 177. $9.95

YOUR LIFE AND TIMES

Stephen & Julia Arthur

This work is an oral history handbook that
shows you how to record your life experiences

on tape simply by answering questions that will
lead you, step by step, through the precious

moments of your life.

8Vi" x 11". 50 pp., paper. 5th printing, 1997.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1194-4. #GPC 1 BOW. $5.50

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Leonard R. N. Ashley

Prof. Ashley's book gives the

facts behind the names of

persons, places and things:

how forenames have their

fashions, where surnames had

their origins, name trends and
fashions, name crazes, names

in magic and the occult,

middle names and nicknames,

trick names and married

names, place names, street
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names, the psychology of names, naming

practices around the world, personal factors in

naming, tips for giving a child a good name,
what names tell us about ourselves . . . you

name it, it's here!

265 pp., paper. (1989), repr. 2000. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1261-3. #CPC 1B5. $17.95

IN SEARCH OF YOUR BRITISH & IRISH

ROOTS. A Complete Guide to Tracing Your

English, Welsh, Scottish & Irish Ancestors.

Fourth Edition

Angus Baxter

This handy guide
provides step-by-step

instructions for research

ing and corresponding

with family history

societies, county record

offices, parish archives,

and the many other

organizations listed here.

This fourth edition

includes (1) the transfer of
important genealogical

records from Chancery

Lane and St. Catherine's

house to the new Family
Records Centre in London; (2) the 1986, 1996,

and 1998 reorganization of counties in England

and Wales and the latest information on where
to find local records; (3) the British Library

transfer of many of its collections from the Great

Russell St. location to a new facility at St.

Pancras, London; (4) the establishment of the

Irish Genealogical Project; (5) the 1998

amalgamation of thy Public Record Office and

State Paper Office into the National Archives of

Ireland.

■1th ed. 320 pp., indexed, paper. (1999), repr.

2006. ISBN 978-0-80)i3-1 611 -6. #GPC 393. $19.95

IN SEARCH OF YOUR CANADIAN ROOTS.

Tracing Your Family Tree in Canada. Third

Edition

Angus Baxter

3rd ed. 400 pp., indexed, paper. 2000. ISBN 978-

0-80(i3-1626-0. #CPC 391. Temporarily out of

print.

IN SEARCH OF YOUR EUROPEAN ROOTS. A

Complete Guide to Tracing Your Ancestors

in Every Country in Europe. Third Edition

Angus Baxter

This work covers the

various types of
genealogical records

available in each country,

where they are found,
and how they are used. It

gives up-to-date

information on church,

stale, and provincial

archives, including
addresses, and it
describes in detail the

archival resources of

each country from the

national to the local
level; Ihe location of

church records and census returns; the systems

of civil registration of births, marriages, and
deaths; and how lo find and use such records as

certificates of domicile, orphan lists, emigration

registers, guild records, internal passports,

confirmation records, and even vaccination lists.

This third edition includes telephone numbers,

e-mail addresses, fax numbers, and URLs for most
of the major European archives and organizations.

it also discusses the changes brought about by the

reunification of Germany, the break-up of the

Soviet Union, and the dismemberment of

Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia.

3rd ed. 328 pp., indexed, paper. (2001), repr.

2008. ISBN 978-0-H063-1 657-4. #GPC 395. $18.95
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IN SEARCH OF YOUR GERMAN ROOTS. A

Complete Guide to Tracing Your Ancestors

in the Germanic Areas of Europe. Fourth

Edition, Updated

Angus Baxter

This updated edition is

designed to help you

trace your German

ancestry, not only in

Germany but in all the

German-speaking areas of

Europe, from the Baltic to

the Crimea, from the

Czech Republic to

Belgium. Thanks to the

Internet, it's much easier

to search for your
German ancestors today

than when the book was

originally written. All of
the major archives and many of the smaller

ones, as well as church parishes, have websites
containing contact information and information

on their holdings. Correspondence can now

often be handled more quickly and less
expensively via e-mail. An ever-increasing

number of Internet databases with information
relevant to German ancestor-hunters—passenger

lists, cemetery records, surname directories,

etc.—has greatly improved opportunities for

research.

4th ed., updated. 127 pp., indexed, paper. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1784-7. #GPC 396. $16.95

ROOTS FOR KIDS: A Genealogy Guide for

Young People. 2nd Edition

Susan Provost Belter

Roots for Kids is based

on a twelve-week course

the author developed for

her fourth grade class.

While the book is suitable

for teachers seeking to

supplement their social

studies curriculum with

material on family history,

it will be used principally

by a whole range of
young people in their first

attempt at genealogical research. The author

moves slowly and carefully as she takes the

young readers through an introduction to
genealogy, then to discussions of their families

and their parents' families, teaching them how to

ask questions, how to organize their materials,

and how to use the Internet to conduct research

in local, state, and national records. With its

emphasis on the Internet, this second edition
explains how easy it is for youngsters to explore

genealogy databases and to tap into the online

resources of libraries and historical societies

without leaving home.

2nd ed. S'/j" x 11". 104 pp., illus., indexed,

paper. 2007. ISBN 97B-0-8Q63-1777-9. #GPC 422.

$19.95

CARMACK'S GUIDE TO COPYRIGHT &

CONTRACTS. A Primer for Genealogists,

Writers & Researchers

Sharon Debartolo

Carmack

Sooner or later, every

researcher, writer, or

teacher must struggle

with one of the following

issues: Do I need

permission to use

something off the

Internet? Can I reproduce

a newspaper obituary on

my ancestor without
permission? How do I

know whether something

is in the public domain?

Does copyright protect

CARMACK'S

Guide To
Copyright

& Contracts

'£'
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my website? Can I publish my ancestor's diary

without anyone's permission? Is my lecture or

lesson protected by copyright? If I write something

for my genealogical society as a volunteer, who

owns the copyright? Do I need permission to

download CEDCOM files?

This easy-to-understand guide answers all

these questions, explaining copyright laws,
rights, and publishing agreements and how these

apply to genealogists, writers, and researchers.

xv, 119 pp., indexed, paper. (2005), repr. 2007.

ISBN lJ7fi-0-f)063-175a-a. #GPC 8)13. $15.95

YOU CAN WRITE YOUR FAMILY HISTORY

Sharon DeBartolo Carmack

In this entertaining

book, popular author and

speaker Sharon Carmack

explains exactly what it

takes to create a

compelling, highly

readable, and entirely true
story, whether you decide

to write a biography,
family history narrative, or

memoir. M5. Carmack

covers each element step-

by-step, showing you how

to: (1) select the best type .

of family history to write,

(2) decide on a theme, (3(

conduct efficient research to flesh out a

narrative, (4) put subjects in the context of social

history, and (5) get the words down on paper.

x, 2<16 pp., indexed, paper. (2003), repr. 2008.

ISBN 97H-O-8063-17S3-0. #GPC 886. $19.95

THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO USING

TAX LISTS

Cornelius Carroll

This guide is a primer for making the best

genealogical use of tax lists. The author

differentiates between tax lists, quit rents,

tithables, militia lists, censuses, and similar

records and the laws that applied to them. He
demonstrates how tax lists can be used for

determining parentage, birth and death dates,

indentured servitude, slavery, manumission, and

racial status. They can be used, in conjunction

with other records, to help determine the

parentage of a female, the date of a marriage,

migration routes, and the accuracy of family
traditions.

8'/}" x 11". 60 pp.. illus., paper. (1996), repr.

2008. ISliN 978-0-8063-4707-3. #CFC 9201.

Available soon.

PORTRAIT OF MY FAMILY

F. Wchael Carroll

Illustrated in color, this book addresses

virtually every relationship, object, and activity

of family life. Each page is dedicated to a

separate topic, such as "The Family of My

Father" or "Special Memories," and leaves ample

space for entering names, birthplaces, ages, and

other appropriate information.

B'A"x 1 I". 140 pp., illus. ISBN 9711-0-69786-007-
l.#GPC 8451W. S7.00

WEB PUBLISHING FOR GENEALOGY.

2nd Edition

Peter Christian

This book offers

guidance in how to get

started in publishing your

genealogy on the Web.
Mr. Christian explains

what the World Wide

Web is, why the Web is

especially useful for

genealogists, how Web

pages work, what you

need for Web publishing,

and the process of Web

WEB
hblBiiing for Genealogy

Peter Christian

publishing itself. Then he discusses HTML and

other Web-authoring tools, as well as text

editors, word processors, CEDCOM conversion

tools, and genealogy software. He includes a
section on website design, explaining what to

include, how to organize your information,
HTML "tags" and basic page design, the

difference between good and bad Web design,

and the legal and ethical issues surrounding

Web publishing. He uses computer screen shots
to illustrate how to use a text editor to create

simple Web pages and demonstrates the type of
page layout and design facilities that are

available. Two final chapters explore advanced
Web facilities—style sheets, image maps, frames,
and access control—and how, finally, to publish

your Web pages and lure visitors to your site.

2nd ed. 8W x 11". 73 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN
•J78-O-80G3-K)30-7. #GPC 9H4R. $7.95

THE SLEUTH BOOK FOR GENEALOGISTS.

Strategies for More Successful Family

History Research

Emily Anne Croom

What do you do when

you hit the proverbial
brick wall? Try gleaning

advice from literary

sleuths like Miss Marpic,

Sherlock Holmes, and

Hercule Poirotl That's

what expert genealogist
Emily Croom helps you do

in this guide, which

blends literary methods of

deduction with genealogi

cal expertise. Case studies

and research examples illustrate genealogical
sleuths in action, taking you through the process

of solving frustrating research problems.

8'A" x 11", 304 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (2000),
repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-0063-1 787-3. #GPC 1221.

$34.93

FLEMISH DNA & ANCESTRY. History of

Three Families over Five Centuries Using

Conventional and Genetic Genealogy

Guido Deboeck

This ground-breaking and informative book
documents the history of three families from

Flanders: the Deboeck family, Ihe Cirardin

family, and the De Zutter family. It also shows

how to go beyond the constraints of the

document world by using DNA testing to verify
or potentially correct information extracted from
historical documents.

I GENEALOGY

■ ONLINE

8'/i" x 11". 393 pp., illus. with photographs and
charts, indexed. 2008. ISBN 97»-0-972552<>-7-7.
#CPC 1406. $45.00

GETTING STARTED IN GENEALOGY ONLINE

William DottarMde

The object of this book

is to reduce the process of

genealogical research to

its most basic elements,

enabling the raw beginner

to be brought up to speed

in no more time than it

takes to read a handful of

pages. It begins with a
How lo Start section

outlining a unique seven-

step system for gathering

facts essential for any

genealogical project. A

Where to Find More section follows, giving the
websites of the most important genealogy look

up sites, lineage-linked sites, genealogical
software/CEDCOM sites, and a list of the various
branches of the National Archives and their web
addresses. Next there is a comprehensive listing
of Genealogy Resource Centers in the States,
giving the websites of the most important

genealogical collections in libraries, archives,
and genealogical societies for all states. At the

back of the book arc Master Forms used to keep
track of the information gathered, including a
Family Croup Sheet, a Pedigree Chart, and a

Family Data Sheet, all designed for making
photocopies as needed.

8'A" xii". 64 pp., paper. (2006), repr. 2007.

ISBN <) 7 8-0-8063-1 770-0. #GPC 1499. $12.95

MANAGING A GENEALOGICAL PROJECT.

Updated and Revised Edition

William Dottarhide

This work presents a

method for organizing

research materials which

takes you from the

preliminary stage of your
research to the final

presentation of your work

as a report or a book.

The first section of the

book covers the three

basic types of projects—

pedigrees, lineages, and
descendancies. The

second section tells how

to organize notes, while the third section shows

THE COMPLETE BEGINNER'S GUIDE To Genealogy,

the Internet, and Your Genealogy Computer Program

Karen Clifford

This hook shows how to combine traditional research methods in the Na
tional Archives, the LDS Family History Library, and other major resource

centers with today's technology; how to conduct research in courthouse
records, censuses, and vital records using techniques unheard of just a de

cade ago. It shows you how to organize your family papers; how to enter
information into a genealogy computer program so that you can easily man
age, store, and retrieve your data; how to analyze the data and place it in

various tables, charts, and forms; and how to put together a family history
notebook—all the while using conventional record sources with a modern
search and retrieval system.

The book is also designed as an instructional manual, and each chapter of
the book is a self-contained teaching module possessing the following ele
ments: (1) the main body of the text provides instruction supported by illus
trations, charts and examples; (2] "Your Turn" activities serve as prompts, asking the reader to apply
the instruction to his or her own research needs; (3) chapter assignments serve as review and com
prehension checks; (4) computer checklists give the reader h.inds-on experience with his or her own
genealogy computer program; 15) website addresses listed at the end of each chapter guide the

reader to valuable Internet resources related to the topics; and (6) entries in chapter bibliographies
serve as resources for further study.

3Vj" x 11". 376 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (2001], repr. 2005. ISSN 978-0-8063-1636-9. #GPC 1046.
Available soon.
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the various methods of cross-referencing notes

for purposes of retrieval and evaluation. Section

four describes Ahnentafel numbering, and
section five discusses descendancy numbering

and the merits of the three main numbering

systems—the Register, Record, and Henry
systems—plus Dollarhide's own combined

AhnenlafeI/Henry numbering system. The work

also includes sections on computer software,
diagraming techniques, and methods of
presenting a pedigree or descendancy. A set of
nine master forms can be easily photocopied

and used as often as needed.
This edition features new material on

computer software and CD databases.

8Vj" x H". 98 pp., paper. (1999), repr. 2001.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1222-4. #CPC 1495. $14.95

COLLECTING DEAD RELATIVES

taverne Galeener-Moore

Here is a book that looks on the comic side of
genealogy! Here you'll meet the people and
situations you're already familiar with—the
BORE, the BLUEBLOOD, the OLD MASTER, and
the BRIEFCASE MAGNET, and a clutch of
dissembling officials, wet-nosed beginners, and
tongue-clucking harridans—but this time the
meeting will drive you wild with laughter.

You'll learn about projector fatigue, accept

able and unacceptable behavior in graveyards,
research trip survival tactics, the proper etiquette

in prying information from reluctant relatives,

and much, much more. This work is guaranteed

to keep you sane and keep you laughing.

1 55 pp., Whs., paper. (1 987), repr. 1 998. ISBN

97S-0-8063-1181-4. #GPC 2105. $».95

FURTHER UNDERTAKINGS OF A DEAD

RELATIVE COLLECTOR

taverne Galeener-Moore

Here she comes again, mercilessly stripping

away the veneer covering the world of geneal
ogy. Disguised as an ordinary person, the author
penetrates the inner sanctum of American

genealogy, smoking out baloney and quackery

in the lecture halls, exposing hidden meanings

and dark purposes in such places as Ohio and
California, and raising doubts about the sanity of

the universe.

170 pp., paper. (1987), repr. 1998. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1246-0. #CPC 2106R. $7.25

CHEROKEE CONNECTIONS. By Myra V.

Gormley. Sec #GPC 2271, p. 20

FAMILY DISEASES: ARE YOU AT RISK? With

a 1998 Preface by the Author

Myra Vanderpool Gormley

This groundbreaking work examines the

genetics revolution and its implications for your

health—all in the framework of ancestry and

family health history. The book also shows you
how to trace your family history, establish your

medical pedigree, and construct your own family

health tree.

xvi, 166 pp., illus., paper. (1989, 1998), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-1254-5. #CFC 2272.

$21.95

REUNION PLANNER

Phyllis A. Hackleman

Author Phyllis Hackleman knows the reunion

business first-hand, and her book is a virtual A-
to-Z guide to these kinds of gatherings. The
contents include advice on choosing the proper

kind of reunion; recruiting volunteers; selecting
the time and place; creating the program and
lining up guest speakers; budgeting; notifying the
participants; promoting the event and organizing

fund raisers; planning meals, decorations, and
souvenirs; arranging accommodations and

transportation; scheduling photographers and

videographers; and more.

xviii, 135 pp., illus., map, indexed, paper. (1991,
1993), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-4559-8. #CFC

9575. Available soon.

CYNDI'S LIST: A Comprehensive List of

70,000 Genealogy Sites on the Internet.

Second Edition

Cyntti Howetls

With more than

80,000 visitors each

day, with more than 1B

million people having

stepped through the

front door of the site to

date, small wonder that

Cyndi's Listh
universally recognized

as the premier index to

genealogy and family
history resources on the

Internet!

The value of a printed version is that it helps

researchers prepare in advance for the time they
spend doing their research online, and it is also

convenient for those who pay for their Internet

connectivity by the minute. Libraries especially

appreciate the printed version because patrons

can spend their limited time online more

productively.

2nd ed. 2 vols. 1,665 pp. in all, paper. 2001.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1556-0. #GPC 2932. $44.95/set

NETTING YOUR ANCESTORS. Genealogical

Research on the Internet

Cgndi Howells

Netting Your Ancestors

answers the most

fundamental questions

about genealogical

research on the Internet:

How do I get online?

What type of computer

hardware and software do

I need? What do 1 do

once I'm online? Where

do I start? What type of

information is available?

What's more, you'll be

able to communicate with
researchers around the world, exchanging data

that otherwise might take you a lifetime to find.
Netting Your Ancestors focuses on the three

most useful components of the Internet: E-mail,

mailing lists and newsgroups, and the Web.
Within each chapter, sections are devoted to

software requirements, guidelines, and the basic

workings of each component, along with lips

and research strategies.

(The author's website, Cyndi's List of
Genealogy Sites on the Internet, is the most

comprehensive list of Internet resources for
genealogy available and has been acclaimed by

Newsweek magazine, Home PC magazine, and

the History Channel.)

182 pp., indexed, paper. (1997), repr. 2001. ISBN

978-0-8063-1546-1. #CPC 2931. $9.95

A FIELD GUIDE FOR GENEALOGISTS.

Second Edition

Judy Jacobson

This work is designed to answer thousands of

practical questions that arise during the course of
research. The Field Guide includes sections on

the basics of dating photographs and identifying

historical eras from hairstyles or clothing. Lists

cover antiquated names of diseases and

calamities, and units of measurement used in
bygone days. There are glossaries of genealogi
cal terms, legal terms, nicknames, surnames,

placenames, and occupations, as well as a
section on problems to anticipate at the county

courthouse, hints for deciphering old handwrit

ing, different types of calendars, timelines of
American history, migration, transportation, and

much, much more.

2nd ed. xiv, 316 pp.. indexed, paper. (2003),

repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5219-0. #CFC 9411.

A vailablo soon.

GENEALOGY AS PASTIME AND

PROFESSION. 2nd Edition

Donald L. Jacobus

Written in a clear and graceful style, this

classic work describes the principles of
genealogical research, the evaluation of

evidence, and the relationship of genealogy to

chronology, eugenics, and the law; it also
discusses early nomenclature, royal ancestry, the

use of source material, and the methods of

compiling family history.

2nd ed. 120 pp., paper. (1968), repr. 1999. ISBN

978-0-8063-0188-4. #CPC 2975. $8.95

PSYCHIC ROOTS. Serendipity & Intuition in

Genealogy

Henry Z Jones, Jr.

Psychic Roots is all about the influence of

coincidence and serendipity on genealogical
research, the chance combination of events over

which the researcher has no control but which

THE HANDYBOOK FOR GENEALOGISTS. 11th Edition

Everton Publishers

The Handybook for Genealogists is THE best-selling book in American

genealogy. The genius of The Handybook is its capacity to provide the re
searcher with at-a-glance genealogical guidance for every county in the U.S.
At the heart of each stale chapter is an alphabetically arranged table of counties

keyed to a corresponding state map. For each county, the table furnishes a
map index number, the date of the county's creation, the name of the parent

county or territory from which it was created, and the address and phone
number for the appropriate county court.

The new 11th edition integrates the winning formula of the previous edi
tions with a number of important new features, including updated county-
by-county data and information about vital records, repositories, and juris
dictions; updated descriptions of the major record collections available in
each state, and addresses that help you go straight to the source; and an updated bibliography of
books for each slate. Available with an optional CD (for PC/Mac), the complete Handybook is word
searchable and its maps can be downloaded and printed.

1Uhed. 8Va" x 1 1". 944 pp., maps, indexed. 2006. ISBN 1-890895-05-9. #CPC 1721. $52.00

Book + CD. ISBN 1-890895-06-7. #GPC 1722. $62.00

Note special postage & handling: One copy $6.00; each addl. copy $6.00: UPS ground
service: one copy S10.00; each addl. copy $10.00. International orders (including Canada):
contact us for details.
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THE RESEARCHER'S GUIDE TO AMERICAN GENEALOGY. Third Edition

Val D. Greenwood

In every field of study there is one book that rises above the rest in stature
and authority and becomes the standard work in the field. In genealogy that
book is Val Greenwood's Researcher's Guide to American Genealogy. It is

the lexl of choice in colleges and universities or wherever courses in Ameri
can genealogy are taught, and it is the one book that is consisiently praised
for setting a standard of excellence.

While it instrucls the researcher in the timeless principles of genealogical

research, it also identifies the various classes of records employed in that
research, groups them in convenient tables and charts, gives their location,

explains (lieir uses, and evaluates each of them in the context of the research
process. Designed to answer practically all the researcher's needs, it is both

a textbook and an all-purpose reference book—a singular combination that
makes i! the book of choice in any genealogical investigation.

This third edition incorporates the latest thinking on genealogy and com
puters, specifically the relationship between computer technology (the Internet

and CD-ROM) and the timeless principles of good genealogical research. It also includes a new
chapter on the properly rights of women, a revised chapter on the evaluation of genealogical evi
dence, and updated information on the 1920 census.

3rd ed. 676 pp., Illus., indexed. (2000), repr. 2007. ISBN 970-Q-SO63-T621-5, #GPC 2362. $29.95

nevertheless guides him/her lo a fortuitous

discovery. Esteemed genealogist Hank Jones fells
us about his own brushes with preternatural

experiences, and other genealogists share their

experiences as well. Their stories make a

plausible case for the importance of the sixth
sense in genealogical research.

236 pp., indexed, paper. (1993), repr. 200H. ISBN
978-0-8063-1 388-7. #GPC 3090. $19.95

MORE PSVCHIC ROOTS. Farther Adventures

in Serendipity & Intuition in Genealogy

Henry X Jones, Jr.

Like the original volume, More Psychic Roots

contains a collection of stories and experiences
contributed by 225 genealogists the world

over—hobbyists as well as professionals—all of

whom discuss their experiences in light of

synchronicity, intuition, genetic memory, and
serendipity,

274 pp., indexed, paper. (1997), repr. 2007.

ISBN 97(5-0-8063-1524-9. #GPC 3091. $24.95

WRITE THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE

Ruth Knurn

This is ihe best introduction to writing
autobiography ever set into type. Through

specific exercises, psychological insights, apt

quotes, personal examples, and suggested

readings, Kan in provides an extensive tour of the

creative process. "Write the Story of Your Life. . .

must rank as (he most comprehensive, definitive,

and finest book yet published on the subject"—

Alex Haley, author of Roots.

219 pp., paper. (1981), repr. 1997.

ISBN 978-0-«C)63-1147-0. #CFC 3135W. $12.50

INTERNATIONAL VITAL RECORDS

HANDBOOK. Fourth Edition

Thomas J. Kemp

Divided into two parts,

(his fourth edition

contains application forms

for birth, marriage, and

death certificates and
information for each of

ihe 50 states, and also

furnishes details about the

records that were created

prior lo statewide vital

records registration; then,

in alphabetical sequence,
it covers all the other

countries of the world,

giving, where available, their current application
forms and instructions; and since most non-

English-speaking nations have neither a

inTERriATinrvw.

Vital Records

Marriages
Deaths

centralized vital records registration system nor

application forms of any kind, this work provides

as a substitute a list of national and provincial
record repositories or key addresses of other
institutions that might be of assistance.

4th ed. 8'/i" x 11". 616 pp., paper. (2000), repr.
2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-1655-0. #GPC 3148.

Available soon.

TRACING ANCESTORS AMONG THE FIVE

CIVILIZED TRIBES. By Rachal Mills

Lennon. See #GPC 3350, p. 20.

CREATIVITREE: Design Ideas for Family

Trees, Using clip-art, magazines, photos,

stencils, stickers ... for both artists and

non-artists

Tony Matthews

Creativitree reveals how you can create family

tree designs that have meaning for you and your
family. Matthews clues you in on what kind of

paper to use, what pens and markers you'll

need, and any other supplies that go into

creating a frameable family iree. He also

discusses the merits of handwriting versus
printing out the names of your family members.

8V:" x 11". iv, 55 pp., illus., paper. (2001), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-11063-511 8-6. #CFC 9820.

S14.95

MEMORY TREES—Family Trees for the

Scrapbooker

Tony Matthews

Memory Trees begins with suggestions for
choosing the design of your family tree, using

purely aesthetic considerations or one or more
subject Ihemes that are important to a particular

family. Matthews provides oodles of suggestions
for embellishing the basic design, adding
photographs of varying shapes and sizes, tilling

in names and dates, and generally putting a

personal touch to the family tree. The layouts

themselves range from hearts and flowers lo
shields and insects, from toys to crosses, and

from landscapes lo elephants.

(!'/-■" x 11". 52 pp., illus., paper. (2003), repr.

2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-5217-6. #CFC 9797.
$14.95

PAPER TREES—GENEALOGICAL CLIP-ART

Tony Matthews

Paper Trees is a unique collection of hand-

drawn family trees and charts which you cm fill
in and color by yourself. All of these beautiful

designs are original, and they arc available as

clip-art for use as cards, announcement, book
covers, section dividers, reunion T-shirts and

mugs, newsletter designs, research aids, or for

any of a thousand other uses related to family
history!

BVi" x 11". 102 pp., illus., paper. (1999), repr.
2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-1607-9. #GPC 3832. $18.95

WHEN YOUR OX IS IN THE DITCH:

Genealogical How-to Letters

Vera McDowell

Vera McDowell's letters containing practical
advice to genealogists first appeared in the
Augusta Genealogical Society's newsletter,

Southern Echoes, in July 19fi2, and since then
she has become something of a "Dear Abby" in

genealogical circles. Mrs. McDowell's emphasis
is on problem-solving; ihus all her letters bear
the unstated refrain: when your ox is in the

ditch (i.e. when you're stuck), here's what you
do! Vera McDowell's letters are here assembled

in the form of a how-to manual and grouped
into chapters covering topics ranging from

record-keeping and numbering systems to
courthouses and cemeteries.

8'/>" x 11". 161 pp., indexed, paper. 11992), repr.

1997. ISBN 978-0-8063-1484-6. #GPC 3515W.
$12.00

GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH IN ENGLAND'S

PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE: A Guide for North

Americans. Second Edition. By Judith

Prowse Reid & Simon Fowler. See #GPC

48G3W, p. 49.

BLACK GENESIS. A Resource Book for

African-American Genealogy.

2nd Edition

James M. Rose & Alice Eichholz

When Black Genesis

was originally published

in 1978, il was the first

book lo provide research

ers with information on
resources and a methodol

ogy specific to African-

American genealogy.

Now, this landmark

publicalion has been

completely updated and is
once again Ihe premier

guide to African-American
genealogy.

Part I provides an

overview of general research principles and

methodology, while Part II contains a rundown

of specific resources for all 50 states, Canada,

and the West Indies, with special emphasis on
the records unique to black genealogy. Under

each location, the information is organized by
the following categories: Important Dates, State

Archives, Census Records, State and County
Records, Cemetery and Church Records, Military

Records, Newspapers, Manuscript Sources,
Internet Resources, Research Contacts, and

Bibliography. Resources described include
research guides, published genealogies,

community studies on African-American families

and, most importanlly, original research material
that can be found in national, state, county, and
city archives, and in historical societies and
libraries.

BLACK

GUNEHii

2nd ed. xvi, 422 pp., paper. (2003), repr. 2005.
ISBN 978-0-8063-1735-9. #GPC 4992. Available
soon.

FINDING OUR FATHERS.

A Guidebook to Jewish Genealogy

Dan Rottenberg

Mr. Rottenberg shows how to do a successful
search by probing ihe memories of living

relatives, by examining marriage licenses,
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gravestones, ships'

passenger lists, naturaliza

tion records, birth and

death certificates and other

public documents, and by

looking for clues in family

traditions and customs.

Supplementing the "how

to" instructions is a guide

to some 8,000 Jewish

family names, giving the

origins of the names,

sources of information

about each family, and the

names of related families

whose histories have been recorded. Other

features include a country-by-counlry guide to

tracing Jewish ancestors abroad, a list of Jewish
family history books, and a guide to researching

genealogy in Mormon records and in Israel.

xiv, 401 pp., paper. (1977), repr. 1998. ISBN

978-0-8063-11 5 I -7. #CPC 5000. $19.95

THE CENTER. A Guide to Genealogical

Research in the National Capital Area

Christina K. Schaefer

This book identifies

those resources in the

Washington, D.C. area that

will aid family historians in CENTER
tracing their ancestors (the

National Archives, Library

of Congress, the DAR

Library, the National
Genealogical Society, and

many more]. Under each

facility listed there is a

survey of key record

holdings, with a description

of the records, a summary of their contents, an

explanation of their organization, and directions

for their use. There is also a list of published

indexes and finding aids, key addresses for mail

requests, publications, phone numbers and hours
of business, and an itemization of those

materials available through the Pamiiy History

Library system.

8W x 11". 160 pp., indexed, paper. (1996], repr.

1997. ISBN 978-0-^063-1515-7. #CPC 5175. $19.95

A GUIDE TO NATURALIZATION RECORDS

OF THE UNITED STATES

Christina K. Schaefer

Arranged by state,

county, and city, the Guide

identifies all repositories of

naturalization records,

systematically indicating

the types of records held,

their dates of coverage,

and the location of original

and microfilm records. The

Guide also pinpoints the

whereabouts of federal

court records in all

National Archives facilities.

It identities all information

that is available on microfilm through the

National Archives or the Family History Library

system. Records that are available on microfilm

through other facilities have also been included.

This work also includes a history of natural

ization and citizenship, an appendix on Native
American tribal citizenship records, hard-to-find

information on the records of Japanese and

Chinese Americans, and records of internment

of American citizens by the U.S. Government.

406 pp. (1997), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1532-4. #GPC 51 77. $30-00

THE HIDDEN HALF OF THE FAMILY.

A Sourcebook for Women's Genealogy

Christina K. Schaefer

The first part of the book discusses the special

ways women are dealt with in federal records

EVIDENCE EXPLAINED. Citing History Sources from Artifacts to Cyberspace

Elizabeth Shown Mills

Evidence Explained is the definitive guide to the citation and analysis of

historical sources.
There are no historical resources we can trust at face value, the author

says. Records simply offer evidence. Their assertions mayor may not be true.

To decide what actually happened, we must understand those records. To
analyze that evidence and judge what to believe, we also need particular

facts about those records.

Thus, Evidence Explained has two principal uses: it provides citation mod
els for most historical sources—especially original materials not covered by
classic citation guides such as The Chicago Manual of Style. Beyond that it

can help us understand each type of record and identify each in such detail

that we and our readers will know not only where to go to find our source,

but, equally important, the nature of that source so that the evidence can be

better interpreted and the accuracy of our conclusions can be appraised.
Among its unique features, Evidence Explained discusses source citations

for every known class of records, including microfilm and microfiche, and records created by digital

media: websites, digital books and journals, DVDs, CDs, audio files, Podcasts, and E-zines. Includes

more Irian 1,000 citation models!

885 pp., indexed. (2007), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1781-6. #GPC 3843. $49.95

EVIDENCE! Citation & Analysis for the Family Historian

Elizabeth Shown Mills

Evidence! is a reliable standard for both the correct form of source cita
tion and the sound analysis of evidence. To quote the author, "Research,

evidence, citation, and analysis are inseparable. Evidence is the vehicle that

moves our research from curiosity to reality. Citation and analysis are the

twin highways that get us there, smoothly and safely. Evidence!. . . offers a
road map for beginners, who hope to avoid mistakes, and guideposts for the

advanced, who already appreciate the need to map their own course pre

cisely. . . ."

To quote one of the book's reviewers, "Not just every genealogist, but

every historian as well, should own a copy. Evidence! is filled with useful
information thai is difficult to find elsewhere."—Grady McWhiney, Ph.D.,
Lyndon Gaines Johnson Professor Emeritus, Texas Christian University.

124 pp., indexed. (1997), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1543-0. #CPC 3846.

$16.95

QUICKSHEET: Citing Online Historical Resources Evidence! Style.

1st Rev. Ed.

Elizabeth Shown Mills

Elizabeth Mills's QuickSheet provides a template for citing historical sources

on the Internet. It also lays down rules to help you judge the reliability of
these sources. Published in the form of a laminated folder, the QuickSheet

contains a series of sample citations showing the correct way to identify
online sources such as databases, census images, and digital books and ar
ticles. It provides rules and models for common record types such as passen

ger lists, vital records, and newspapers. Since a website is the online equiva

lent of a book, the QuickSheet shows you how to cite author/creator/owner

of a website, title of the website, place (URL), date posted, and so forth.

1st rev. ed. S'h" x 11". 4 pp., folded, laminated sheet. (2007), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1776-2. #CPC 3049. $5.95

PROFESSIONAL GENEALOGY: A Manual for Researchers,

Writers, Editors, Lecturers, and Librarians

Edited by Elizabeth Shown Mills

Professional Genealogy is a manual by professionals for everyone

serious about genealogy. For family historians who want to do their

own study, reliably, it describes the standards. For hobbyists, attor
neys, and medical scientists who seek professional researchers, it's a
consumer guide that defines quality and facilitates choices. For librar

ians who struggle to help a whole new class of patrons, it provides a

bridge to the methods, sources, and minutiae of ■"history, up-close and
personal." For established genealogical professionals, it offers bench

marks by which they can advance their skills and places their busi

nesses on sounder footing. And for all those who dream of turning a

fascinating hobby into a successful career, Professional Genealogy

details the preparation and the processes.

Its 29 chapters, written by two dozen scholars, range over the fol
lowing topic areas: research skills and the analysis of evidence, writing and compiling genealogical

research, the core genealogy library collection, genealogical ethics and standards, editing and pub
lishing, and topics relating to the profession of genealogist.

81// x 11". xxvi, 654 pp., Mir., indexed. (2001), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-1648-2. #GPC 3«44. $44.95
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GENEALOGICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE COLONIAL AMERICAS:

A Complete Digest of the Records of All the Countries of the Western
Hemisphere

Christina K. Schaefer

Ms. Schaefer shows the researcher where lo find the most important genea

logical records of the colonial period and how to access them. Equally im
portant, she has defined the various classes of records in each country, iden
tified as many of them as is practicable, provided historical background and
brief sketches of the records themselves, added a description of the principal
holdings of the major repositories of each country, and has interwoven se
lected reading lists throughout. The subject matter covers the colonial records
Of all the Americas, from Latin America to the Caribbean and from the origi
nal Thirteen Colonies to Canada and New France.

829 pp., maps, indexed. (1 990), repr. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 576-fl.
#GPC5176W. $27.95

such as immigration

records, passports,

naturalization records,

census enumerations, land

records, military records,

and records dealing with

minorilies. The bulk of

this reference work,
however, deals with llie

individual states, showing

how their laws, records,

and resources can be used

in determining female

identify. Each stale section contains a detailed

listing of eight key categories of information: (1)
Marriage and Divorce (marriage and divorce

laws and where to find marriage and divorce

records); (2) Property and inheritance (women's

legal status in a state as reflected in statute law,

code, and legislative acts); (3) Suffrage; (4)
Citizenship; (5) Census Information; (6) Other

(information on welfare, pensions, and other

laws affecting women); [7) Bibliography; and (S]
Selected Resources for Women's History.

87/' x 11". 310 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1999),

repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-1582-9. #CPC 5179.
$3<J.95. Low in stock.

INSTANT INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET!

A Genealogist's No-Frills Guide to the

British Isles. By Christina K, Schaefer. See

#GPC 5184, p. 48.

A GENEALOGIST'S GUIDE TO DISCOVERING

YOUR AFRICAN-AMERICAN ANCESTORS.

How to Find and Record Your Unique

Heritage

Franklin Carter Smith «$ Emily Anne Croom

This book is unique

because it includes

methods for successful

research in slavery-era

records as well as

strategics to help you

identify your ancestors'

slaveholder and

slaveholding family. Case
studies from various

states and time periods

tell the stories of real

families whose lives were

recorded in public

records that you too can use. Discovering your
family history can be a powerful experience that
also allows you to create a special legacy for
your loved ones.

8'A"x 11", 256 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (2003),
repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1788-5. #GPC 5455.

$34.95

READING EARLY AMERICAN HANDWRITING

Kip Sperry

This book explains techniques for reading
early American documents, provides samples of
alphabets and letter forms, defines terms and

abbreviations commonly

used in early American

documents such as wills,

deeds and church records,
and, furthermore, presents

numerous examples of

these records. Each

document—nearly 100 of

them at various stages of

complexity—appears with
the author's transcription

on a facing page, enabling

the reader to check his

own transcription. Also

covered are numbers and roman numerals, dates
and the change from the Julian Calendar to the
Gregorian Calendar, abbreviations and

contractions, and standard terms found in early
American records.

8W x 11". 289 pp., illus., paper. [1998), repr.
2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-0846-3. #GPC 5513. $29.99

HOW TO CLIMB YOUR FAMILY TREE.

Genealogy for Beginners

Harriet Stryker-Rodda

This is a carefully

thoughl-out introduction
to the methods and

principles of genealogical
research. It shows how to

start research and how to

find clues in family

keepsakes and memora

bilia, and it introduces
important sources of

information such as

census records, church

records, the vital records

of birth, marriage, and

death, probate and land records, and the infinite
array of public records. It also explains the

origins and uses of these records in the context

of the research process.

144 pp., paper. (1977, 1992), repr. 1997. ISBN

978-0-8063-1006-0. #GPC 3645W. $5.50

UNDERSTANDING COLONIAL HANDWRITING

Harriet Strgker-Rodda

The author has developed a simple technique
for reading colonial handwriting. Here she

presents examples of colonial letter forms and
script, showing the letter forms in the process of

development and marking the ways in which
[hey differ from later letter forms. She also
provides a comparison of English and American
handwriting and examples of name forms and
signatures, all to bear out her central thesis, that
the reader must find meaning in a group of
symbols without needing to see each letter of
which the whole is composed.

26 pp., paper. (1986), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-
8063-1153-1. #GPC 5647. $6.00

GENERAL REFERENCE &
FINDING AIDS

AMERICAN
PLACE NAMES

AMERICAN PLACE NAMES OF LONG AGO. A

Republication of the Index to Cram's

Unrivaled Atlas of the World as Based on the
Census of 1890

Gilbert S. Bahn

This is an index of over

100,000 place names of

"every county, city, town,

village, and post-office in

the United States

[showing] the population

of the same according lo

the Census of 1890." This
index was prepared from

the 1890 U.S. census

before it was destroyed. It

is of critical importance to
the genealogist because

most genealogical

research takes place on

the county level, and in Cram's index all

100,000 places—large and small—are tied to a

specific county. Each entry, in alphabeiical order
within stales, gives the place name, the county
in which the place is located, and the popula
tion of the place at the time of the census.

347 pp. (1898), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1557-7. #GPC 22.3. $35.00

THE SUNNY SIDE OF GENEALOGY

Fonda D. Baselt

This book is a humorous collection of

anecdotes, poems, wills, epitaphs, and other
miscellany from genealogy. A quote of just one
item will convince you that you should have this

INDEX TO HEVSHAW'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN QUAKER GENEALOGY

The six volumes of Hinshaw's Encyclopedia were published between 1936
and 1950. The Encyclopedia has remained the pre-eminenl reference for
births, marriages, and deaths recorded in the Quaker monthly meeting records
of theCarolinas, Tennessee, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
and Ohio. Included also are records of removal, showing the movement of
the Quaker population from one meeting lo another and from one slate to
another.

Still, the Encyclopedia has a flaw: it does not contain an every-name in
dex; instead, each volume has a separate surname index. Now, however,
we have an every-name index to the 600,000 names found in the great
Encyclopedia. Each entry in this index contains the surname, the given name,
and the volume number and page number wherein the name can be found!
This is a godsend; for those hoping to find out if any of their ancestors appear
in the Encyclopedia, this is as good as it gets. For those with Quaker ances
try, this is a researcher's dream. (Note: The six volumes are currently out of
print.)

iV/,11 k 11". 1,155 pp., paper. 1999. ISBN 978-0-8063-1606-2. #CPC 2737W. $57.00

Encyclopedia
American
Quaker
Genealogy
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entertaining book—"Old genealogists never die/

They just lose their census."

102 pp., paper. (19881, repr. 1999. ISBN 978-0-

8063-J 205-7, #GPC 3«5W. $6.00

COUNTY COURTHOUSE BOOK. Second

Edition

Elizabeth Petty Benthy

This work covers 3,125

county jurisdictions and

1,577 New England towns

and Independent Virginia

cities, details of the 18

Vermont probate districts,

9 Massachusetts districts,

and 1 2 Connecticut

judicial districts, plus

informative state profiles

and cross-references to

name changes and extinct

towns and counties.

Based on her written survey of county

courthouses and other jurisdictions, Mrs. Bentley

here presents the names, addresses, phone
numbers, and dates of organization of nil county

courthouses, and for those that responded (65

percent), a concise summary of record holdings,

personnel, and services.

2nd ed. 8'AM x 11". 416 pp., paper. (1995), repr.

1996. ISBN 978-0-6063-1485-3. #GPC 425W.

$21.00

DIRECTORY OF FAMILY ASSOCIATIONS.

Fourth Edition

Elizabeth P. Bentley &

Deborah Ann Carl

This is an immensely

useful A-Z directory of

family associations, giving

addresses, phone

numbers, conlact persons,

and publications (if any).

Based largely on data

received in response to

questionnaires sent to

family associations,

reunion committees, and

one-name societies, this fourth edition gives

information on approximately 6,000 family

associations across the U.S. Since by their very

nature some of these organizations exist for only

a brief period of time or lack the staff to answer

queries, the compilers have supplemented the
available information with data found on the

Internet and with details gleaned from notices in

tlie standard family history journals and

newsletters.

4th ed. 8W x 11". 328 pp., paper. 2001. ISBN

978-0-8063-1523-2. #GPC 426W. $21.00

OUR QUAKER ANCESTORS: Finding Them in

Quaker Records

Ellen T. Berry & David A.

Berry

Our Quaker Ancestors

describes the types of

Quaker records that are

available, the location of the

records, and the proper and

effective use of those
records, guiding the

researcher through the

pyramidal "meeting"
structure to the records of

birth, marriage, death,

disownment, and removal.
The work begins with a

history of the Quaker movement and a

discussion of its organization and structure,

particularly as it affects genealogical research.
Later chapters describe Quaker migrations to and

within America, the special types of records

available for research, and the Berrys' very own

methods for locating and using those records.

There are chapters on record repositories and

libraries with Quaker source material, non-

Quaker repositories, and Quaker sources and

repositories outside the U.S., together with a

bibliography, maps of selected meeting

locations, and a glossary of terms peculiar to the

Society of Friends.

136 pp. (1990), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1190-6. #CPC 483. $19.95

DENIZATIONS AND NATURALIZATIONS IN

THE BRITISH COLONIES IN AMERICA,

1607-1775

Lloyd deWltt Backstruck

Colonial denization and naturalization records

can be difficult to find, since their location varies

from one colony to another. Lloyd Bockstruck

has made the task of locating such records much

easier by compiling a comprehensive register of

British denization and naturalization records

between 1607 and 1775 from a large body of
published literature. He then expanded and

improved on the information by examining

original source material not previously available

to scholars. More than 1 3,000 persons are listed.

xv, 350 pp., indexed, paper. 2006. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1754-0. #GPC 409. $35.00

AMERICAN MARRIAGE RECORDS BEFORE

1699. Reprinted with a "Supplement" from

Genealogy Magazine, Vol. XIV, No. 4 (July

1929)-VoI. XV, No. 3 (July 1930)

William Montgomery Clemens

This compilation contains 1 2,000 marriage

records of many of the earliest colonists of New

England, Long Island, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Maryland, Virginia, and the Carolinas. Names are
arranged alphabetically, with original spelling

variants. Information supplied with each entry
includes the exact date and place of marriage.

259 pp., paper. (1926), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0075-7. #CFC 1020. $25.00

BIBLIOGRAPHIC CHECKLIST OF AFRICAN

AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS

Barbara K. Henrltze

This book contains a complete checklist of

African-American newspapers identified in all

major bibliographic sources: newspaper

directories, union lists, finding aids, African-

American bibliographies, yearbooks, and

specifically African-American newspaper

sources. It is a comprehensive checklist of every

newspaper that has served African Americans

since 1827—a total of 5,539 newspapers.

8'A" x 11"- xxx, 206 pp., indexed, paper.

(1995), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1457-0.

#CFC 2687. $39.95

GENEALOGICAL & LOCAL HISTORY BOOKS

IN PRINT (G&LHBIP): GENERAL

REFERENCE AND WORLD RESOURCES

VOLUME

Marian Hoffman, ed.

This volume is arranged under the two

categories in its title. The General Reference

section lists thousands of titles under groupings

ranging from adoption records, bible records,

and bibliographies to textbooks, vital records,

and westward migration. The World Resources

section lists publications covering countries

throughout the world, from Australia, Britain,

and Germany to Italy, Switzerland, and the West

Indies.

375 pp., paper. 1997. ISBN 978-0-8063-1538-6.

#CFC2167W. $12.50

G&LIIBIP: U.S. SOURCES & RESOURCES

VOLUME, AL-NY

Marian Hoffman, ed.

Devoted specifically to U.S. sources and

resources, this volume and the one described

below list genealogical books in print that deal

with U.S. regions, states, counties, towns, and

smaller jurisdictions. Starting with coverage of

the five major regions of the U.S.—New

England, the Mid-Atlantic, the South, the Mid-

West, and the West—it proceeds alphabetically

from Alabama to New York.

573 pp., paper. 1997. ISBN 978-0-8063-1536-2.

#CFC2168W. $12.50

G&LHBIP: U.S. SOURCES & RESOURCES

VOLUME, NC-WY

Marian Hoffman, ed.

The concluding volume of the two-part U.S.

Sources & Resources, this title picks up with

North Carolina and continues through Wyoming.

525 pp., paper. 1 997. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 537-9.

#CFC 216<JW. $12.50

GERMAN-AMERICAN NAMES. Third Edition

George F. Jones

This A-Z dictionary of

German-American names

gives the spellings,

meanings, and variants of

about 18,000 names. A

lengthy introduction

discusses the develop

ment of German names,

X- 3rh Ebitf

tmetmutt-
American

name sources, name

variations, and some of

the special characteristics

of German-American

names. The book also

deals with the American

ization of some of Ihese names, explaining the

social and historical matters that contributed to

the distinctive character of German-American

names. The new third edition is longer than the

earlier editions and has several thousand more

entries.

3rd ed. 354 pp. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-1764-9.

ffGPC 3077. $29.95. Low in stock.

GENEALOGIES IN THE LIBRARY OF

CONGRESS: A Bibliography. Five Volumes

Marion Kaminkow

This is the complete

five-volume set of

Genealogies in the Library

of Congress, consisting of

the two-volume base set

of Genealogies, the two

Supplements, and the

Complement (see tfs 3132, 3126, 3127, and

3131). It is available at a savings of $35 below

the price of the same volumes when purchased

individually.

5 vols. 4,130 pp. in all. (1972, 1977, 1986,

1981), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-8063-1669-7. «GPC

3133. $395.00/set

GENEALOGIES IN THE LIBRARY OF

CONGRESS: A Bibliography. Two Volumes

Marion Kaminkow

This reference work tells what family histories

have already been published. It gives the titles

and descriptive details of genealogies listed in the

Family Name Index of the Local History and

Genealogy Room in the Library of Congress up to

1972. The 20,000 entries, arranged by surname,

include published as well as unpublished

geneaiogies, with 25,000 cross-references
directing attention to spelling variations and

collateral family names. The entries refer not only

to American and English works, but also to

genealogies from Germany, France, Scandinavia,

Spain, and many other countries.

2 vols. 1,866 pp. in all. (1972), repr. 2001. ISBN

978-0-9063-1673-4. #CPC 3132. $210.OO/set
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SCHLEGEL'S AMERICAN FAMILIES OF GERMAN ANCESTRY IN THE UNITED STATES.
Four Volumes

Carl W. Schlegel

Unlike other great compendia, Scblegel doesn't just start out with the

immigrant ancestor; rather, each family history usually begins two or three

generations back, examining the family in its historic setting before bring
ing it forward lo (lie immigrant ancestor and his descendants in America.

The family histories are rich in biographical and genealogical detail, each
depicting the education, service, achievements, life, and career of the
various family members. In general, each essay traces the family roots
of the first four or five generations in America, usually commencing in
the 18th or the 19th century, and names thousands of related family
members.

4 vols. 1,638 pp. in all, illus., indexed, paper. (1916, 1918, 1926), repr

2003. ISBN 978-0-6063-1728-1. CGI'C 5195. The set: $175.00

SUPPLEMENT 1972-1976 TO

GENEALOGIES IN THE LIBRARY OF

CONGRESS: A Bibliography

Marlon Kamlnkow

This Supplement lists all genealogies in the

Library of Congress which were catalogued

between 1972 and 1976, showing acquisitions

made by the Library in the five years since

publication or' the original iwo-volume Bibliogra

phy (see #3132 above).

"The supplement alone includes 2,798 new

entries. . . . The alphabetical arrangement is by

family surname for both the bibliographical

entries and the cross references. Title, place,

publisher, author, and LC card and call numbers

are included. . . . This work is a major starting

point for identifying and approaching American,

English, Canadian, Latin American, European,

and Asian genealogical sources.''—American

Reference Books Annual, 1978

285 pp. (1077), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1666-6. #CPC 3126. $50.00

SECOND SUPPLEMENT 1976-1986 TO

GENEALOGIES IN THE LIBRARY OF

CONGRESS: A Bibliography

Marion Kamlnkow

This 10-year supplement lists 10,000 lilies
acquired by the Library of Congress between

January 1976 and June 1986. An index of

secondary names contains about 8,500 entries,

and a geographical index lists family locations

when mentioned.

"Unlike the previous volumes, this volume is
based upon a printout from the LC's database.

Arrangement is alphabetical by family name, and
then alphabetically by author. . . . Each entry

contains a complete bibliographic citation,

including the LC catalog number and the Dewey

Decimal number. An index of places is also

included."—Carol Willsey Bell, American
Reference Books Annual, 1988

861 pp. (1986), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1667-3. #GPC 3127. $105.00

A COMPLEMENT TO GENEALOGIES IN THE

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS: A Bibliography

Marion Kaminkow

This work lists 20,000 genealogies which were

NOT in the Library of Congress when the

Bibliography and First Supplement were

published (see #s 3132 and 3126 above), It
includes additions and corrections to those

volumes as well as an index of 10,000 second

ary names. Code letters designate the libraries in
which these family histories may be found.

Altogether, the holdings of 24 major libraries are

listed, though this figure may actually be said to

represent 45 libraries, since the Allen County

Library of Fort Wayne, Indiana, possesses photo

and microform copies of genealogies from 21

additional libraries.

1,118 pp. (1981), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-O-8OG3-

166)1-0. #GPC3131. $110.00

HISPANIC SURNAMES AND FAMILY

HISTORY

Lyman D. Platt

Dr. Platt has prepared an

exhaustive review of the

development of Spanish

surnames in Latin America

and the Hispanic United

Slates. One of the principal

aims of the book is to

show the dispersion and

commonality of Hispanic

surnames throughout the

Americas. At the very heart

of the book is a bibliogra

phy of Hispanic family

histories in the U.S. and

Latin America, certainly

the most extensive list of its kind ever compiled.

349 pp., paper. (1996), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1480-8, #GPC 4635. $19.95

FAMILY HISTORIES

J. Montgomery Seaver

The following family history includes the

family coat-of-arms, a record of ancient families

of the name, a list of prominent members of the
family past and present in both England and
America, a record of those of the name tracing

descent from royalty, a record of the first
emigrants to America and the first few genera

tions descended from them. Revolutionary War

veterans from the family, and various lists of

sources.

MacDonald: 54 pp., illus., paper. 1990. ISBN
97(1-0-11063-4883-4. tfCFC 9470VV. $4.50

FEDERAL LAND SERIES. A Calendar of

Archival Materials on the Land Patents

Issued by the United States Government,

with Subject, Tract, and Name Indexes. Four

Volumes

Clifford Meal Smith

Originally published by the American Library
Association between 1972 and 1986, this work

lists the public land grants made by the federal
government and the state of Virginia to settlers in

the U.S. territories between 1788 and 1835.

These books provide genealogists with important
tools for tracing the westward movement of

families In the largely undocumented migration
into the Old Northwest Territory.

4 vols. exxviii, 1,772 pp. in all, maps, indexed,
paper. (1972, 1973, 1980, 1982, 1986), repr. 2007.

ISBN 97H-0-8063-4904-6. #CFC 9421. S225.00/set

AMERICAN SURNAMES

Elsdon C. Smith

Elsdon Smith begins this

work with n discussion of

the development of

hereditary surnames, and

then he divides his subject
into six broad categories:

Classification of Surnames,

Surnames from Father's

Name (patronymics).

Surnames from Occupation

or Office, Surnames from

Description or Action

(nicknames), Surnames

from Places, and Surnames

Not Properly Included

Elsewhere.

In these areas he expounds on such subjects
as abbreviated names, surnames derived from

animals, changes of names by immigrants, ethnic
names, names indicating nationality, surnames

from place names, European names, Asian

names, names of blacks anrl Indians, surnames

without vowels, surnames from Christian names,
landscape names, Jewish names, surnames from
history, garbled names, comic or odd names,

and hyphenated names. In addition, lie provides
a list of the 2,000 most common surnames in the
U.S. today.

290 pp., indexed, paper. (1969), repr. 2003. ISBN
978-0-8063-1 150-0. #GPC 5445. $18.95

THE BOONE FAMILY. A Genealogical History

of the Descendants of George and Mary

Boone Who Came to America in 1717

Hazel Atterbury Spraker

This work is widely

regarded as a model

genealogy because of its high
standards of research. The

author traces the Boones

through eleven generations
from the original emigrant

ancestors. There is data on

families of undetermined

connection, as well as on

families that married into the
Boone family in earlier

generations; Revolutionary

War records; and other material, including, of

course, a biography of Daniel FSoone.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GERMAN-AMERICAN GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH

Clifford Neal Smith & Anna Plszczan-Czqja Smith

This is still the best book on German-American genealogy, emphasizing
German genealogical research in America, with special focus on immigra
tion records, German ethnic and religious bodies in America, and manuscript
and published source materials, both in America and Germany. An importanl
section on the "Locations of German-Speaking Congregations in the United
Slates, 1906" is based on a federal religious census of the lime. This census
gives considerable data on a number of the larger German-speaking denomi
nations, enabling llie genealogical researcher to establish the county in which
German congregations were located. The authors have also included a sec
tion on genealogy in Germany, with emphasis on land records, state vital
records, court records, census records, municipal records, and church records.

8Vi" x 11". 273 pp., indexed. (1976), repr. 2003. ISBN 978-0-8063-1742-7.
#GPC 5442R. $32.95
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70d pp., illus., indexed. (1922], repr. 2006. ISBN

978-0-8063-0612-4. #GPC 5520. $45.00

ADVENTURES IN GENEALOGY: Case Studies

In the Unusual

Norman Edgar Wright

Professor Wright shows us how genealogy

research is done by recounting three of his most

memorable cases. The case of Ron Anderson

involves a murder trial and a reunion of family

members who'd been separated for over 30 years.

The case of )esse Taylor underscores the impor

tance of verifying the spelling of ancestors' names

and double-checking sources. The case of "lack

Fitzgerald, Miner at the Silver King" spans more

than 20 years, takes us on a trail of many cities and

features another murder. The studies are supported
by photographs and facsimiles of documents; the

work concludes with a name index.

&'/■" x II." xiv, 163 pp., illus., indexed, paper.

11994), repr. 2003. ISBN 978-0-8063-4500-0. #CFC

9495W. SI 5.95

CENSUS RECORDS

AMERICAN POPULATION BEFORE THE

FEDERAL CENSUS OF 1790

Evarts B. Greene & Virginia

D. Harrington

This is an exhaustive survey

of the population lists,

estimates, and statistics that

were produced in the

American colonies before the

first federal census of 1 790.

The population lists, which

are of paramount importance

to the genealogist, include

poll lists, tax lists, taxables,

militia lists, and censuses, and

were originally drawn up for purposes of

taxation and local defense. Cleaned from

archives in Britain and the U.S. and from a wide

range of published sources, this scholarly work

identifies every type of population list taken

before 1790, giving the location of the manu

script source or a reference to the published

account.

252 pp., indexed. (1932), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1377-1. #GPC 2345. $28.50

STATE CENSUS RECORDS

Ann S. Lainhart

State censuses rank with

federal censuses as a major

genealogical resource but remain

under-utilized. State censuses not

only stand as substitutes for some

of the missing 1790, 1800, 1810,

and 1890 censuses las well as

many county and statewide

enumerations lost or destroyed

between 1 790 and 1890) but

also as valuable population

enumerations in their own right.

Many slate censuses, for example, asked

different questions than the federal census, so
they record information that cannot be found
elsewhere in federal schedules. State by state,

year by year, often county by county and district

by district, Mrs. Lainhart shows what is available

in state census records, when it is available, and

what one might expect to find in the way of

data.

116 pp. (1992), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-R063-

1 362-7. #GPC 3275. $111.95

CENSUS RECORDS FOR LATIN AMERICA

AND THE HISPANIC UNITED STATES

Lyman D. Platt

Mr. Platt has compiled the largest and most

complete survey of census records avaiiable for

Latin America and the Hispanic U.S. The result

MAP GUIDE TO THE U.S. FEDERAL CENSUSES, 1790-1920

William Thomdale & William Dollarhide

This work shows all U.S. county boundaries from 1790 to 1920.

On each of the nearly 400 maps the old county lines are superim

posed over the modern ones to highlight the boundary changes at

1 0-year intervals. Also included are (1) a history of census growth;

(2) the technical facts about each census; (3) a discussion of census

accuracy; (4) an essay on available sources for each state's old county

lines; and (5) a statement with each map indicating which county

census lines exist and wliich are lost. An index lists all present-day

counties, plus nearly afl defunct counties or counties later re-named.

With each map there is data on boundary changes, notes about

the census, and locality finding keys. There also are inset maps that clarify territorial fines, a state-

by-state bibliography of sources, and an appendix outlining pitfalls in mapping county boundaries.

f!'/." x 11". 445 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1987), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-1188-3. #GPC 5786.

S49.95

of exhaustive research in

Hispanic archives, it

contains a listing of

approximately 4,000

separate censuses, each

listed by country and

thereunder alphabetically

by locality, province, year,

and reference locator.

While the majority of

census listings are for

Mexico, all countries of

Spanish North America,

Central America, and South

America are covered. The modern states of

California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas are

found here under Mexico because they belonged

to Mexico during the period in which most of

the censuses were taken. Florida and Louisiana,

on the other hand, are separate because of their

loose ties to Mexico.

196 pp., paper. 1998. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 555-3,

#CPC4634W. $12,01)

THE 1790 CENSUS. Heads of Families at the

First Census of the United States Taken in

the Year 1790. In Twelve Volumes

U.S. Bureau of the Census

These volumes contain the names of the heads

of about 400,000 families, with information

concerning their place of residence, size of their

families, and approximate ages of male family

members. The families comprised about

2,400,000 individuals, or approximately 75% of

the total population of the U.S. in 1790.

The schedules are arranged by county and in

some cases by minor subdivisions of counties.

Heads of families, arranged in alphabetical order

under each county and district, are listed with

the following information after each name:

number of free white males of 16 years and

upward; number of free white males under 16

years; number of free white females; number of

all other free persons; number of slaves.

The following volumes are currently in print:

Connecticut: vi, 227 pp., indexed, paper, repr.
2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-0523-3. #CFC 58B5W.

$17.95

Maryland: iv, 189 pp., Indexed, paper, repr. 2004.
ISBN 978-Q-8063-0491-5. #CFC 5887. $29.50

New York: 308 pp., indexed, paper, repr. 1998.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0485-4. #CFC 5890. $47.50

South Carolina: !5U pp., paper, repr. 1998. ISBN

978-O-8063-G492-2. #CFC 5S94. $27.50

IMMIGRATION &

PASSENGER LISTS

General

MORTON ALLAN DIRECTORY of European

Passenger Steamship Arrivals for the Years

1890 to 1930 at the Port of New York, and

for the Years 1904 to 1926 at the Ports of

New York, Philadelphia, Boston and

Baltimore

By year and by steamship company, and

thereunder by port of entry, this work lists the

name of the vessel, the exact date of the vessel's

arrival, and the port of embarkation. Thus, if the

port of enlry and the approximate arrival dales

are known, it may be possible to determine the

name of the vessel and the name of the

passenger line. If the port of embarkation is

known, it may be possible to narrow the search

even further. And if the name of the ship and the

name of the line are known, it may be possible

to determine the exact date of arrival.

268 pp. (1931), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-8063-

0830-2. #GPC 80. $25.00

SHIPS OF OUR ANCESTORS

Michael J. Anuta

This is a compilation of

photographs of the steamships

thai transported immigrants to

this country in the heyday of

mass migration. These ships

were owned and operated by

such famous shipping lines as

North German Lloyd, White

Star, Cunard, Cuion, Red Star,

Inman, and Hamburg-

American. Photos n{ nearly

900 ships are arranged here in

alphabetical order, and each

ship is further identified by date, shipping line,

and source.

387 pp., indexed, paper. (1983), repr. 2006. ISBN

978-0-8063-1381-8. #GPC 125. $34.95

PASSENGER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF

CHARLESTON, 1820-1829. By Brent II.

Hoicomb. See #CFC 4420, p. 38.

PASSENGER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF

NEW YORK, 1820-1829. From Customs

Passenger Lists. By Elizabeth P. Bentley.

Sec #GPC 4440W, p. 32.

PASSENGER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OF

NEW YORK, 1830-1832. From Customs

Passenger Lists. By Elizabeth P. Bentley.

See #GPC 4441W, p. 32.

OMITTED CHAPTERS FROM HOTTEN'S

ORIGINAL LISTS OF PERSONS OF QUALITY

. . . 1600-1700. Census Returns, Parish

Registers, and Militia Rolls from the

Barbados Census of 1679/80

James C. Brandow

Since it was first published in 1874, John

Camden Hotten's Original Lists of Persons of

Quality has been regarded as the classic work on

17th-century British immigration to the colonies,

and it is unquestionably one of the most
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important lists of English-speaking immigrants of

the colonial period ever published. Not

generally known, however, is lhat Hotter!

published only a portion of the lists available to
him. He overlooked nearly two-thirds of the

important Barbados Census of 1679/ao, omitting

more than half of ihe island's parish registers,
all of the militia rolls, and various lists of

landholders.

This work, based on records in the Public

Record Office in London, supplies all the

material missing in Hotten, identifying 6,500
immigrants who settled on Barbados before

planting new roots on the North American
mainland.

xii, 245 pp., indexed, paper. (1982), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0954-5. #CFC 660. $28.50

GOING TO AMERICA

Terry Coleman

This is the grim story of

the British and Irish

immigrants who came to

America during the middle

of the 19th century.

Confronting the immigrants

at every turn were inescap

able horrors. Ship owners

packed their holds like

skivers; brokers misrepre
sented and overcharged;

runners stole when they

couldn't cheat; customs

officials look bribes to

ignore overcrowding. And when the immigrants

arrived ihey were fleeced by lodging-house

keepers, separated from their possessions, and
sold fraudulent railroad or canal boat tickets—in

short, the whole, cruel apparatus of immigration
was turned against them.

317 pp., illus., paper. (1972), repr. 2004. ISBN

978-0-8063-1 1 89-0. #GPC 1125W. $12.95

TRANSATLANTIC VOYAGES, 1600-1699.
Second Edition

David Dobson

This edition includes 20% more entries than
the original, and it brings together evidence of

voyages from Scandinavia, Germany, the
Netherlands, France, Scotland, Ireland, Wales,
and the Channel Islands to North America and

the Wesl Indies during the I 7th century. The

ports of origin identified in Europe may well

indicate the localities from which the first

emigrants originated and, therefore, places
where genealogical research may be conducted.

2nd ed. xiv, 138 pp., maps, illus., paper. 2008.
ISBN 97)1-0-8063-5369-2. #CFC 9854. $18.50

NEW WORLD IMMIGRANTS. A Consolidation

of Ship Passenger Lists and Associated Data

from Periodical Literature. Two Volumes

Michael Tepper

This work is a collection of 97 articles from

some 50 periodicals, most totally unknown to

the researcher. Periodicals drawn on range from
the obscure Pennsylvania Dutchman to the

scholarly American Genealogist, from bi

weeklies to annuals. Within the general time
frame Id 18 to 1878, the articles identify

upwards of 27,500 immigrants, mainly English,
Irish, Scottish, German, Swiss, French, Dutch,

Norwegian, and Russian-German.

Note: This work does not include articles from

The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and
Biography, The New England Historical and

Genealogical Register, or The New York

Genealogical and Biographical Record.

2 vols. 568 & 602 pp., indexed, paper. (1979),

repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-0854-8. #CFC 5750.

$89.95/set

English

THE BRISTOL REGISTERS OF SERVANTS

SENT TO FOREIGN PLANTATIONS, 1654-

1686

Peter Wilson Cotdham

In 1654 the Bristol City Council passed an

ordinance requiring that a register of servants
destined for the colonies be kepi, the purpose

being to prevent the kidnapping of innocent
youths into servitude. The registers refer to a

total of 10,000 servants, almost all of whom
came from the West Country, the West

Midlands, or Wales. Most entries give the name
of the servant, his place of origin (until 1661),
length of service, destination (usually Virginia,
Maryland, or the West Indies), name of master,
and, after 1670, the name of the ship. Includes

indexes to servants, masters, places of origin,
and ships.

491 pp., indexed. 1988. ISBN 978-0-8063-1223-
1. #CFC 1096W. $13.50

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF EMIGRANTS,

1607-1660

Peter Wilson Coldham

This is an heroic attempt

to bring together from

English sources a complete

list of emigrants to the New

World from 1607 to 1660.

The list is a reworking of
the records of the

Exchequer, the 1624 and

1625 censuses of Virginia,

and the records of licenses

and examination of persons

found in John Camden

Hoiten's Original lists of

Persons of Quality (1874).

To Hoiten's basic list,

which he has revised and augmented to 1660,
Coldham has added records of vagrants, waifs,
and prostitutes. He has also added new
transcriptions of records—not in Hotten—of

servants sent to "foreign plantationes" from

Bristol, 1654-1660; and he has added much

mare from port books, court records, and from

many types of official papers and documents.

600 pp., indexed. (1988), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-
0-8063-1 192-0. #CPC 1097. $40.00

MORE EMIGRANTS IN BONDAGE, 1614-
1775

Peter Wilson Coldham

Some 9,000 new and amended records appear

in this work, which is arranged and annotated in
the same way as the parent volume. These
additions come as a windfall, arising from the

availability of previously closed archival
resources and the re-examination of conven

tional transportation records such as Assize

Court records, Circuit Court records, and the
quaintly-named Sheriffs' Cravings, to which can
be added newspapers and printed memoirs.

229 pp., paper. 2002. ISBN 978-0-806.3-1694-9
(»GPC 1124. $30.00

French

EMIGRANTS FROM FRANCE (HAUT-RHIN

DEPARTEMENT) TO AMERICA. PART I:

1837-1844; PART 2: 1845-1847

Clifford Neat Smith

This book is based on the two surviving
registers of passports issued by the departmental

government between 1837 and 1B44 for travel
outside of France. The author has culled nearly
2,000 records from the registers for persons

whose destination was the U.S. Also included is a

select group of emigrants whose destination was
given as Hamburg or London, cilies which often

were intermediate destinations in unreported

emigration to America. Each entry gives the name
of the emigrant, age, place of birth, places of
residence and destination, profession, accompa
nying family members, and the entry number and
date from the passport register.

2 pans in 1. 81// x 11". 102 pp. in all, surname

indexes, paper. (1986, 1989), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-
0-8063-5232-'). #CFC 9823. $22.50

German

TRUE AND AUTHENTIC REGISTER OF

PERSONS WHO IN 1709 JOURNEYED FROM

GERMANY TO AMERICA

Vtrich Simmendinger

The Simmendinger Register, as this work is

called, consists of an alphabetical list of
approximately 500 Palatine families who were

settled in or near the Mohawk Valley of New

York in the year 1717. These families were the

survivors of the great Palatine migration from the
Rhrnefand in 1 709. The author himself partici
pated In this migration, and upon his return to

Germany in 1717 he published this pamphlet as
a kind of message from the colony overseas to
friends and relatives back home in Germany.

20 pp., paper. (1934), repr. 1991. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0313-0. «CPC 53BO. $4.00

EARLY NINETEENTH-CENTURY GERMAN

SETTLERS IN OHIO (MAINLY CINCINNATI

AND ENVIRONS), KENTUCKY, AND OTHER

STATES. PARTS 1, 2, 3, 4At 4B, AND 4C

Clifford Weal Smith

AMERICAN PASSENGER ARRIVAL RECORDS. A Guide to the Record* of Immigrants
Arriving at American Ports by Sail and Steam. Updated and Enlarged Edition

Michael Tepper

Millions of people made their way to America in the most determined and
sustained migration the world has ever known. Initially they left traces of
their immigration in scattered records and documents. Later their arrival here
was documented so minutely lhat Ihe records resulting are among the larg

est, the most continuous arid Ihe most uniform in the nation's archives. These
passenger arrival records identify by name, place of origin, and other particu
lars the vast majority of persons who participated in the great Atlantic migra
tion. This book examines the records in their historical and legal framework,
and it explains what they contain, where they can be found, and how they
can be used. In effect, it is a road map through the mass of records and
archival resources documenting immigranl arrivals from the time of the ear
liest settlements to the passage of the Quota Acts three centuries later. This
edition features expanded coverage of colonial emigration records, finding
aids and reference materials, National Archives microfilm programs and pub
lications, current projects and new developments in immigration research,
and more.

142 pp., illus., paper. (1993), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-8063-1380-1. #CPC 8700. S14.95
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For this work, Mr. Smith transcribed the

genealogical contents of Volumes 1 through 9 of

Der Deutsche Pioniere, a monthly magazine

issued by the Deutsche Pioniereverein (Union of

German Pioneers) founded in Cincinnati, Ohio.

The author provides the following particulars on

each German-American pioneer: name, place of

origin in Germany, town or county of residence,

reference to the original source, and biographi

cal dala provided in the original notice.

A vols. (6 installments) in 1. 8W x 11". viii, 267

pp. in all, paper. (1984, 19138, 19911, repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5229-9. #CFC 9840. Available

EMIGRANTS FROM FELLBACH (BADEN-

WUERTTEMBERG, GERMANY), 1735-1930

Clifford Neal Smith

This booklet is derived from the work of Otto

Conrad, which was published in German in

1934. The passengers are arranged alphabeti

cally, obviating the need for an index. Informa

tion found on each emigrant includes full name,

occupation, date of departure, and, sometimes, a

specific destination in America.

81/.'" x 11". iv, 48 pp., paper. (1984), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5258-9. #CFC 9857. $17.50

EMIGRANTS FROM THE FORMER AMT

DAMME, OLDENBURG (NOW

NIEDERSACIISEN), GERMANY, MAINLY TO

THE UNITED STATES, 1830-1849

Clifford Neal Smith

This booklet covers the German townships of

Damme, Holdorf, and Neuenkirchen, which are

today part of Niedersachsen. Arranged by

farming community, it identifies nearly 3,000

persons who emigrated to North America

between 1830 and 1849.

Q'h" x 11". iv, 84 pp., indexed paper. (1981), repr.

2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-5259-6. #CFC 9858W. $14.95

EMIGRANTS FROM THE PRINCIPALITY OF

HESSEN-HANAU, GERMANY, 1741-1767.

Originally published as German-American

Genealogical Research Monograph 6

Clifford Neal Smith

The author compiled this list of emigrants for

Hessetl-Hanau from a register of the Privy

Council of that former principality, which he

discovered in the Staatsarchiv, Marburg,

Germany. These passengers departed for

America (principally Pennsylvania), as well as for

Hungary, Lithuania, Pomerania, and Russia.

(These Eastern European Germans should not be

dismissed by U.S. researchers because their

descendants may have taken part in the great

Eastern European exodus of the late 19th and

early 20th centuries.)

8V2" x 11". 22 pp., indexed, paper. 11979), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5250-3. #CFC 9852.

$12,50

EMIGRANTS FROM SAXONY (Grand Duchy

of Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach) TO AMERICA,

1854, 1859

Clifford Neal Smith

This work is derived from two articles by Dr.

Herbert Koch that name German emigrants

found in official notices compiled in the process

of issuing permits to leave Saxony. Mr. Smith

gives each passenger's place of origin within

Saxony and, in many cases, remarks such as

name of spouse, number of offspring, and

occupation. Most of these emigrants went to the

U.S., others to Brazil or Canada.

8'A" x 11". 32 pp., indexed, paper. (1974), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5249-7. #CFC 9831.

$14.5(1

EMIGRANTS FROM THE WEST-GERMAN

FUERSTENBERG TERRITORIES (BADEN

AND THE PALATINATE) TO AMERICA AND

CENTRAL EUROPE 1712, 1737, 1787.

Originally published as German-American

Genealogical Research Monograph 9

Clifford Neal Smith

Smith's list of emigrants from F uerstenberg is

based on a 1937 article by Hermann Baler. Most

of the emigrants who did not go to America

traveled instead to Hungary, from which their

descendants might have later left for the U.S.

This work indicates each individual by name,

place of origin, year of emigration, destination [If

known), source, and such comments as name of

spouse, place or tlate of marriage, whether

married before, name of parent(s), and so forth.

8Vi" x 1 1". iv, .37 pp., paper. (1981), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5251-0. flCFC 9853. Sid.50

FROM BREMEN TO AMERICA IN 1850:

FOURTEEN RARE EMIGRANT SHIP LISTS

Clifford Neal Smith

Despite the fact thai the Bremen passenger

lists were destroyed during World War II, these

14 Bremen lists survived because they had been

reprinted in the obscure weekly newspaper from

Rudolstadl, Thuringia, entitled the Altgemeine

Auswandewngs-Zeitung. The emigrants, who are

arranged alphabetically, are identified by place

of origin and sometimes by the number of

persons in the passenger's family or the names of

traveling companions.

B'/i" x 11". vi, 35 pp., surname index, paper.

(1987), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-0-8063-5226-8. #CFC

9«26. $14.50

GERMAN MERCENARY EXPATRIATES IN

THE U.S. & CANADA FOLLOWING THE

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Clifford Neal Smith

8'A" x 11". 3 vols. in 1. 223 pp. in all, indexed,

paper. (1973, 1979 & 1976 I, repr. 2008. ISBN 978-

0-8063-5305-0. #CFC 9B97. Available soon.

NINETEENTH-CENTURY EMIGRATION FROM

KREIS SIMMERN (HUNSRUECK),

RHEINLAND-PFALZ, GERMANY TO BRAZIL,

ENGLAND, RUSSIAN POLAND, AND THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Clifford Neal Smith

Mr. Smith extracted the names in this Simmern

Kieis/Rheinland-Pfalz booklet from two articles

published in Germany in 1935 and 1938. In

most cases, we learn the emigrant's name, year

emigrated, occupation, date of birth, and,

frequently, the city or stale of destination.

8'/:" x 11". 35 pp., surname index, paper. (1980),

repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-15063-5227-5. «CFC 9827.

$14.50

NINETEENTH-CENTURY GERMANS TO

AMERICA. A Consolidation of Six Pamphlets

Identifying Emigrants from Baden-

Wuerttemberg, Hamburg, Bremen,

Nordrhein-Westfalen, Rheinland-Pfalz and

Schleswig-Holstein

Clifford Neal Smith

Although the source and scope of the

information in this work vary, for the most part

the entries include the passenger's name, place

of origin, number of persons traveling with the

passenger, and year of departure. Many also

contain more detail, providing the immigrant's
age, occupation, next of kin, sponsors, and date

of birth, as well as the name of ship and date of

departure.

Six parts In one. U'/i" x 11". 247 pp. in all,

indexed, paper. (1980, 1988, 1983, 1580, 1982,

and 1983), repr. 2006. ISBN 976-0-8063-5271-8.

#CFC 9872. Available soon.

RECONSTRUCTED PASSENGER LISTS FOR

1850: Hamburg to Australia, Brazil,

Canada, Chile, and the United States, Parts

lt 2, 3 & 4

Clifford Neal Smith

Most German and Swiss emigrants to the New

World during ihe middle of the 19th century lefl

from the Port of Bremen. Sadly, those lists were

destroyed during the final year of World War II.

The lists that have survived from this period
pertain to the port of Hamburg and are in the

custody of the Hamburg police authorities.

Working from microfilm copies of the Hamburg

police lists, Clifford Neal Smith has here

reconstructed the identifies of about 7,000

Hamburg passengers whose names were found

among 60 separate lists for the year 1850.

4 parts in 1. 8'/j" x 11". vi, 288 pp. in all,

surname index, paper. (1980, 1981), repr. 2005,

ISBN 978-0-8063-5278-7. #CFC 9»77. $41.50

PALATINE CHURCH VISITATIONS, 1609,

Deanery of Kusel

Ricardo W. Staudt

The district of Kusel was situated in the
western part of the German Palatinate; from this

area came many early emigrants to America.

Later generations of these families can be found

among the passenger lists in Strassburger and
Hinke's Pennsylvania German Pioneers.

xii, 136 pp.. indexed, paper, (19301. repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0908-8. #CFC 5552. $21.50

GERMAN IMMIGRANTS. Liats of Passengers

Bound from Bremen to New York, 1847-

1854, With Places of Origin

Gary J. Zimmerman & Marion Wolfert

The original lists of emigrants leaving Bremen

were destroyed during World War II. However,

this work is based on passenger lists (now in the

custody of the National Archives) of vessels

arriving at New York. Not oil Bremen passengers

of Ihe 1847 to Jfi54 period are included—only

those for whom a specific place of origin is

given, about 35,000 immigrants.

The immigrants' names are arranged in

alphabetical order; family members are grouped

together, usually under the head of household.

Details concerning age, date of arrival, and the

name of the ship are provided, as are specific

citations to the original source material.

xxiv, 175 pp., paper. (1985), repr. 2006. ISBN

978-0-8063-11 28-9. #CFC 6580. $24.5(1

Huguenot

THE TRAIL OF THE HUGUENOTS in Europe,

the United States, South Africa, and Canada

G. Elmore Reaman

This is the story of the great exodus of the

Huguenots from France at the end of the 17th

century and of their dispersal to places in Europe,

the U.S., Canada, and South Africa. Over half of

the book is devoted to the Huguenots and their

direct descendants in Canada and the U.S.,

especially those who settled in North and South

Carolina, Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, and

New England. An appendix contains the names of
hundreds of Huguenot immigrants with dates and

places of their arrival. In addition, there are short

biographical sketches with genealogical data, a list

of English surnames of French derivation, additions

and corrections by Milton Rubincam, and ,~\n index

of names and places other than those mentioned in

the genealogies and appendices.

318 pp., itlus., indexed. (1963), repr. 2000. ISBN

978-0-8063-0290-4. #CPC 4810. $:(().(»(

IRELAND AND IRISH EMIGRATION TO THE

NEW WORLD from 1815 to the Famine

William Forbes Adams
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This work provides a detailed account of the
economic, social, and political factors underly

ing the early migrations, an examination of the
emigrant trade and its links with American

shipping interests, and a history of government

policy regarding assisted and unassisted
emigration.

viii, 444 pp., Indexed, paper. [1932), repr, 21)0(1.

ISBN ()78-O-8Of.3-OH6B-5- #CFC 45. $38.50

IRISH EMIGRANTS IN NORTH AMERICA

[1775-18251. Part One, Part Two, and Part

Three

IRISH EMIGRANTS IN NORTH AMERICA

11775-18251. Part Four and Part Five

IRISH EMIGRANTS IN NORTH AMERICA

[1670-1830]. Part Six

David Dobson

The first of these three works sheds light on
some 1,000 Irish men and women and their

families who emigrated to North America

between roughly 1 775 and 1825. Par! One,

which is based on the Register of Emigrants, lists

a number of former soldiers, among others, who
settled in Canada after the Napoleonic Wars.

Part Two, based on source material located in
Ireland, Scotland, England, and North America,

consists mostly of Irish men and women who

settled in Canada, North Carolina, and the Virgin

Islands. The third list, also based on British and

North American records, is more evenly

distributed throughout the colonies.

The second volume (Parts Four and Five)

sheds light on more than 1,100 Irish men and

women and their families who emigrated to

North America between roughly 1775 and 1825.

These persons were found primarily in contem

porary newspapers in Canada and the U.S,

The third volume (Part Six] documents Ihe

departure of thousands of individuals who

vacaled Ireland for the promise of the New

World between roughly 1670 and 1830. As

many as half of these immigrants disembarked at
ports in Ontario, while most of the rest entered

North America through New York, New Jersey,

Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina.

Parts One-Three: vi, 85 pp. in all, paper. (1994,
19951, repr. 2(108. ISBN 978-0-8063-4684-7. #CFC

9206. $15.00

Paris Four-Five: iv. (J5 pp., map. paper. (1998,

1999), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-Q-8063-499B-5, #CFC
9366. $15.00

Part Six: iv, 131 pp., paper. (2003), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5216-9. #CFC 9796. $17.50

SHIPS FROM IRELAND TO EARLY

AMERICA, 1623-1850. Volume I

David Dobson

This work is an alphabetically arranged list of
1,500 vessels known lo have embarked from

Ireland to North America. For each vessel we

Irani the dates and ports of embarkation and

arrival and the source of the information, and

frequently the number of passengers and the
name of Ihe ship's captain. Based on contempo

rary newspapers, government records in Great

Britain and North America, and a small number
of published works.

viii, 153 pp., paper. (1999), repr. 2008. ISBN

973-0-8063-4943-5. #CFC 9354. $22.50

SHIPS FROM IRELAND TO EARLY

AMERICA, 1623-1850. Volume II

David Dobson

This work is an alphabetically arranged lisl of
1,500 vessels known to have embarked from

Ireland to North America. Information for each

vessel includes the dates and ports of embarka

tion and arrival, Ihe source of the information,
and frequently the number of passengers and the

name of the ship's captain.

THE FAMINE IMMIGRANTS. Lists of Irish Immigrants

Arriving at the Port of New York, 1846-1851

Ira A. Glazier & Michael H. Tepper, eds.

This series enumerates all Irish passengers who entered (he port
of New York between 1846 and 1851. The passenger lists are ar

ranged by ship and date of arrival, and each person is identified
with respect to age, sex, occupation, and family relationships where

such was indicated in the original manifests. Each volume contains
an extensive index listing all of the passenger names in the text.

Vol. 1: XNxii, 841 pp., indexed, paper. (1983), repr. 2005. ISHN
978-0-80E.3-1024-4. #CFC 2211. Temporarily out of print.

Vol. [1: 722 pp., indexed, cloth. 1983. ISBN 978-0-8063-1045-9. #CFC 2212W. Temporarily out ofprint

Vol. Ill: 695 pp., indexed, cloth. 1984. ISBN 978-0-0063-1 056-5. #CFC 2213W. $22.50

Vol. IV: 014 pp., indexed, cloth. 1984. ISBN 978-0-8063-1084-15. #CFC 2214W. $22.50

Vol. V: 638 pp., indexed, cloth. 1985. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 123-4. #CFC 2215W. $22.50

Vol. VI: 898 pp., indexed, cloth. 1985. ISBN 978-0-3063-1136-4. #CFC 2216W. Temporarily out ofprint.

Vol. VII, Parts 1 and 2: 1,195 pp., indexed, paper. (1986), repr. 2007. ISBN 97B-0-80d 1-5 159-1
#CFC 2217. S75.00

iv, 145 pp., paper. (200-1), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-
O-8O63-5252-7. #CFC 9B4<J. $21.00

IRISH EMIGRATION LISTS, 1833-1839.

Lists of Emigrants Extracted from Ordnance

Survey Memoirs for Counties Londonderry

and Antrim

Brian Mitchell

In Ireland, as a prelude to a nationwide

valuation of land and buildings (the Griffith's
Valuation), the Ordnance Survey was directed to
map Ihe whole country at a scale of six inches to
one mile. The resultant six-inch maps appeared

between 1835 and 1846. The fieltl officers
gathered a great deal of useful information, and
the notebooks and memoirs in which they

recorded this information can now be found in

the Royal Irish Academy in Dublin. Although
they cover 19 of Ireland's 32 counties, the
memoirs covering Antrim and Londonderry are

the only ones that contain lists of emigrants. To

facilitate research in the memoirs, these lists of

emigrants have been extracted, arranged under

parish, and alphabetized.

x, 118 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1989), repr.

2007. ISI3N 978-0-8063-1233-0. #CFC 3854.

$19.50

IRISH PASSENGER LISTS, 1803-1806. Lists

of Passengers Sailing from Ireland to

America, Extracted from the Hardwicke

Papers

Brian Mitchell

Some 4,500 passengers

are Identified in the 109
sailings recorded in the

Hardwicke Papers on
deposit in Ihe British

Museum in London—most

cited with their place of

residence. Although Dublin
was thu most popular port of

departure, the three northern

ports of Belfast,

Londonderry, and Newry

accounted for 61 % of the

sailings. New York was the

most popular destination, with Philadelphia
second.

154 pp., indexed. 1995. ISBN '>78-0-B0f>3-1458-
7. HGPC 3IS57. S15.00

IRISH PASSENGER LISTS, 1847-1871. Lists

of Passengers Sailing from Londonderry to

America on Ships of the J. & J. Cooke Line

and the McCorkell Line

Compiled under the Direction of Brian

Mitchell

IRISH
; MBSBNCEH LKTS

These passenger lists

identify the emigrants' actual

places of residence, as well as
their port of departure and

nationality. The lists were
developed from the order

bonks of two main passenger

lines operating out of

Londonderry. Both sets of

records provide the

emigrant's name, age, and

address, and the name of the

ship. The Cooke lists provide

the ship's destination and year of sailing, while
the McCorkell lists provide the date engaged and
the scheduled sailing date. Altogether 27,495

passengers are identified.

350 pp., indexed. (1988), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1206-4. #GPC 3851. $32.50

Palatine

EARLY EIGHTEENTH CENTURY PALATINE

EMIGRATION

Walter A. Knittle

This work lists about 12,000 Palatine settlers

with the names of persons in their families and
the dates of emigration. Major destinations and
places of settlement were Pennsylvania, North

Carolina, and the Hudson and Mohawk Valleys
of New York.

xxi, 320 pp., iilus., indexed. (1937J, repr. 2004.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0205-8. #GPC 3255. $35.00

Scottish

DIRECTORY OF SCOTS BANISHED TO THE

AMERICAN PLANTATIONS, 1650-1775

David Dobson

Between 1650 and 1 775 many thousands of

Scots were banished to the American colonies
for political, religious, or criminal offenses. For
each Scol banished to Ihe colonies, some or all

of the following information is provided in this

work: name, occupation, place of residence in
Scotland, place of capture and captivity, parents'
names, dale and cause of banishment, name of

the ship sailing to the colonies, and date and
place of arrival in the colonies.

x, 239 pp., map, paper. (1983), repr. 2007. ISBN

978-0-8063-1035-0. #CFC 1485. $28.50

DIRECTORY OF SCOTS IN THE CAROLINES,

1680-1830. Volumes 1 and 2

David Dobson

This work contains information on early
Scottish emigrants to North and South Carolina
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based on research in Scotland, England, and the

U.S., but especially al the National Archives in
Scotland. The descriptions of these Scots

generally include age, place and date of birth,
names of parents, names of spouses and
children, occupation, place of residence, and

date of emigration from Scotland.

Vol. 1: sciv, 322 pp., paper. (1986!, repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1143-2. #CFC 1483. 29.50

Vol. 2: iv, 160 pp., paper. (2004). repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-O-8O63-5231-2. #CFC 9811. Temporarily

out of print.

MORE SCOTTISH SETTLERS, 1667-1827

David Dobson

In recent years, researchers have gained
access EO various records not available when Mr.
Dobson concluded his seven-volume "Directory

of Scottish Settlers" series. Among the most

important of these sources are the Scottish Court
of Session records now available at the National
Archives of Scotland (NAS) in Edinburgh. These

records, other original sources newly found at
the NAS, plus contemporary documents located

in England, Holland, the U.S., and Canada
comprise the basis for More Scottish Settlers,
1667-1827, a sequel to the seven-volume series

that concluded more than 10 years ago.

Mr. Dobson here provides the traveler's full
name, place of origin in Scotland, one or more
associated dates, occupation, destination, and

source of information.

x, 161 pp., illus., paper. (2005), repr. 2007.

ISDN 978-0-806.1-5286-2. #CFC 9883. $23.00

THE ORIGINAL SCOTS COLONISTS OF

EARLY AMERICA. CARIBBEAN

SUPPLEMENT 1611-1707

David Dobson

By the latter part of the 1 7th century, Scots

merchants, planters, seafarers, and transportees

were to be found throughout the English and

Dutch colonies of the Caribbean. In total, it is

believed that as many as 5,000 Scots settled
temporarily or permanently in the Caribbean
before the Act of Union in 1707, Many of the
colonists used the islands as a stopping-off point

before continuing on to the mainland of

America.

147 pp. 1999. ISBN 978-0-8063-1612-3. #CPC

1472W. $12,1)0

SCOTS ON THE CHESAPEAKE, 1607-1830

David Dobson

This book attempts to bring together all
available references to Scots in Virginia and

Maryland from sources scattered throughout
Great Britain and North America. Included,

where known, are details of birth, marriage and
death, occupation, age, date of emigration, place

of settlement, and family relationships.

169 pp. 1992. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 328-3. #GPC

1476. $20.00

SCOTS IN GEORGIA AND THE DEEP SOUTH,

1735-1845

David Dobson

This work is based on probate records, court

records, family papers, newspapers and journals,
naturalization papers, church registers, grave

stone inscriptions, printed sources, and census

returns. The information provided generally
includes some or all of the following; name,

place and date of birth, occupation, place and
date of settlement in Georgia or the Deep South,

and names of wives and children. In all, several

thousand Scots are named.

218 pp. 2000. ISRN 978-0-8063-1629-1. #GPC

1471.$25.00

SCOTS IN THE MID-ATLANTIC COLONIES,

1635-1783

David Dnbsoit

Russian

KISS1AN
EMPIRE

MIGRATION FROM THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE

Ira A. Glazier, erf.

This six-volume series covers the period from January 1B75 through June
1891 and contains data on 290,000 persons of Russian nationality who emi

grated to the U.S. from Russian territories. The information was extracted
from the original customs passenger lists and immigration passenger lists held
by the Temple-Balch Center for Immigration Research. Information in each
volume corresponds to the information given in the passenger lists—name of
passenger, age, sex, occupation, country of origin, place of residence, and
destination. By the 1890s, information furnished by the passengers would
include their last place of residence in Europe and their precise destination in

the U.S.

Lists of Passengers Arriving at the Port of New York. Volume 1:

January 1875-September 1882

703 pp., indexed. 1995. ISBN 978-0-8063-1474-7. #GPC 6601. Temporarily out of print.

Lists of Passengers Arriving at the Port of New York. Volume 2: October 1882-April 1886

631 pp., indexed. 1995. ISBN 978-0-8063-1475-4. #GPC 6602. Temporarily out of print.

Lists of Passengers Arriving at U.S. Ports. Volume 3: May 1886-December 1887

Beginning with Volume 3, the records include other important U.S. ports of entry (Boston,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, etc.), as well as New York.

xxxvi, 521 pp., indexed. 1997. ISBN 978-0-8063-1539-3, #GPC 6603W. $30.00

Lists of Passengers Arriving at U.S. Ports. Volume 4: January 1888-May 1889

xxxvi, 519 pp., indexed. 1997. ISBN 978-0-8063-1540-9. tfGPC 6604W. $30.00

Lists of Passengers Arriving at U.S. Ports. Volume 5: June 1889-July 1890

550 pp., indexed. 1990. ISBN 97R-0-B063-1583-6. #GPC 6605W. $30.00

Lists of Passengers Arriving at U.S. Ports. Volume 6: August 1890-June 1891

499 pp., indexed. 1998. ISBN 978-0-8063-1584-3. #CPC 6606W. $30.00

This work names some 3,000 Scots who

settled in the mid-Atlantic colonies prior to the
Revolutionary War. Several distinct groups of

immigrants made up the Scottish inflow: settlers
of the Argyle Patent in New York, Covenanters

and Quakers in East New Jersey, Highlanders,

and a rather large contingent of discharged

soldiers after the French and Indian War. In the

Revolution of 1 776, many Scots supported the

Loyalist cause and later moved to Canada.

139 pp. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-1699-4. #GPC

1466W. $14.95

SCOTS IN THE MID-ATLANTIC STATES,

1783-1883

David Dobson

Naming an additional 3,000 Scots, this work

provides such information as the immigrant's

place and date of birth and death, occupation,

ciate of arrival and place of settlement in the

U.S., and names of spouse and children. This

compilation derives from the birth, marriage, and
death columns of local newspapers, together
with certain documentary sources in the

National Archives of Scotland.

142 pp.2002. ISBN 97B-O-8O63-1 700-7. #GPC

1467. $25.00

SCOTS IN THE USA AND CANADA, 1825-

1875. Parts One-Five

David Dobson

This series is designed to compensate for the
lack of official Scottish passenger lists to North
America during the 19th century. Parts One and

Two derive from Scottish newspapers as well as
documents in the National Archives of Scotland.
Part Three is based on records of the Scottish
Register of Sasines and Register of Deeds, as well

as newspapers found in the National Archives of
Scotland in Edinburgh. Part Four is based on

documents housed at the National Archives of
Canada in Ottawa, the Public Archives of Nova

Scotia in Halifax, and a number of libraries and

archives in Scotland. Part Five contains about
1,800 sketches not found in the prior books and
brings the total number of descriptions to about
tf,000. The information derives from newspapers

and other documents in the National Archives of

Scotland in Edinburgh.

Arranged alphabetically, the descriptions

usually give the individual's full name, place of

residence in North America, an identifying date,
and source of the information. Many entries also

indicate the individual's date of birth, father's
name and occupation or place of residence,

spouse, or the name of the vessel traveled.

Part One: 106 pp., paper. (1998), repr. 2004.

ISBN 978-0-8063-4828-5. #CFC 9247W. S8.50

Part Two: 107 pp., paper. (2001), repr. 2004.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5117-9. KCFC9B10. Temporarily

out of print.

Part Three: 126 pp., paper. (2002), repr. 2005.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5178-0. #CFC 9773. Temporarily

out of print.

Part Four: 116 pp., paper. (2005), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5276-3. #CFC 9874. $16.00

Part Five: 153 pp., paper. 2007. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5364-7. #CFC 9922. $19.50

SCOTTISH QUAKERS AND EARLY AMERICA,

1650-1700

David Dobson

Mr. Dobson has here amassed all the

genealogical data that we know of concerning
members of the Society of Friends in Scotland

prior to 1 700 and the origins of Scottish Quakers

living in East New lersey in the 1680s. While
there is a great deal of variation in the descrip

tions of the roughly 500 Scottish Quakers listed
here, the entries typically give each individual's
name, date or place of birth, and occupation;

sometimes entries also include the name of a
spouse or date of marriage, name of parents,

place and reason for imprisonment in Scotland,
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place of Indenture, date of death, and the source
of (he information.

iv, 52 pp., illus., paper. (1998), repr. 2008. ISBN
978-0-8063-4765-3. #CFC 930«. $12.95

SHIPS FROM SCOTLAND TO AMERICA,

1628-1828. Volumes i-II!

David Dobson

This series is based primarily, though not
exclusively, on contemporary newspapers

published on both sides of the Atlantic as well as
records in the Exchequer now housed in the

National Archives of Scotland. The majority of

American-bound cargo ships from Scotland

carried passengers, and notices announcing the
departure of a particular ship "with passengers"
were a regular feature of Scottish newspapers

from the mid-18th century onwards. While not
exhaustive, this series contains the names and
the ports and dates of departure and arrival of

the majority of ships carrying passengers from
Scotland to America prior to 1 828.

Vol. 1: 127 pp. (1998), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0B51 -7. #GPC 1492. $20.00. Low in stock.

Vol.11: 173 pp. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-1689-5.
#CPC 1468. $22.50

Vol. HI: 11 2 pp., paper. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-
1753-3. #CPC 1465. $1B.5O

SHIPS FROM SCOTLAND TO NORTH

AMERICA, 1830-1860. Volumes I and II

David Dobson

This series enables researchers to link their

immigrant ancestors' first whereabouts in

America with their port of embarkation in

Scotland. The records Mr. Dobson consulted are
based mostly on sailings documented in

contemporary Scottish newspapers. Mr. Dobson

has arranged the vessels in alphabetical order,

giving, for each voyage, the port of origin, port

and date of arrival, name of the captain, source

of the information, and, sometimes, the number
of passengers.

Vol. It 115 pp., paper. (2002), repr. 2005. ISBN

978-0-8063-5 151-3. #CFC 9741. Temporarily out
ofprint.

Vol. II: 166 pp., paper. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-
5380-7. #CFC 9014. $19.50

COLONISTS FROM SCOTLAND: Emigration

to North America, 1707-1783

Ian Charles Cargill Graham

This work is a treatise on the causes and

character of Scottish emigration to North

America prior to the American Revolution.

Chapters cover the geographical centers of

Scottish settlement, the formation of a Scottish
merchant class, the role of the Society of Saint

Andrew among Scottish-Americans, and the

political conservatism or Toryism of many

Scottish seiders during the American Revolution.

x, 213 pp., map, indexed, paper. 11956), repr.

2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-4517-8. #CFC 9129. $26.50

Swiss

LISTS OF SWISS EMIGRANTS In the

Eighteenth Century to the American

Colonies

Albert Bernhardt Faust &

Gaius Marcus Brumbaugh

This is the authoritative
work on Swiss emigration to

the Carolinas and Pennsylva

nia in the 18th century.

Volume I identifies

approximately 2,000

emigrants from the Canton

of Zurich, most references

comprising such data as age,

dale of birth or baptism,

Irade, name of wife, names of children, and

place of origin and destination. Volume II
extends the scope of investigation to Bern and
Basel.

2 vols. in 1. 429 pp. in all, indexed. (19201, repr.
2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-0109-9. flCPC 1780.

$45.00

LINEAGE RECORDS/
HEREDITARY SOCIETIES/

ROYAL & NOBLE

& HERALDRY

THE DESCENDANTS OF CHENEY BOYCE

"ANCIENT PLANTER," AND OF RICHARD

CRAVEN FOR SEVEN GENERATIONS

John Anderson Brayton

This detailed genealogy traces the descendants

of Cheney Boyce for seven lo nine generations,
from Charles City County, Virginia, through the
Virginia Tidewater, eastern North Carolina,

Tennessee, Alabama, and Arkansas. Mr. Brayton
makes use of published sources and manuscript
collections to establish much information on

related families Briggs, Carslarphen, Chappell,
Gary, Gee, Potts, Rives, Scott, Sledge, and
Tatum.

xxiv, 486 pp., indexed, cloth. 1996. ISBN 978-0-
H063-533U-8. #CFC991B. $40.00

THE COMPLETE ANCESTRY OF TENNESSEE

WILLIAMS

John Anderson Brayton

This genealogy links the world-famous
playwright to all of his notable cousins,

including royalty, U.S. presidents, and several
state governors. Williams' ancestry is traced back

14 generations.

xxi, 489 pp., indexed, cloth. 1993. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5339-5. #CFC 9919. $35.00

THE ANCESTRY OF GENERAL JAMES

ROBERTSON "FATHER OF TENNESSEE":

Addendum to "The Complete Ancestry of

Tennessee Williams"

John Anderson Brayton

This work was published as an addendum to

the work on Tennessee Williams. It traces the
ancestry of General Robertson 0 742—1 814) back

lo Prince George and Henrico counties, Virginia,
and corrects a number of errors in previous

Robertson genealogies.

68 pp., indexed, paper. 19'J.1;. ISBN 97H-0-8063-

5340-1. #CFC 9920. $12.50

PEDIGREES OF SOME OF THE EMPEROR

CHARLEMAGNE'S DESCENDANTS. Vol. Ill

J. Orton Buck, Jr. & Timothy F. Beard

This work contains aver S5 lines of descent of
living people from the Emperor Charlemagne.
Each section of the book is headed with the
name of the immigrant ancestor through whom

descent is traced, followed by all family names

in the line of descent in America. In addition to
the pedigrees, which follow closely the format of
Volumes I and H, this volume has a chapter titled
"A Glimpse of Emperor Lothair," by Prof. |. A.

Cabaniss and a list of corrections to Volume II.

389 pp., indexed. (1978), repr. 2002. ISBN 97ft-

0-8063-1211 -8. #GPC 775. $35.00

THE PROMINENT FAMILIES OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Arthur Meredyth Burke

There can be few names associated with
English genealogy as well known as Burke, who

gave us the Peerage, the Commoners, the
Landed Gentry, and the General Armory. Of I he
three great Burke's volumes produced on

American families—historically prominent

families of British or European descent—this one
is generally thought to be the most authoritative.

Hundreds of pedigrees are included; each begins
with the living subject and shows his descent
from the earliest known forebear.

510 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1908), repr.
2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1308-5. ttCfC 002. $45.00

A GENEALOGICAL HISTORY OF THE

DORMANT, ABEYANT, FORFEITED, AND

EXTINCT PEERAGES of the British Empire

John Bernard Burke

This work sets forth, alphabetically, the
lineage of each of the nearly 2,000 noble houses
that had succumbed to extinction up to 1883.
Each article begins with the exact date of the

patent's creation and proceeds to the lineage,

which commences with the first known

representative of trie line and carries through
successive generations up to the time of the

extinction of the title. The lineages contain
births, marriages, and deaths, references to

military and official service, estates, occupations,
honors, collateral families, and places of birth,
residence, and death. The text refers to about
40,000 persons.

xiv, 642 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1803), repr.

200R. ISBN 978-0-8O63-O789-3. #CFC B05. $69.95

THE ROYAL ANCESTRY BIBLE. Royal

Ancestors of 300 Colonial Families

Michel L. Call

Containing 3,400

genealogical charts, this

work attempts to chart

all known descents from

English or French kings

or the Emperor

Charlemagne for ail

American colonists who
have at least 20,000

descendants! Bound in

three handsome

hardcover volumes, this
remarkable work traces

the origins of 300

American colonists to the Middle Ages. Nine

years in preparation, it documents more ancestry

for more people than almost any other work ever
published.

THE ROYAL DESCENTS OF 600 IMMIGRANTS to the American
Colonies or the United States. 2008 Edition with Addendum

and Coda

Gary Boyd Roberts

This is a comprehensive survey of virtually all printed sources that
establish American genealogical links to medieval kings and their "dark
age" and "ancient world" forebears. In the 2006 edition of this work, Mr.
Roberts added III new immigrants lo his previous 650. In this new 2008
edition, he has added 28 more, so that, with a few disproofs, the total is
now 688.

cxv, 910 pp., indexed. 2008. ISBN 9711-0-8063-1 786-!. #CPC 4963. $75.00
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87a" x 11". 3 vols., 3.672 pp. total, indexed,

hardcover. 2005. ISBN 978-1-9331-9422-6. #CPC

8430. $270.00 plus $12.00 postage & handling

HEREDITARY SOCIETY BLUE BOOK.

1994 Edition

Robert R. Davenport

This publication provides information on no
fewer than 147 lineage organizations, their officers,

and other members. For each organization listed
the author gives the name of the society, date of
founding, requirements for membership, a mailing

address, and, where available, the phone number.

318 pp., indexed. 1994. ISBN 978-0-8063-1398-

6. #CFC 1355VY. $23.00

FAIRBAIRN'S BOOK OF CRESTS of the

Families of Great Britain and Ireland. Two

Volumes in One

James Fairbairn

In heraldry, crests are the ornaments and
devices attached to a helmet or coronet and

pictured above the shield in a coat of arms. This
encyclopedic collection is an alphabetical list of

about 50,000 names associated with various
crests, with a full description of each crest and a
reference to the plate in which it is illustrated. A
key to the plates cross-indexes the names of (he

families assigned to each crest, and a dictionary
of terms serves as a glossary. The illustrated

portion—its chief feature—consists of 3 14 full-
page plates with beautiful engravings of about

5,000 crests.

2 vols. in 1. 1,073 pp., illus., paper. (1905), repr.

2008. ISBN 97B-O-IS063-O1O7-5. #CFC 1750.

$99.95

NATIONAL HUGUENOT SOCIETY BIBLE

RECORDS Abstracted from the Files of the

Society

Arthur Louis Finnett, ed.

The records included in this work—which

primarily refer to births, marriages, and deaths-
were extracted from roughly 750 Bibles and
extend from the late 1 8th through the early 20th
centuries, with the greatest concentration from

the mid-l9th century. Each Bible record is
identified by family name and followed by a

reference to the Huguenot Society records where

the original can be found. In all, the records
refer to more than 2,500 main families and

embrace a staggering 25,000 individuals of

Huguenot or possible Huguenot ancestry.

viii, 502 pp., surname index, paper. (19961, repr.

2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-4636-6. #CFC 9181.

Available soon,

THE FAMILY OF RONALD W. REAGAN.

Second Edition

Curt J. Gronner

This is a detailed genealogy of the family of

the -10th U.S. President, Ronald Reagan. Trie

work is divided into 1 3 parts, one each for
President Reagan's paternal line (that of Michael
Reagan of Tipperary, Ireland] and the 12 allied

families of John Baker, Benjamin R. Bechlel,
Johnnie Blue, George Bristle, Henry E. Gerdes,

Eilt Habben, Samuel Uickelt, William
McFarlane, Nathaniel Pierce, (acob Smith,
Andrew Wilson, and Claudio Wilson (whose

connection is still unproven).

2nd ed. 7" x 10". iv, 282 pp., Indexed, paper.
2004. ISBN 978-O-8OG3-5224-4. rtCFC 9753.

$34.95

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY COLONIAL

ANCESTORS of Members of the National

Society Colonial Dames XVII Century, 1915-
1975. With SUPPLEMENT 1, 1975-1979,

and SUPPLEMENT 2, 1979-1988, by Mrs.

George L. Bott

Mary Louise flf. Hutton

This publication, a key to the lineage records
submitted by prospective members, consists of
three parts. The base work is a complete list of

the fi,000 I 7th-century ancestors from whom
descent has been positively proved. Each entry

gives the name of the colonial ancestor, his

dates of birth and death, the name of his wife,

his colony of residence, and his occupation or

service.
Supplement 1 adds the names of 2,500

ancestors. Each entry gives the name of the
ancestor, his vita! dates, his colony of residence,
and his occupation or service. Also included are
additions and corrections to the first volume.

Supplement 2 adds 2,500 ancestors, bringing the

total number of proven 1 7th-century ancestors of

members of this Society from 1915 to 1988 to

1 3,000! Each entry gives the name of the
ancestor, his vital dates, colony of residence,

and occupation or service.

468 pp., indexed. (1976, 1981, 1988), consol. od.
1991, repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-806:5-1310-8. #GPC

295f.W. $19.95

KEY AND ALLIED FAMILIES

Mrs. Julian C. Lane

This work traces Francis Scott Key's ancestry

back to the American immigrant, Philip Key of

London, who settled in St. Mary's County,

Maryland, in 1720, and then forward to a

number of Key lines in the U.S. In addition, the
author traces the Key connection to the allied
families of Bibb, Cantelou, Clarke, Carrett, Keith,

Kilpalrick, Marshall, Martin, Randolph, Tandy,

Terrell, Waller, and White.

495 pp., Illus., indexed, paper. (19311, repr. 200B.

ISBN 978-0-8063-4977-0. #CFC 9940. $45.00

PEDIGREES OF SOME OF THE EMPEROR

CHARLEMAGNE'S DESCENDANTS. Vol. II

AUeen L. Langston & J. Orton Back, Jr.

With a Foreword by Timothy F. Beard

This work contains more than 70 lines of

descent of living people from the Emperor

Charlemagne. Each line is carefully documented

and has been verified and approved by Timothy
F. Beard, Genealogist General of the Order of
the Crown of Charlemagne. Each chapter is

headed with the name of the immigrant ancestor

through whom descent is traced, followed by
each family name in the line of descent in

America.

This work also contains a chapter on

"Charlemagne and His Children," by Prof. |. A.

Cabaniss and a lengthy survey of contemporary

genealogical scholarship by Timothy Beard.

516 pp., indexed. (1974), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1163-0. #CI»C 32(15. $40,110

Families Directly Descended from ALL THE

ROYAL FAMILIES IN EUROPE <495 to 1932)

AND MAYFLOWER DESCENDANTS

Elisabeth M. Leach Rixford

This work extends many of the connections laid

out in Three Hundred Colonial Ancestors and
War Service to the royal and noble families of

Europe. The notable ancestors include Cerdic,

first of the West Saxon kings; Alfred the Great;

Robert Bruce; Kings Henry I, II and III; Kings

Edward I, II and III; and many lines through

Charlemagne, Louis I, the Earls of Warren, the

Dukes of Normandy, the Royal House of

Portugal, the House of Capet, the Counts of
Anjoy, the Kings of Jerusalem, and more. The

MAGNA CARTA ANCESTRY: A Study in Colonial and Medieval

Families

Douglas Richardson

This book provides detailed information about descents from the
famous Magna Carta Barons of 1215 for over 200 individuals who

emigrated from the British Isles to the North American colonies in the
1 7th century. It combines research in original records with the use of

published literature to provide well-documented ancestral lines for
American colonists with Magna Carta ancestry. Included are hundreds
of biographical summaries and over 18,000 citations to published ma

terials, making it the most documented source book of its kind. The
book also contains a massive 93-page bibliography, probably the most
exhaustive listing of medieval genealogy and history ever published.

BW x 11". xxxvi, 1,099 pp., illus., indexed. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-
1759-5. #GPC 4087. $100.00. low in stock.

PLANTAGENET ANCESTRY. A Study in Colonial and Medieval Families

Douglas Richardson

This book provides detailed information about descents from the Plantagenet Kings of England for
over 1B5 individuals who emigrated from the British Isles to the Norlh American colonies In the
17th century. It combines research in original documents with the use
Of published literature and features new ancestral lines for virtually all
American colonists who possess royal ancestry, with many corrections

to existing lines. Broader in scope than 17th-century colonial geneal
ogy, however, it covers every prominent family in medieval England.

Plantagenet Ancestry treats all known descents, both legitimate and
illegitimate, for 17th-century colonists from Geoffrey Plantagenet, Count

of Anjou (died 1151], founder of the Plantagenet dynasty which ruled
England from 11 54 !o 1485. It features hundreds of biographical sketches
as well as over 14,000 citations to published materials, making it the
most documented sourcebook of its kind. The format and extensive

cross-referencing make the text simple to follow. Moreover, extensive
descendancy footnotes are provided, allowing the reader to see at a

glance which immigrants descend from which family. In addition, the
book includes a massive 75-page bibliography—probably the most ex
haustive listing of royal and noble genealogy ever published—a special
study of "king's kinsfolk," and an index of over 10,000 entries.

Plantagenet Ancestry a\so features scores of remarkable discoveries that are certain lo change the
ancestry charts of many living Americans. New colonial immigrants are likewise included in the
work, linking still more 1 7!h-century immigrants lo the kings of England, making it as up-to-date and

comprehensive as possible.

8W x 1 1." 975 pp., illus., indexed. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-1750-2. #GPC 4894. $85.00
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ROYAL FAMILIES: Americans of Royal and Noble Ancestry. Second

Edition. VOLUME 1. Governor THOMAS DUDLEY and Descendants
Through Five Generations. Second Edition.

Marston Watson

The second ediiion of this volume covers nearly 900 new Dudley descen
dants through the sixlh generation. It is an essential work, even if you al
ready own the first edition, as likely several million Americans can prove

their descent from this noted governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Also new in this volume are the many connections to distinguished Dudley

descendants identified by Gary Boyd Roberts in his two volumes of Notable
Kin and elsewhere.

2nded. 467 pp., indexed. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 751-t>. #GPC 6161.
Temporarily out of print.

ROYAL FAMILIES: Americans of Royal and Noble Ancestry. VOLUME

2. Reverend FRANCIS MARBURY and Five Generations of His

Descendants Through ANNE (MARBURY) HUTCHINSON and

■CATHERINE (MARBURY) SCOTT

Mansion Watson

Thousands of Americans can claim the Marbury family's lineal connec
tions to their coyal and noble ancestry, from William the Conqueror through

Edward I. This volume, Ihe second in a projected multi-volume series dealing
with Americans of royal and noble ancestry, focuses on two of English min
ister Francis Marbury's daughters, Katherine Marbury Scott and Anne Marbury

Hutchlnson (the Puritan iconoclast and co-founder of Rhode Island), who
immigrated with their husbands to the New World in the 1630s. It covers the

first five generations of their descendants, carrying the various lines up to and
beyond the Revolutionary War, into the sixth generation. The book concludes
with an every-name index, a comprehensive bibliography, and a "Lineage

Society Index" with the names of eligible Marbury ancestors associated with
a number of distinguished hereditary societies.

342 pp., indexed. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-1746-5. #GPC 6162. $50,00

ROYAL FAMILIES: Americans of Royal and Noble Ancestry. VOLUME 3.

SAMUEL APPLETON and His Wife JUDITH EVERARD and Five

Generations of Their Descendants

Marston Watson

Thousands of Americans are direct descendants of Samuel Applelon (1586-
167U) of Ipswich, Massachusetts, who had royal and noble connections to Wil
liam the Conqueror, and of his wife, Judith Everard, whose ancestors included
William's sister Adelaide, as well as Louis IV, King of the Franks. This third
volume of Marston Watson's Royal Families series covers five generations (with
their sixth-generation children) of Samuel and Judith Appleton descendants,
carrying them up to the period of the Revolutionary War and beyond.

528 pp., indexed. 2007. ISBN 979-0-8063-1779-3. #CPC 6163. $60.00

author also shows how several Mayflower lines
are connected to all the members of the Vermont
Society of Mayflower Descendants.

xvi, 202 pp., charts, illus., indexed, paper. (1932;

Supplement, 1943), repr. 2008. ISBN 97(5-0-8063-

4945-9. #CFC 9401. $27.50. Low in stock.

THE JACOBITE PEERAGE, Baronetage,

Knightage & Grants of Honour

Compiled and Annotated by Melville Henry

Massue, Marquis de Ruvigny & Raineval

[1868-19211

Between 1688 and 1784, lames II and VII and

his successors in exile (Bonnie Prince Charlie,
etc.) retained the plenary authority to bestow

nobiliary and chivalric honors. The first part of

this volume contains an alphabetical list of all
titles known to have been bestowed between

Dec.11, 1688 and Nov. 4, I 784, the date of the
last title conferred by Charles III. A biographical
and genealogical account is given for each peer

and baronet, together with the names of their
children. The second part, dealing with court
appointments and chivalric honors, contains lists

of the knights created by the Stuarts; persons to
whom certificates of noblesse were granted;
household, diplomatic, and consular appoint
ments; Catholic archbishops, bishops, and

vicars-apostolic nominated by James II and VII
and by James 111 and VIII; and those who
received naval and military commissions.

285 pp., indexed. (1904), rcpr. 2003. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1716-8. tfGPC 5052R. $29.95

THE PLANTAGENET ROLL OF THE BLOOD

ROYAL: The Clarence Volume, Containing

the Descendants of George, Duke of Clarence

The Marquis of Ruvigny and Raineval

Tilts work traces the descendants of King
Edward 111 pertaining to the line of George, Duke

of Clarence, living as of the date of original

publication (1905). Illustrated with portraits,
photographs, and line drawings.

730 pp., indexed. (1905), repr. 1994. ISUN 978-
0-8063-1432-7. #GPC 5047W. $30.00

ROYALTY FOR COMMONERS. The Complete

Known Lineage of John of Gaunt, Son of

Edward III, King of England, and Queen

Philippa. Fourth Edition

Roderick W. Stuart

Royalty (or Commoners

documents the complete
known genealogy of lohn of

Gaunt, son of King Edward

III and Queen Philippa.

Thus, any commoner who

can connect his or her family

lineage to that of John of

Gaunt can now be shown to

share the same basic royal

heritage as the most noble
knight—the complete

heritage, not just the

Plantagenet ascent. This is

the usual lineage through which a commoner
can enter the domain of European royally.

4th ed., 394 pp., indexed. (2002), repr. 2006.
ISBN 978-0-806:5-1687-1. #CPC 56SS. $3B.5O

THE PLANTAGENET ANCESTRY. Being

Tables Showing over 7,000 of the Ancestors

>1NCESTRA!

•JiQOTS

of Elizabeth (Daughter of Edward IV and

Wife of Henry VH> the Heiress of the

Plantagenets

Lt.-Col. W. H. Turton

A classic work on royal ancestry, this unusual
book gives the lineages of all the known

ancestors of Elizabeth Plantagenet (1465-1503),
including both legitimate and illegitimate
ancestors, numbering altogether over 7,000.

Among the ancestors are early rulers of almost
every European country or province and several

well-known saints.

ft'A" x 11", xxii, 274pp., indexed, paper. (1928),
repr. 2005. ISBN 978-0-8063-0330-7. #CFC 5850.

Available soon.

ANCESTRAL ROOTS OF CERTAIN

AMERICAN COLONISTS Who Came to

America before 1700. Eighth Edition

Frederick Lewis Wets

Edited with Additions anil Corrections by

William R. Beall and Kaleen E. Beall

This is the eighth edition
of the classic work on the
royal ancestry of certain

colonists who came to

America before the year

1700. Out of a total of 398

ancestral lines, 91 have

been extensively revised
and (SO have been added,

while almost all lines have

had at least some minor

corrections. This edition is

30 percent longer than its
predecessor, thanks to the

efforts of the new editors, and contains an every-
name index, replacing the cumbersome indexes
of the past.

Besides Alfred the Great, Charlemagne,

Malcolm of Scotland, and Robert the Strong,
descents in this work are traced from the

following ancestral lines: Saxon and English
monarchs, Gallic rnonarehs, early kings of
Scotland and Ireland, kings and princes of Wales,
Gallo-Romans and Alsatians, Norman and French
barons, the Riparian branch of the Merovingian
House, Merovingian kings of France, Isabel de
Vermandois, and William de Warenne,

8th ed., :i80 pp., indexed. (2004), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-6063-1752-6. #GPC 6193. $35.00

THE MAGNA CHARTA SURETIES, 1215. The

Barans Named in the Magna Charta, 1215,

and Some of Their Descendants Who Settled

in America During the Early Colonial Years.
Fifth Edition

Frederick L. Wels & Arthur Adams. With

Additions and Corrections by Walter Lee

Sheppard, Jr., with William R. Beall

At the signing of the

Magna Charta, 25 men,

representing the barons,

signed as sureties of the

baronial performance, in
effect pledging the barons to
fulfill their obligations to the
Crown in accordance with

the terms of the Great

Charter. Of these 25 sureties

only 17 have identified

descendants, and all 17 are

represented in this work,

which traces their connec

tions to approximately 160 American colonists.

5th cd. 236 pp., indexed. (1999], repr. 2006
ISBN 978-0-8063-1609-3. #CI'C 6216. $30.00

THE DESCENDANTS OF KING GEORGE I OF
GREAT BRITATN

Daniel A. Willis

George I, who ascended the throne in August

1714, was the first of the Hanoverian monarchs
of England. Mr. Willis explains the royal history
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of the Hanoverian line in the front matter to the

volume and then launches straight into a
genealogy of the immediate family of George I,

chronicling the births and marriages of his two

children, the future George II and Princess

Sophia Dorothea, and his grandchildren. The
work concludes wtth a cha(Dter establishing the
connections of George's descendants to other

European royal families and another chapter

outlining the current line of succession to the

British throne.

xiv, 819 pp., indexed. (2002), repr. 2005. ISBN

978-0-8063-5172-8. #CFC 9762. $79.95

MILITARY & PENSION
RECORDS

Civil War

SOUTHERN LOYALISTS IN THE CIVIL WAR:

The Southern Chums Commission

Gary B. Mills

684 pp., paper. (1994), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1441-9. #CFC 3847VV. Temporarily out o(

print.

HISPANIC CONFEDERATES. Third Edition

John O'Donnetl-Rosales

This work is the only comprehensive roster of

Hispanic Confederate soldiers in print. The
number of soldiers listed here has grown to

6,175 men, a number nearly twice as large as

those identified in the first edition. The author
has arranged the Hispanic Confederates in

alphabetical order; for each person he gives the

individual's full name, rank, and unit and, in
some cases, information about the individual's

tour of duty.

3rd ed. xiv, 154 pp., paper. 2006. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5230-5. #CFC 9362. S21.50

ROLL OF HONOR. Names of Soldiers Who

Died in Defense of the American Union,

Interred in the National Cemeteries

From 1865 to 1871, the U.S. Quartermaster's

Department published the 27-volume Roll of

Honor series, a listing of over 300,000 Union

soldiers buried in national cemeteries, garrison

cemeteries, soldiers' lots, and private graveyards.

The burial records within each of the numbered

volumes are arranged in alphabetical order by

cemetery. The Roll provides, generally, the

soldier's name, rank, regiment, company, and

date of death, with the names of the deceased

arranged alphabetically by burial site. Beginning

with No. XI, the Roll identifies the soldier's

original place of interment and the exact section

of the cemetery and number of the grave in

which he was reburied.

Nos. I-VI. Covers burial sites in Washington,

D.C. and Alexandria, VA.

f.l 5 pp. in all. (1865-66, 1868), repr. 2001. ISBN

978-0-806.1-1412-9. #GPC 5951W. $9.95

Nos. VII-X. Covers burial sites from Maine to

Florida and west to California; the majority of
sites are found in Maryland, Virginia, Louisiana,

Missouri, Arkansas, and Tennessee.

720 pp. in all. (1866), repr. 1994. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1413-0. #GPC 5952W. $8.95

Nos. XI-XIII. More than half of this volume

(No. XI) is devoted entirely lo Tennessee, and in

particular to the national cemeteries in

Knoxville, Chattanooga, and Stone's River (near

Murfreesboro), wherein were also removed the

remains of soldiers who fought at Chickamanga,

Missionary Ridge, the Cedars, Hoover's Gap, on

the march to Atlanta, and on battlefields

throughout east Tennessee, northern Georgia,

and Alabama.

749 pp. in all. (1866-67), repr. 1994. ISBN 978-

0-806:5-1414-3. #GI'C 5953W. $9.95

Nos. XIV-XV. No. XIV contains the names of

1 2,000 men who were buried in prison camps in

all states in rebellion, including 10 pages of

Andcrsonville POWs additional to No. 111. No.

XV covers burials mainly a! Antietam, Arlington

(additional), Culpeper Courthouse, Cold Harbor,

Winchester, 5taunton, and scattered localities in

Virginia. Given in some cases is the precise

location of the grave, previous place of burial,

age, and place of death.

720 pp. in all. 11 868!, repr. 1 994. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1417-4. #GPCS954W. $8.95

Nos. XVI-XVn. No. XVI treats burials in various

national cemeteries in Massachusetts, New York,

Pennsylvania, and Virginia (the largest being

Cypress Hill, NY), Gettysburg, and City Point and

Richmond (VA) national cemeteries. No. XVII lists

burials in Kentucky and at New Albany,

Jeffersonville, and Madison, IN; and at Lawton

(Milieu) and Andersonville, GA (supplementary).

More than three-quarters of No. XVII is given over

to burials in Kentucky,

929 pp. in all. (11168), repr. 1994. ISBN 9711-0-

8063-141(1-1. #GPC 5955W. $9.95

Nos. XVIII-XIX. No. XVIII covers burials at Fort

Harrison, VA; Wilmington and Raleigh, NC; Port

Hudson, LA; Brownsville, San Antonio, and

Galveston, TX; Little Rock, Fayetteville, and Fort

Smith, AK; Indianapolis, IN; Mound City, IL;

Cincinnati and Springfield, OH; and at local

cemeteries and military posts throughout the

Midwest. No. XIX treats burials at Baltimore,

Petersburg, New Berne, and Baton Rouge,

among oilier locations. The New Berne (NC)

burial list has a "remarks" column which

includes such informalion as age, place of death,

whether a citizen of another country, etc.

818 pp. iii all. (11168-69), repr. 1994. ISBN 978-

0-11063-1419-0. #CPC 595GVV. $10.95

Nos. XX-XXI. Covers burials in national

cemeteries in Tennessee as well as those in

Pittsburg Landing and Memphis, TN; Corinth,

MS; Jefferson Barracks, MO; and Chalmette, LA.

(The Chalmette burials are additional to those

appearing in No. VII and do not include original

places of interment.)

308 pp. in all. (1869), repr. 1994. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1420-4. #GPC 5957VV. $9.95

Nos. XXn-XXHI. No. XXII is devoted entirely to

burials in the national cemetery in Nashville, TN

and refers lo soldiers whose bodies were

disinterred from 251 original places of interment.

The bulk of No. XXUI is devoted to burials in the

national cemetery in Marietta, GA; however,

Tennessee is again prominent, featuring burials

at Fort Donelson as well as burials at

Chattanooga, Knoxville, and Murfreesboro

additional lo those in No. XI.

847 pp. in all. (1H69), repr. 1994. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1421-1. #GPC 595«W. $9.95

Nos. XXIV-XXV. This volume documents burials

at national cemeteries in Vicksburg, MS; New

Albany, IN (half of which had been covered in

No. XX but without designation of gravesite);

Fredericksburg, VA; Mobile, AL; and Fort Gibson

[Indian Territory); as well as supplemental names

of Union soldiers buried at Hampton, VA;

Barrancas, FL; and Alexandria, LA.

560 pp. in all. (1869-70), repr. 1994. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1422-8. #CPC 5959W. $7.95

Nos. XXVI-XXVH and the "Final Disposition"

The final volume consists of three elements:

(I) Corrections to previously published burials in

cemeteries in Illinois and Ohio and previously

unpublished burials in Arkansas, Kansas, and
Virginia; (2) burials at national cemeteries in

Beaufort, SC; Vicksburg (additional to No. XXIV)

and Natchez, MS; and Pittsburg Landing, TN

(additional to No. XX); and (3) the FINAL

DISPOSITION, which gives the original places of

burial from which bodies had been removed and

names the national cemeteries where those

bodies wore reinlerred.

576 pp. in all. (1871, 1868-69), rupr. 1994. ISDN

978-0-8063-1449-5. #GPC 5965W. $7.95

THE UNPUBLISHED ROLL OF HONOR

Mark Hughes

This work is based largely on materials .it the
National Archives, including records of national

cemeteries omitted from the original series,

records of headstone requests (often for soldiers

who were buried in private cemeteries), and

records of post cemeteries thai eluded the

original compilers. Something like 8,500 men

are listed here with (usually) their rank,

company, and unit. The data is arranged by state

and therein alphabetically by cemetery, and all

names are listed in the index. Following the lead

of ihe original Roll of Honor, this work also

includes the names of soldiers who were buried

in post cemeteries on the western frontier, and it
sometimes lists the names of civilians who were

buried in post cemeteries—usually soldier';'

wives or children.

341 pp.. indexed. 1996. ISBN 978-0-8063-1487-

7.#GI»C 5967W. $5.95

Colonial Wars

BOUNTY AND DONATION LAND GRANTS in

British Colonial America

Lloyd deWUt Bockstruck

From Nova Scotia

south to Florida, the

British Crown awarded

land to approximately

6,500 soldiers and sailors

for service in the various

colonial wars. All 6,500

soldiers known to have

received land grants for

their participation in the

numerous conflicts with

the French and their

Indian allies, as well as in

various colonial

insurrections, are listed

here with details of their

place and dates of service, rank, military

campaigns, location of bounty land grants and

donation land grants, acreage, and, most

importantly, assignment of title to heirs, relatives,

and friends.

480 pp., indexed. ISBN 978-O-8O63-1 7H0-9.

#GPC 491. $50.00

VIRGINIA'S COLONIAL SOLDIERS. By Lloyd

D. Bockatruck. See #GPC 490, p. 39.

NEW YORK COLONIAL MUSTER ROLLS,

1664-1775. Report of the State Historian of

the State of New York. Two Volumes. See

#GPC 4070, p. 30-31.

Frontier Wars

AMERICAN MILITIA IN THE FRONTIER

WARS, 1790-1796

Murtie June Clark

This book is a compilation of the muster rolls

and pay rolls of the state militia organizations
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that wore authorized and paid by the federal

government to fij;ht in the Indian Wars from

1790 until 1 796. ft also contains data on some
of the militia troops called out to quell the

Whiskey Rebellion of 1784.

394 pp., indexed, paper. (1990), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-1277-4. #CFC 1001. $38.50

Revolutionary War

fl&VAi
•PENSIONERS

■ ■

musii ousts

TENNESSEE SOLDIERS IN THE

REVOLUTION. A Roster of Soldiers Living

During the Revolutionary War in the

Counties of Washington and Sullivan. By

Penelope Johnson Allen. See #GPC 90, p. 39.

NAVAL PENSIONERS OF THE UNITED

STATES, 1800-1851

Lloyd deWHt Bockstruck

This work presenls

information on some 3,000

seamen and sailors who

were awarded pensions.

Gleaned for ihe most part

from annual Congressional

reports, this work contains

the names of the veteran, his

widow, his children and

heirs, and sometimes other

t-imily members, Identifying

altogether some 5,000 or

more Individuals, most of

whom appear in no other federal pension
records.

222 pp., indexed. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-1705-

2. #GPC 4flf.. $30.00

REVOLUTIONARY WAR BOUNTY LAND

GRANTS Awarded by State Governments

Lloyd deWitt Bockstruck

Like Ihe federal govern

ment, ihe states of Connecti

cut, Georgia, Maryland,

Massachusetts, New York,

Norlfi Carolina, Pennsylvania,

South Carolina, and Virginia

also awarded bounty lands to
citizens and soldiers for

service during the Revolution.

Listed alphabetically, each

entry In this index to the state

records contains the name of

the claimant the state of
service, rank held, dale of the record, and acreage.

Altogether about 35,000 names appear in the
index.

636 pp., indexed. (1196), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-

0-8063-151 1-9. #GPC 488. $50.00

INDEX TO U.S. INVALID PENSION

RECORDS, 1801-1815

Murtie June Clark

Containing information that does not appear

in the Pension List of 1813 or the Pension List of
1010, ihis index is based on a War Department
account book showing ihe amount of semi

annual payments made in March and September
to each pensioner for each year of ihe reporting

period, 1801 to 1815. During the period

covered, pensions were paid io well over 2,000
Revolutionary veterans and to several hundred

officers and soldiers who served in the frontier
wars after 1783.

159 pp., indexed. (1991), repr. 2000. ISBN 978-

0-80(1.3-1304-7. #G1'C 1004W. $12.00

THE PENSION LISTS OF 1792-1795, with

Other Revolutionary War Pension Records

Murtie June Clark

Tfiis work is based on Congressional reports
believed to be the earliest Revolutionary War

pension records extnnt. Four such reports have

been identified and are transcribed here. Within

AMERICAN MIGRATIONS 1765-1799. The lives, times, and families of

colonial Americans who remained loyal to the British Crown before,

during and after the Revolutionary War, as related in their own words
and through their correspondence

Peter Wilson Coldham

The records of the American Loyalist Claims Commission include applica
tions, correspondence, depositions, affidavits, and legal transcripts. Mr. Coldham

has grouped the Loyalist cases by the name and normal residence of ihe person
in whose right each claim was rendered. All 5,000 individual claims are ab
stracted here, touching on 15,000 individuals, some three-quarters of whom

took up residence outside the U.S. after 1783. The remainder, including many
who had been classed as Loyalists, became citizens of the new Republic.

948 pp., indexed. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1618-5. #GPC 1122. $85.00

MIGRATIONS
i;«-1799

each report the claims are arranged by stale,

giving, generally, name, rank, regiment,

description and circumstances of wounds

incurred, and information regarding pension,
place of residence, and physical fitness. Contains
an index to nearly 4,000 persons.

21 & pp., indexed. (1991), repr. 199G. ISBN 978-

D-8063-1318-4. #GPC 10UHVV. $15.00

HISTORICAL REGISTER AND DICTIONARY

OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY, from It*

Organization, September 29, 1789, to March

2, 1903. Two Volumes

Francis B. Heltman

This list gives the officers' full names and

shows their services as cadets and officers in the
regular or volunteer army. Part II is an alphabeti

cal listing of the officers and comprises some

60,000 entries. Each entry contains a brief

paragraph on the officer, giving his state or

country where born, state from which originally

appointed, date of induction, rank, dale of

discharge, promotions, medals, battles partici
pated in, and, in about one-fifth of the entries,

date of death after leaving the army.

2 vols. 1,069 & 626 pp., indexed. (1903), repr.

1993. ISBN 973-0-8063-1401-3. #CFC 267SW.
S75.00/sel

HISTORICAL REGISTER OF OFFICERS OF

THE CONTINENTAL ARMY DURING THE

WAR OF THE REVOLUTION, April 1775 to

December 1783 New, Revised, and Enlarged

Edition with Addenda by Robert H. Kelby

Francis B. Heitman

This is the standard reference work on the
officers of the Revolutionary War, containing an

alphabetically arranged list, with service records,

of 14,000 officers of the Continental Army and
stale militias. Information given includes rank,

dates of service, when and where wounded,

taken prisoner, exchanged, killed, etc., with the

name of the state in which service was rendered
and designation of company and command.

698 pp., paper. (1914, 1932), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-0176-1. #CFC 2f,B0. $49,93

THE CYMRY OF '76; or Welshmen and Their

Descendants of the American Revolution.

Alexander Jones

This work is one of the few printed sources on
the role played by the Welsh population during

the Revolutionary War. Much of the work is
devoted to notices of prominent persons of
Welsh ancestry; it also includes a section on
Welsh surnames.

138 pp., paper. (1855), rppr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0195-2. #CFC 3065. $20.00

NEW YORK IN THE REVOLUTION AS

COLONY AND STATE. 2nd Edition. By James

A. Roberts and Frederick G. Mather. See

#GPC 4967W, p. 31.

AMERICANS OF 1776. Daily Life in

Revolutionary America

James Schouler

James Schouler's work is not a typical
narrative history of the Revolution bul rather a

unique and fascinating study of the daily life and
manners of the Revolutionary period, intended

to bring out "some features of an heroic a^e and

its people, which should interest posterity and
yet are unfamiliar to us." Read it and learn that

essence of pearl was a common dentifrice of the

day, rum was widely commended for medicinal
use, citizens of Revolutionary America ate too
fast, and the hot bread and biscuits they

consumed brought on dyspepsia.

xiv, 317 pp., indexed, paper. (1906), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-51 62-9. #CPC 9756. $27.50

PIERCE'S REGISTER. Register of the

Certificates Issued by John Pierce, Esquire,

Paymaster General and Commissioner of

Army Accounts for the United States, to

Officers and Soldiers of the Continental

Army Under Act of July 4, 1783. (From 17th

Report of the Nat'l. Soc. D.A.R., 1915)

Pierre's Register is based on official Paymaster

records, and, with its 93,000 names, it is very

nearly a complete roster of ihe officers and
soldiers of the Continental Army. The work

consists of an alphabetical list of names showing

the paymen! number and the amounl owed the

combatants. With the general index ihe

researcher is able to determine the state and in
some cases Ihe regiment of ihe men whose

names appear in the Register. The work is

complete for the Continental Army, but it does
not include militiamen (who were paid by their
respective slates); nor, owing to Ihe peculiar

relations exisling between South Carolina and

the federal government, does it include any of

the names of men from South Carolina.

566 pp. (1915), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-

0527-1. #GPC 5935R. S28.95

PENSIONERS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY

WAR—STRUCK OFF THE ROLL

U.S. War Department

This is a reprint of a rare U.S. Government
document which lists 6,000 pensioners of the
Revolutionary War who were disqualified and
subsequently reinstated. It identifies each

claimant by the date of the Acts under which his
pension was restored, with remarks on both the

expulsion and reinstatement.

I 03 pp., paper. (1836), repr. 2005. ISBN l)78-0-

8063-0350-5. #CFC 5950. Available soon.

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS. A

Transcript of the Pension List of the United
States for 1813

U.S. War Department

Reprinted from a very rare work issued by the

Secretary of War in I Hi 3, Ihis pamphlet records

the names of nearly 1,800 Revolutionary War
pensioners. Arranged alphabetically under the

stales, entries give the name of the pensioner as

well as his district, rank, and annual pension.
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47 pp., paper. (1813), repr. 2007. ISBN 970-0-

B063-4538-3. #CFC 5970. $8.95

PENSIONERS OF THE UNITED STATES,

1816

U.S. War Department

Part A of this work contains two sections. The

first includes the names of 3,814 disabled

pensioners, arranged alphabetically under each
state or territory, with their rank and annual
stipend. The second section lists half-pay

pensioners (who relinquished bounty land) along

with names of guardians and heirs. Parl B

contains the names of 2,086 additional deceased

pensioners with their rank, monthly and annual
stipend, starting dates of the pension, notation of

widows or orphans, and occasional added

remarks. (Previously sold under the title
Revolutionary Pensioners of 1818.)

358 pp., paper. (181(5), repr. 200(5. ISBN 978-0-

(3063-0351-2. #CFC 59H0. $42.50

THE PENSION LIST OF 1820

Arranged according to the state or territory of
residence and thereunder in rough alphabetical

order, 1 7,000 pensioners are listed in this

original 1820 publication with the rank they

held and (heir line of service. This compilation
brings together all 25 separate state and territory

lists under one cover.

750 pp., indexed. (1820), repr. 2000. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1647-5. #GPC 5975W. $27.00

RESOLUTIONS, LAWS, AND ORDINANCES

RELATING TO THE . . . OFFICERS AND

SOLDIERS OF THE REVOLUTION

This government publication

is a synopsis of all the Acts of

Congress relating to the

promises made by Congress to

the officers and soldiers of the

Revolutionary Army up to the

year 1836. The hundreds of

Congressional enactments

printed here contain (he names

of the soldiers or their heirs who
applied for relief under the

terms of each of the special

Acts. The individual petitions

contain testimonials by friends,

witnesses, and relatives, and include statements

supporting claims made by widows and

children, statements identifying parents,

corroborations of service records, affidavits of
good character, and stories of personal

misfortune.

519 pp., indexed. (1038), repr. 1998. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1337-5. #GPC 5924W. $19.U0

THE KING'S MOUNTAIN MEN. The Story of

the Battle, with Sketches of the American

Soldiers Who Took Part

Katherine Keogh White

This work is based on contemporary records

of Southwest Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia,

and Tennessee, with letters, documents, and

additional material taken from the Lyman Diaper

Collection. The first section is a miscellany of

court records of Watauga, Washington County,

North Carolina (iater Tennessee), 1778-1782,

and contains, in addition, militia rosters for the
years 1 777 and 1 779 and pension declarations

filed by King's Mountain participants and their
heirs. Section Two contains biographical

sketches of the soldiers, numbering close to

1,000 and arranged in alphabetical order.

vi, 271 pp., indexed, paper. (1924), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0383-3. #CFC 6310. $26.50

War of 1812

KNOWN MILITARY DEAD DURING THE WAR

OF 1812

Clarence Stewart Peterson

This work is the authoritative list of some

3,500 soldiers whose deaths were recorded in

the 18 stales that took part in the War of 1 812.

The entries are arranged alphabetically and

give the name of the deceased, rank, name of
his company or branch of service, date of

death, and an indication as to whether he died

in battle or as a prisoner of war.

xvi, 74 pp., paper. (1955), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-4526-0. #CFC 9285. $14.50

VIRGINIA MILITIA IN THE WAR OF 1812.

Two Volumes. See tfGPC 6099W, p. 42.

World War I

THE GREAT WAR: A Guide to the Service

Records of All of the World's Fighting Men

and Volunteers

Christina K. Schaefer

The only book of its

kind, this ambitious effort

to catalogue service

records and related sources

is international in scope,

covering the soldiers of all

countries participating in

World War I, from Britain,

Germany, and France, lo

Russia, Canada, and the

U.S.; and from India,

Australia, and Japan, to

South Africa and Brazil!
The first part of the book provides background

on the organization of the military in 1914, the

order of battle, how to use the records, and a
general time-line of events, focusing on 1914

to 1918. The second part concentrates on the
combatants, describing each country's armed

forces, conscription history, and its military

and nava! records, and, to the greatest extent

possible, their location.

204 pp., illus., indexed. (1998), repr. 2006.

ISBN 97!t-0-il0f)3-l554-6. #GPC 5178. $122.50

NATIVE AMERICAN

EASTERN CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, 1906-

1910, from the U.S. Court of Claims,

1906-1910. Cherokee-Related Records of

Special Commissioner Guion Miller

Volume I: Applications 1-3,000

Volume II: Applications 3,001-6,775

Volume in: Applications 6,776-10,452

Volume IV: Applications 10,453-14,276

Volume V: Applications 14,277-18,060

Volume VI: Applications 16,061-21,880

Transcribed by Jeff Bowen

This series of transcriptions by Mr. Bowen is

based on the Guion Miiler applications, part of

Record Croups 75 and 123 of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Mr. Bowen begins with an
Introduction describing the origins of the

Guion Miller rolls and the methodology used
in abstracting them. The applications provide

the application number, the applicant's name

and city of residence, the number of other

persons in his family, references to family

members found in olher applications, and the

disposition of the application. In some

inslances, Mr. Bowen has supplemented the

core elements found in the abstracts with
references to olher family members by name,

relntionship(s), and dates of birth and/or death.

When this series is completed, Mr. Bowen

will have transcribed al! of the 45,847

applications in the Miller records.

Vol. I: 286 pp.,

2007. ISBN 47(1-0

$31.50

Vol. II: 277 pp.,

2008. ISBN 978-0

$31.50

Vol. Ill: 283 pp

2008. ISBN 978-0

$31.50

Vol. IV; 285 pp

'J7IS-0-8O63-5349-

indexeti, paper. (2005), repr.

H063-5270-1. #CFC 9869.

indexed, paper. (2006), repr.

■8063-5298-5. WCFC 9892.

. indexed, paper. [2007], repr.

■8063-5345-6. #CFC 9900.

., indexed, paper. 2007. ISBN

A. #CFC 9901. $31.50

Vol. V: 285 pp., indexed, paper. 200S. ISBN 9/8-

0-8063-5366-1. #CFC 9902. $31.50

Vol. VI: 279 pp., indexed, paper. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-5388-3. #CFC 9926. $31.50

EASTERN CHEROKEE CENSUS, CHEROKEE,

NORTH CAROLINA, 1915-1922, Taken by

Agent James E. Henderson

Volume I: 1915-1916

Volume II: 1917-1918

Volume III: 1919-1920

Volume IV: 1921-1922

Transcribed by Jeff Bowen

This is a transcription of a census of the

Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians taken by

lames E. Henderson, Indian Agent representing

the U.S. government for the Bureau of Indian

Affairs. The four volumes concern the Eastern

Band of Cherokee Indians from Cherokee, North

Carolina, who lived on the reservation known as

the Qualla Boundary. Individuals enumerated in

the census are descendants of ihe Cherokees

who were not removed to Indian Territory during

the period 1 838 to 1 839 in the migration known

as the Trail of Tears. Information provided in the

census gives the individual's name, family

relationship, date of birth, and sex.

Vol. I: viii, 150 pp., indexed, paper. (2004), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5243-5. #CFC 9fi41.

$23.50

Vol. II: viii, 155 pp., indexed, paper. (2004), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5244-2. #CFC 9842.

$23.50

Vol. Ill: viii, 157 pp., indexed, paper. (2005),

repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5279-4- #CFC 9843.

$23.50

Vol. IV: viii, 169 pp., indexed, paper. (2006),

repr. 2008. ISSN 978-0-8063-5290-9. #CFC 9844.

$23.50

EASTERN CHEROKEE CENSUS, CHEROKEE,

NORTH CAROLINA, 1923-1929, Taken by

Agent James E. Henderson

Volume I: 1923-1924

Volume II: 1925-1926

Transcribed by Jeff Bowen

This series of transcriptions is based on census

records gathered by ihe Bureau of Indian Affairs

pertaining to Cherokees who inhabited ihe

Qualla Boundary in western North Carolina.

Individuals in the census are descendants of the

Cherokees who were not removed to Indian

Territory during the period 1838-1839 in the

migration known at the "Trail of Tears." Volume

1 references about 3,000 persons, and Volume II

references about 3,500 more,

Vol. I: 186 pp., indexed, paper. (2007), repr.

200H. ISBN 978-0-8063-5321-0. #CFC 9992.

$25.00

Vol. II: 201 pp., indexed, paper. 2007. ISBN 978-

0-8063-5350-0. #CFC 9993. $25.00

INDIAN WILLS, 1911-1921. Records of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Books One-Seven

Transcribed by JeffBowen

The Probate Divisions of ihe Bureau of Indian

Affairs were responsible for determining the heirs

of deceased Indian trust allottees. Ultimately,

Native Americans submitted to the Bureau more

than 2,500 pages of wills and probate records,

mostly from the Great Plains and spanning the

period 1911 to 1921. The documents, which
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TRACING ANCESTORS AMONG THE FIVE CIVILIZED TRIBES

Radial Mills Lennon

Stories about Indian ancestors in the family tree are common among both

black and while families whose roots go deep in the American Southeast,

especially (hose with links to the Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks,

and Seminoles, the Five Civilized Tribes.

This work is designed to eliminate speculation and to help you determine

the truth about your Indian ancestry. It focuses on the toughest period to

research—the century or so prior to the removal of the Southeastern natrons

to Indian Terriiory. It provides the cultural, genealogical, and historical back

ground needed 1o turn family stories into proved lineages, and it outlines a

method of research that will take you as far back as the colonial and early

federal periods and forward to the great tribal enrollment records of the late
19th century.

156 pp., indexed. (2002), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-B0f.3-1f.88-R. #CPC 3350.

$24.95

TRACING ANCESTOR*

AMONCTHE

FIVE CIVILIZED TRIHEl

name 6,000 persons, identify the names of the

testator, residence, heirs, a description of any

real estate transferred in the will, and names of

executors and witnesses.

Book One: vi, 199 pp., indexed, paper. [20051,

repr. 2001). ISBN 978-0-8063-5262-6, #CfC 9«62.

$27.50

Book Two: vi, 196 pp., indexed, paper. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-6063-5306-7. #CFC 9899. $27.50

Book Three: vi, 194 pp., indexed, paper, 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5:119-7. #CFC 998G. $27.50

Book Four: vi, 192 pp., indexed, paper. (2007),

repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5320-3. #CFC 9987.

$27.50

Book Pive: vi, 194 pp., indexed, paper. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5346-3. #CFC 998H. $27.50

Book Six: vi, 193 pp., indexed, paper. 2007. ISBN

973-0-8063-5352-4. #CFC 9989. $27.50

Book Seven: vi, 194 pp., indexed, paper. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5353-1. #CFC 9990. $27.50

FOURTH & FIFTH CORRECTIONS AND

ADDITIONS TO POCAHONTAS'

DESCENDANTS

Stuart E. Brawn, Jr. & Lorraine F. Myers

This final installment in the Pocahontas series

follows the pattern of the earlier volumes. The

name of the spouse of a Pocahontas descendant

is listed even though that spouse is not a

descendant of Pocahontas, but the name of a

parent of such a spouse is not indexed unless, of

course, that parent is a descendant of

Pocahontas as well. This volume is an indispens
able adjunct to contemporary Pocahontas

scholarship and should be sought after by all

persons and libraries that possess the earlier

volumes.

2 vols. in I. 97 pp. in all, indexed, paper. (2004),

repr. 200ft. ISBN 9715-0-8063-5242-8. #CFC 9837.

$14.95

POCAHONTAS, Alias Matoaka, and Her

Descendants Through Her Marriage at

Jamestown, Virginia, in April, 1614, with

John Rolfe, Gentleman

Wtjtuiham Robertson &

Robert A. Brock

Chiefly a tabulation of

names (although many dales

of birth, marriage and death

are given), this work traces

the descendants of

Pocahontas and John Rolfe

through seven generations.

84 pp. (1887), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-6063-0299-7.

ttGPC 4980. $20.00

POCAHONTAS [In the

Words of Her Contemporaries 1

Stuart E. Brown, Jr.

Mr. Brown has here assembled all that is
actually known about the famous Powhatan

Indian princess who reputedly saved the life of

Captain John Smith, the leader of the Jamestown

expedition. The book transports the reader back

to 17th-century Virginia by weaving the

quotations of people who knew the Indian

maiden with reproductions of more than a dozen

contemporary etchings, drawings, or maps.

iv, 34 pp.. profusely ijlus., map, paper. [1989),

repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-4605-2. #CFC 9098.

$12.95

OSAGE INDIAN BANDS AND CLANS

Louis F. Burns

The book opens with a discussion of the

Osage dispersion from Missouri to Oklahoma

and Kansas from about 1J300 to 1070. Next

comes n summary of the richest sources of 1 9th-

century Osage heritage; namely, lesuit records, a

great source of information concerning baptisms,

marriages, and interments; U.S. government

annuity rolls; and Osage Mission records. The

author provides a detailed listing of clans and

their members, which furnishes names in both

phonetic Osage and English.

x, 196 pp., maps, illus., indexed, paper. (1904),

repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-5112-4. #CFC 9419.

$24.95. Low in stock.

A GAZETTEER OF INDIAN TERRITORY (U.S.

Geological Survey No. 248, Series F,

Geography, 44)

Henry Gannett

This book consists of an alphabetical list of

2,100 place names scattered through Indian

Territory, each identified in relation to the Indian

nation on whose reservation it could be found

with reference to Indian Nation atlas sheets

published separately by the U.S. Geological
Survey.

70 pp., paper. (1905), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5261-9. #CFC 9861. $14.00

CHEROKEE CONNECTIONS

Myra Vanderpool Gormley

Cherokee Connections is an introduction to

genealogical sources pertaining lo the Cherokee

nation, and it is designed specifically tor

researchers who are trying to prove their heritage

for tribal membership as well as for those who

are simply interested in investigating family

legends about Cherokee ancestry. All important

sources of genealogical value are explained with

respect lo the reasons why the various records

were generated and where they can be accessed

today.

64 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1995), repr. 2005.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1579-9. #GPC 2271. $9.95

INDIANS IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

VIRGINIA

Ben C. McCary

This work offers a comprehensive survey of

the life and culture of the Algonquians and the

oilier tribes known to have inhabited 1 7th-

century Virginia. Following his description of the

principal tribes within the Powhatan confedera

tion (such as the Nansemond, Pamunfcey,

Pissaseck, and so on), the author describes the

social organization of the indigenous population.

iv, 93 pp., map, illus., paper. (1957), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-4541-3. #CFC 9237. $16.50

THE INDIAN TRIBES OF NORTH AMERICA

John R. Swanton

This is the definitive one-

volume guide to the Indian

tribes of North America,

and it covers all groupings

such as nations, confedera

tions, tribes, subtribes,

clans, and bands.

Formatted as a dictionary,

or gazetteer, and organized

by state, it includes all
known tribal groupings

within the state and the

many villages where they

THE FINAL ROLLS of Citizens and Frcedmen of the Five Civilized Tribes in Indian

Territory [and) INDEX TO THE FINAL ROLLS. Two Volumes

Dawes Commission

In 7 893 the Dawes Commission was established to negotiate with the

Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, and Seminoles (the Five Civi
lized Tribes) to abolish tribal governments and to provide lor the allotment

of land to tribal members. The Commission was empowered to prepare
Citizenship rolls (membership rolls) for each tribe to determine the proper
distribution of land and to hear and "determine the applications of" all per
sons who may apply to them for citizenship and . . . determine the right of
such applicant to lie admitted and enrolled."

The Final Rolls approved by the Commission contained the names of

101,000 Native Americans, of whom approximately one-fourth were full

blood. Most rolls give name, age, sex, degree of Indian blood, and the num
ber of the census card, generally known as the "enrollment card," on which
each citizen was enrolled.

From the original Final Rolls, the Commission in 1907 published The
Finn! Rolls of Citizens and Frcedmen of the Five Civilized Tribes in Indian
Territory along with the Index to the Final Rolls, reprinted here for the first

time in a century. The index volume, divided by tribe and broken down

under the various categories noted above, provides the Indian's name and the roll number. The roll
number is the key to the Final Rolls volume, which lists enrollees by tribe and category and thereun
der by name, age, sex, degree of blood, and the number of the census card.

2 vols. 633 & 635 pp. (1907), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-O-8O63-I731-1. MGPC 5903. The set: $125.00
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were located. Featuring four over-sized fold-Out

maps, each depicting a different quadrant of

North America and the location of the various

tribes therein, the text includes such facts as the

origin of the tribal name and a brief list of the

more important synonyms; the linguistic

connections of the tribe; its location; a brief

sketch of its history; its population at different

periods; and the extent to which its name has

been perpetuated geographically. Originally

published by the Smithsonian Institution's

Bureau of American Ethnology.

726 pp., filling, maps, indexed. (1952), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-6-8063-1730-4. #CPC 5682.

$75.00

NEW ENGLAND

THE ENGLISH ANCESTRY AND HOMES OF

THE PILGRIM FATHERS Who Came to

Plymouth on the Mayflower in 1620, the

Fortune In 1621, and the^nne and Little

James in 1623

Charles E. Banks

This work has biographical sketches of 112

passengers who sailed on the first four ships to

New England. Along with data on the passen

gers' origins, family connections, and later

histories, it substitutes proof for guess-work and

blows holes in many cherished traditions. The
author dwells first on the historical evidence,

then provides a list of the passengers, who are

dealt with one by one, together with the little

known facts about their place of residence in

England and Iheir parentage and ancestry.

187 pp., indexed. (1929). repr. 2006. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0708-4. #GPC 299. $22.50

THE PLANTERS OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

A Study of the Emigrants and Emigration in

Colonial Times: to Which are Added Lists of

Passengers to Boston and to the Bay Colony;

the Ships Which Brought Them; Their

English Homes, and the Places of Their

Settlement In Massachusetts, 1620-1640

Charles E. Banks

This work contains the names of 3,600

passengers on the 96 ships that brought them to

New England. Working with the same records

employed by Savage, Drake, and Hotten, and
with records unknown or inaccessible to them,

Col. Banks here pulls the several classes of
records together to form the most complete and

authoritative collection of passenger lists for the
period ever published. In addition to the names

of passengers and ships, places of origin, and

places of residence in America, the book
includes indexes to surnames, ships, English

parishes, and New England towns.

xiii, 231 pp.. maps, indexed. (1930), repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0018-4. #GPC 304. $25.00

TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF 2,285

ENGLISH EMIGRANTS TO NEW ENGLAND

Charles E. Banks

This "Dictionary" comprises genealogical
records of nearly 3,000 emigrants, giving their

English homes, names of ships in which they

sailed, towns in which they settled in New

England, and references to the printed or

manuscript sources from which the information

derived. Col. Banks searched the records of
nearly 2,000 parishes In England to connect the

New England immigrants with their native
parishes. Additional information is provided in a

series of indexes: Index to Emigrants to New-

England; Index of the Wives and Children of the

Emigrants; Index of Parishes; Index of Ships; and

Index of Towns in New England.

333 pp., indexed. (1937), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0019-1. #CPC 305R. $21.95

MARRIAGE NOTICES, 1785-1794 for the

Whole United States Copied from the

Massachusetts Centtnel and the Columbian

Centinel

Charles Knowles Bolton

Arranged in alphabetical order, this work

cross-references more than 5,000 brides and

grooms. While including primarily New England

marriages, the entries come from all of the

original colonies and Ohio. The information

includes name, age, occupation, notation of a
previous marriage, and the name of the minister.

139 pp., paper. (19001, repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8O63-004S-0, #CFC 565. $17.50

MASSACHUSETTS AND MAINE FAMILIES IN

THE ANCESTRY OF WALTER GOODWIN

DAVIS (1885-1966) . . . Three Volumes.

Walter Goodwin Davis; With an Introduction

by Gary Boyd Roberts. See #CFC 1400W, p.

29.

GENEALOGICAL NOTES OR

CONTRIBUTIONS to the Family History of

Some of the First Settlers of Connecticut

and Massachusetts

Nathaniel Goodwin

A cornerstone of genealogy for Connecticut

and Massachusetts, this work gives partial

genealogies of the settlers, almost always to the

third generation and often to the fourth, fifth,

sixth, and seventh.

xx, 362 pp., indexed, paper. (1856), repr. 2008.

!SBN 978-0-8063-0159-4, #CFC 2260. $36.50

SIGNERS OF THE MAYFLOWER COMPACT

11620)

Annie Arnoux Haxtun

This standard reference work consists of

lengthy sketches of the signers, with consider

able genealogical information on the men and

their families. Descriptions of arms, lineages, and

excerpis from wills and other contemporary

documents are integrated with the historical and

biographical data.

3 pans in 1. 8'A" x 11". 128 pp., illus., paper.

(1897-1899), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-0063-01 73-0.

#CFC 2620. $24.00

MAYFLOWER INCREASINGS. 2nd Edition

Susan E. Roser

Mrs. Roser provides a summary of all that is

presently known about the passengers of Ihe

Mayflower for the first three generations in

America—names, dates, places, spouses,

children, etc. Unique to the Roser work, each

third generation listing includes references to

records or sources that will help the researcher

find fourth generation children. A "Probate

Appendix" also identifies fourth and fifth

generation children.

Included as appendices are Governor

Bradford's "List of the Mayflower Passengers"

and the "1627 Cattle Division." The book is fully

indexed and contains references to over 6,000

persons.

2nd ed. 179 pp., indexed, paper. (1995), repr.

2001. ISBN 978-0-8063-1479-2. ffGI'C 4995. $20.00

A GENEALOGICAL DICTIONARY OF THE

FIRST SETTLERS OF NEW ENGLAND,

Showing Three Generations of Those Who

Came Before May, 1692, on the Basis of

Farmer's Register. With added "Genealogical

Notes and Errata" by Mrs. C. II. Dall, and a

"Genealogical Cross Index of the Four

Volumes" by 0. P. Dexter. Four Volumes

James Savage

This is the basic genealogical dictionary of

early New England seniors, giving the name of
every settler who arrived in New England before

1692 regardless of their station, rank, or fortune.

Alphabetically arranged, for each individual il

gives the dates of his marriage and death, dates

of birth, marriage and death of his children, and

birth dates and names of the grandchildren.

According to the author, "nineteen twentieths of

the people of these New England colonies in

1775 were descendants of those found here in

1692, and probably seven eighths of them were

offspring of the settlers before 1642."
"Probably the greatest work on genealogy ever

compiled for the New England area."-P.W.

Filby, American & British Genealogy & Heraldry,

3rd edition, 1983.

4 vols. 2,541 pp. in all. (1860-62, 1873, 1884),

repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-U759-6. #GPC 51 71).

$1«5.0O/set

FEMALE INDEX to Genealogical Dictionary

of the First Settlers ofNew England by

James Savage

Patty Barthell Myers

Savage's Genealogical Dictionary is one of the

greatest works ever published on New England

genealogy. The first edition came out in I860,

and as the four volumes were published in

alphabetical sequence by family name, the

males were usually found by checking their

surnames. The females were scattered through

out the four volumes; all were difficult to find,

and, if the husbands' names were unknown,

these ladies could not be found. This new

female index, however, published almost 150

years after Savage's Dictionary first came out,

lists all the females alphabetically by maiden

name and married names (more than 50,000

names altogether).

3-14 pp. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 785-4. #GPC

3986. $35.00

THE HISTORY OF NEW ENGLAND from 1630

to 1649 by John Winthrop, First Governor of

the Colony of Massachusetts, from His

Original Manuscripts With Notes . . . Revised

ed. Two Volumes

James Savage

Winthrop's History of New England is
arranged, journal-entry-by-journal-entry, from

the patriarch's arrival in Massachusetts Bay in

1630 until 1648, the year before his death.

Savage's notes on any given entry appear on the-

same page of the volume in smaller type. Turn to

any page in the Savage edition and you will find

nuggets of great genealogical value. For example,

when Winlhrop records that a Captain Mason

attacked a group of Pequots, il is Savage who

identifies the same Captain Mason as having

arrived with the firs! settlers of Dorchester in 1637

and having a son, John, who would be wounded

in 1675 in a battle with the Narragansetts.

2 vols. xx, 514 & 504 pp., indexed, paper.

(Revised ed. 1853), repr. 2008. ISBN ')7fl-0-0063-

4M8-9. #CFC 9445. $87.50

RECORDS OF PLYMOUTH COLONY. Births,

Marriages, Deaths, Burials, and Other

Records, 1633-1689

Nathaniel B. Shurtleff

This work consists of birlhs,

marriages, deaths, and burials

from the several towns of the

colony of New Plymouth. The

records of births, commencing

in 1647, of Swansea,

Yarmouth, Plymouth,

Sandwich, Eastham, Scituate,

Taunlon, Bamstable, and

Rehobeth give the names of

the newborn, dates, and

names of parents. Records of

marriages commence in 1633

and give the names of the

newlyweds, dates, and sometimes names of

brides' fathers. While the death and burial
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NEW ENGLAND MARRIAGES Prior to 1700

Clarence A. Torreg

With a New Introduction by Gary Boyd Roberts

This work is a comprehensive listing of the 37,000 married couples who

lived in New England between 1620 and 1700. Included are the names of
virtually every married couple living in New England before 1700, their

marriage date or the birth year of a first child, the maiden names of 70% of

the wives, the birth and death years of both partners, mention of earlier or

later marriages, the residences of every couple, and an index of names. The

inclusion of maiden names makes it possible to identify the husbands of

sisters, daughters, and many granddaughters of immigrants and of immigrant

sisters or kinswomen.

1.009 pp., indexed. (1985), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-1102-9. #GPC

5825. $65.00

THIRD SUPPLEMENT TO TORREVS New England Marriages Prior

to 1700

Metinde Lutz Sanborn

Mrs. Sanborn'5 Third Supplementis primarily an index to the major genea
logical periodicals published since Torrey's death. Covering the period from

1962 through the spring of 2003, this third supplement incorporates all ofthe
information from the first and second supplements and contains 80% new

material! In all. approximately 6,000 entries referring to as many as 20,000

individuals are included. An impressive number of new entries were pro

vided by prominent researchers from their own unpublished work, while
additional entries were developed from various website postings. Many en

tries come from multi-generational studies, often running to five or six gen

erations, well into the 18th century. Thus, this work indexes not only the

1 7th-century couple, but it also leads the researcher to later generations.

397 pp., indexed. 12003), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-O-B063-1743-4. #5148.

$35.00

records offer little more than a name and date,

they sometimes identify a near relative, and

occasionally the cause of death.

29i pp., indexed. (1857), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0701-5. HCPC 5360. $35.00

MID-ATLANTIC

MISSING RELATIVES AND LOST FRIENDS

Robert W. Barnes

This work contains advertisements for missing

persons from scores of newspapers published in
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Virginia,

as well as a few from New York and the District

of Columbia. The majority of the notices

mention a place of birth, date and last place of

residence, and relationship, if any, to the person

who posted the notice. References about 5,000
persons.

xx, 22(J pp., indexed, paper. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5368-5. #CFC 9622. $26.50

SCOTS ON THE CHESAPEAKE, 1607-1830.

By David Dobson. See #GPC 1476, p. 13.

SCOTS IN THE MID-ATLANTIC COLONIES,

1635-1783. By David Dobson. See #GPC

1466, p. 13.

SCOTS IN THE MID-ATLANTIC STATES,

1783-1883. By David Dobson. See #GPC

1467, p. 13.

FREE AFRICAN AMERICANS OF MARYLAND

AND DELAWARE from the Colonial Period to

1810

Paul Helnegg

Mr, Heinegg has assembled genealogical

evidence on more than 300 Maryland and

Delaware black families (naming nearly 6,000

individuals), with copious documentation from

the federal censuses of 1790 to 1810 and
colonial sources consulted at I tie Maryland

Hall of Records, county archives, and other
repositories.

392 pp., indexed. 2000. ISBN cJ78-H-«()63-5042-
4. #CFC 9406W. $19.95

THE SOUTH

SLAVE SONGS OF THE UNITED STATES

William Francis Allen, Charles Plckard Ware,

and Lacy McKim Garrison. With a New

Introduction by W. K. McNeil

This extraordinary anthology of antebellum

slave songs, complete with music and lyrics,

provides musical settings for 136 musical texts

and variants, In the process devoting much

commentary to the regional variations in black

folk music, the social settings in which the songs
were customarily performed, and the distinctive'
ness of the Negro singing style.

Ixiv, 115 pp., index lo songs, paper. 0B67), repr.

2004. ISBN 970-0-8063-1349-8. ttCFC 9389.

$29.95

VIRGINIA COUNTY RECORDS

Volumes VI, VII, IX, X, and New Series,

Volume I

William Armstrong Crazier

In 1905 Crazier launched an ambitious series

entitled Virginia County Records. The series,

which was originally published in magazine
format, ended eight years later after 1 I volumes
had been published. Five of the volumes are

presently available. Volume 1 (New Series)

focuses on Westmoreland County; the remaining

volumes range over numerous Virginia counties
and record categories. Information is not

duplicated in any of the four miscellaneous
volumes; however, since the contents of
volumes VI, VII, IX, and X were originally

prepared for a periodical, the same record

subject (e.g., Accomack Counly Land Grants) is

often treated in more than one volume.

VI: 332 pp., indexed, paper. (1909), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0469-4. #CFC 1246. $2').50

VII: 224 pp., indexed, paper. (1909), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0470-0. #CFC 1247. $27.50

IX: 157 pp., indexed, paper. (1911), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-O-BO63-O472-4. tfCFC 1249. $19.50

X: 1 01 pp., paper. (1 91 2), repr. 2008. ISBN 976-

0-11063-0473-1. #CFC 1250. $16.50

New Series, Vol. I, Westmoreland Co.: 114 pp.,

indexed, paper. (191 3), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0474-8. #CFC 1251. $16.50

DIRECTORY OF SCOTS IN THE CAROLINAS,

1680-1830. By David Dobson. See #GPC

1483, & #CFC 9811, p. 12-13.

SCOTS IN GEORGIA AND THE DEEP SOUTH,

1735-1845. By David Dobson. See #GPC

1471, p. 13.

COLONIAL FAMILIES of the Southern States

of America. A History and Genealogy of

Colonial Families Who Settled in the

Colonies Prior to the Revolution. 2nd Ed.

Stella P. Hardy

This classic work contains hundreds of

genealogies giving dates of birth, marriage, and
death; names of children and their offspring,
with dates and places of birth, marriage and

death; names of collateral connections; places of
residence; biographical highlights; and war

records. Over 12,000 individuals are referred to
in the text. This work deals strictly with the

genealogical history of Southern families whose

forebears were established in the colonies prior

to the Revolution.

2nd ed. vi, 643 pp., indexed, paper. (1958), rppr.
2(101). ISBN 978-0-8063-0620-9. #CFC 2550.

$55.00

FREE AFRICAN AMERICANS OF NORTH

CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, AND SOUTH

CAROLINA from the Colonial Period to

About 1820. Fifth Edition. Two Volumes

Paul Helnegg

The Fifth Edition is Paul Heinegg's most

ambitious effort yet to reconstruct the history of

the free African American communities of

Virginia and the Carolinas by looking at the

history of their families. Now published in two
volumes, and 300 pages longer than the Fourth

Edition, Ihis work consists oi'detailed genealo
gies of 600 free black families that originated in

Virginia and migrated to North and/or South

Carolina from the colonial period lo about 1820.

The families under investigation represent nearly
all the African Americans who were free during

the colonial period in Virginia and North
Carolina.

5th ed. 2 vols. xiv, 669 & 686 pp., map, inctexed,
paper. (2005), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5280-0.
#CFC'J»97.$89.95/s(?l.

OLD SOUTHERN BIBLE RECORDS.

Transcriptions of Births, Deaths and

Marriages from Family Bibles, Chiefly of the

ISth and 19th Centuries

Memory Aldridge Lester

This transcription of genealogical records
found in 581 southern family Bibles provides

data on more than 15,000 individuals. Originally
compiled in seven volumes of typescripts, the

Bible records have been reassembled here and
integrated into a single alphabetical sequence

under the names of the principal families. Also
included is a complete name index.

378 pp., indexed, paper. (1974), repr. 2007. ISBN

978-O-8O63-O617-9. #33f,5. $37.50

PASSPORTS OF SOUTHEASTERN

PIONEERS, 1770-1823. Indian, Spanish and

Other Land Passports for Tennessee,

Kentucky, Georgia, Mississippi, Virginia,

North and South Carolina

Dorothy W. Potter
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Researching tho records of the War Depart

ment, tlie Slale Department, the archives of the

individual states, as well as records of the

Spanish and the British in West Florida, Mrs.

Potler assembled a complete collection of the

passports and travel documents issued to

individuals and families going to the Mississippi

Valley area from Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia,

Mississippi, Virginia, North Carolina, and South

Carolina.

This book was awarded the Certificate of Merit

by the Tennessee Historical Commission!

xii, 449 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1982), repr.

2007. ISBN 970-0-0063-1272-9. #CFC 4683.

$42.50

GENEALOGIES AND SKETCHES of Some Old

Families Who Have Taken Prominent Part in

the Development of Virginia and Kentucky

Especially, and Later of Many Other States

of This Union

llcujtimin F. Van Meter

The compiler focuses on families with a strong

connection to Virginia and Kentucky, most of

which are traced forward from the 18th, if not

the 1 7th, century. The essays, many of which are

illustrated, contain a mixture of genealogy and

biography, providing a substantial number of

linkages between as many as six generations of

family members.

183 pp., illus., paper. (1901), repr. 2007. ISBN

978-0-8063-4988-6. #CFC 9443. $26.50

UNITED STATES

(in alphabetical order)

Alabama

ALABAMA CENSUS RETURNS, 1820 and An

Abstract of the Federal Census of Alabama,

1830 (Alabama Historical Quarterly, Vol. 6,

No. 3)

The federal census of I 820 for Alabama was

completely deslroyed by fire, but the returns for

eight of the 29 counties are on file in the

Alabama State Archives. This publication

contains the returns for these counties: Baldwin,

Conecuh, Dallas, Franklin, Limestone, Shelby,

St. Clair, and Wilco*. Abou! 4,000 heads of

families are listed by county; each entry lists the

number of persons in each family with their sex,

approximate age, and color.

192 pp., maps, paper. (1944), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-O-8063-0003-Q. #CFC 60. $22.30

Connecticut

EARLY CONNECTICUT MARRIAGES as

Found on Ancient Church Records Prior to

1800

Frederic W. Bailey

The 30,000 records, which derive chiefly from

the registers of Congregational and Episcopal

churches, are arranged by town and thereunder

by church and give the full names of brides and

grooms and dates of marriage.

7 books in 1. Appmx. 1,000 pp., indexed, paper.

(1816-1906), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-0007-3.

#CFC 230. $69.95

THE HARBOUR COLLECTION of Connecticut

Town Vital Records

Lorraine Cook White, General Editor

This work contains one of the last great

genealogical manuscript collections to be

published—the Barbour Collection of Connecti

cut Town Vital Records at the Connecticut State

Library in Hartford. Covering 137 towns and

comprising 14,333 typed pages, this magnificent

collection of birth, marriage, and death records

to about 1850 was the life work of General

Lucius Barnes Barbour, Connecticut Examiner of

Public Records from 1911 to 1934.

The entries transcribed here are in alphabeti

cal order by town and give name, date of event,

names of parents (in the case of births and

sometimes deaths), names of both spouses (in

the case of marriages), and sometimes such

items as age, occupation, and specific place of

residence. Enlries are keyed to the volume and

page numbers of the original records.

Many volumes are now out of print. Those

volumes still available are listed below. The

Barbour Collection does appear in its entirely on

our CD, The Richer Compilation of Vital

Records of Early Connecticut. See #GPC 7535,

p. 58.

Volume 2: Barkhamsted (1779-1854),

Berlin (1784-1850), Bethany (1832-1853),

Bethlehem (1787-1851) Bloomfield (1835-

1853), and Bozrah (1786-1850)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Identifies approximately 29,000 persons.

282 pp., paper. 1995. ISBN 978-0-8063-1461-7.

#GPC6312W. $14.95

Volume 3: Branford (1644-1850) and

Bridgeport (1821-1854)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Identifies no fewer than 30,000 persons.

326 pp.. paper. (1995), repr. 2004. ISBN 378-0-

8063-1478-5. #GPC 6313W. $17.95

Volume 6: Canton (1806-1853), Chaplin

(1822-1851), Chatham (1767-1854),

Cheshire (1780-1840), Chester (1836-

1852), Clinton (1838-1854), and Diary of

Aaron G. Hurd, (Clinton, 1809-1878)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Identifies approximately 32,000 individuals.

335 pp., paper. (1996), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1520-1. #GPC6316W. $17.95

Volume 8: Danbury (1685-1847), Darien

(1820-1851), and Derby (1655-1852)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Names approximately 30,000 individuals.

321 pp., paper. (1997), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1533-!. #GPC 63t«W. $19.95

Volume 9: Durham (1708-1852), Eastford

(1847-1851), and East Haddam (1743-

1857)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook IVhlte

Covers approximately 38,000 individuals.

388 pp., paper. (1997), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1544-7. #GPC 6319VV. $21.95

Volume 10: East Hartford (1783-1853),

East Haven (1700-1852), and East Lyme

(1839-1853)

Compiled by Christina Bailey

Identifies approximately 25,000 individuals.

253 pp., paper. (1997), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1545-4. #GPC 6348W. $14,95

Volume 11: East Windsor (1768-1860),

Ellington Part I—Vital Records (1786-

1850), and Ellington Part II—Marriage

Records (1820-1853)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Identifies approximately 17,500 individuals,

most from the town of East Windsor.

194 pp., paper. 1998. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 559-1.

#GPC 6351W. $14.95. Low in stock.

Volume 21: Killingworth (1667-1850),

Ledyard (1836-1855), and Lisbon (1786-

1850)

Compiled by Marsha Wilson Carbaugh

Identifies some 27.500 individuals.

244 pp., paper. (1999), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1 590-0. #CPC 6362W. $14.95

Volume 25: Madison (1826-1850),

Manchester (1823-1853), Marlborough

(1803-1852), Meriden (1806-1853),

Middlebury (1807-1850), Monroe (1823-

1854),MontviIle (1786-1850), and

Naugatuck (1844-1853)

Compiled by Nancy E. Schott

Identifies 25,000 inhabitants.

268 pp.. paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1602-4.

#GPC 6566VV. $14.95

Volume 26: Middletown—Part I, A-J

(1651-1854)

Compiled by Marie S. Crossley

Identifies 28,000 persons.

330 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1603-1.

#CPC6567W. $19.95

Volume 27: Middletown—Part II, K-Z

(1651-1854)

Compiled by Carole Magnuson

Identifies nearly 30,000 persons.

360 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1604-8.

#GPC G568W. $21.95

Volume 30: New Milford (1712-1860),

Norfolk (1758-1850), and North Stonmgton

(1807-1852)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Identifies some 36,000 persons.

396 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1643-7.

#CPC 6572W. $29.95

Volume 31: Newtown (1711-1852), North

Branford (1831-1854), and North Haven

(1786-1854)

Compiled by The Greater Omaha

Genealogical Society

Covers about 26,500 residents.

296 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1644-4.

#GI'C 6573W. $14.95

Volume 33: Orange (1822-1850), Oxford

(1798-1850), and Plainfield (1699-1852)

Compiled by Carole Magnuson

Identifies about 27,000 persons.

296 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1646-8.

#GPC 6575W. $17.95

Volume 34: Plymouth (1795-1850) and

Pomfret (1705-1850)

Compiled by Marie S. Crossley

Covers some 30,500 persons.

325 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1649-9.

#GPC 6576W. $21.95

Volume 35: Preston, Parts I £ II

(1687-1850)

Compiled by Marsha W. Carbaugh

Lists 30,700 persons.

no pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1650-5.

#CPC 6577W. $21.95

Volume 36: Portland (1841-1850), Prospect

(1827-1853), Redding (1767-1852), and

Ridgefleld (1709-1850)

Compiled by Wilma J. Standifer Moore

Identifies 30,200 persons.

314 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-O-8O63-1651-2.

#CPC 6578W. $21.95

Volume 37: Rocky Hill (1765-1854),

Roxbury (1796-1835), Salem (1836-1852),

and Salisbury (1741-1846)
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REVOLUTIONARY WAR RECORDS OF FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT

Donald Lines Jacobus, Abstracted by Kate S. Curry

This book contains abstracts of pension records thai were Originally on file

at the old Pension Bureau in Washington, D.C., including soldiers' and wid
ows' applications, bounty land warrants, and rejected pension applications.
The abstracts include some or all of the following data: name of pension
applicant, place and date of birth, age, dates of enlistment and discharge,

service record (sometimes very detailed but always interesting), place of

residence before and after service, distinguishing characteristics, name of

spouse, date of marriage, names of children, and names of parents and other
family members. This work also contains an exhaustive collection of muster
rolls of Fairfield soldiers in the militia and Continental Army.

NB; This volume was originally published in 1932 as Volume III of

Donald Lines Jacobus' History ana Genealogy of the Families of Old
Fairfield

533 pp., indexed. (1932), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-1749-6. #GI'C

29B4R. $44.95

Compiled by Lillian Bentley Kartstrand

References some 28,500 persons.

298 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1652-9.
#CPC 6579W: $21.95

Volume 39: Sherman (1802-1850) and

Sinubury (1670-1855)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Covets some 22,000 persons.

246 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-9063-1658-1.

UGPC 6587W. $17.95

Volume 40: Somers (1734-1850), Southbury

(1787-1830), Southington (1779-1857),

and South Windsor (1845-1851)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Names 29,500 early inhabitants.

328 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1659-8.

tIGPC 65«8W. $21.95

Volume 41: Sterling (1794-1850) and

Stratford (1639-1840)

Compiled by Lorraine Cook White

Identifies more than 24,500 individuals.

272 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1660-4.
#CPC 6589W. $17.95

Volume 42: Stamford (1641-1852)

Compiled by The Greater Omaha

Genealogical Society

Names some 30,500 persons.

340 pp., paper. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-1661 -1.

#GPC 6S90W. $25.95

Volume 45: Suffield (1674-1850)

Compiled by Nancy E. Schott

Names about 38,000 Suffield inhabitants.

440 pp., paper. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 691 -6.

#GPC 6593. $45.00

Volume 46: Thompson (1785-1850)

Compiled by Carole E. Magnason

Identifies about 35,500 Inhabitants,

394 pp., paper. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-1692-5.

flGPC 6594VV. $24.00

Volume 51: Weston (1787-1850), Westport

(1835-1850), and Willington (1727-1851)

Compiled by The Greater Omaha

Genealogical Society

Covers about 20,000 individuals.

227 pp., paper. 2002. ISBN 976-0-8063-1702-1.

#G('C 6599W, $12.50

BLACK ROOTS IN SOUTHEASTERN

CONNECTICUT, 1650-1900

Barbara W. Brown & James M. Rose

|and|

TAPESTRY. A LIVING HISTORY OF THE

BLACK FAMILY IN SOUTHEASTERN

CONNECTICUT

James M. Rose & Barbara W. Brown

These two books can be viewed as all of a

piece. For Black Roots in Southeastern Connecti
cut, 1650-1900, authors Brown and Rose

gathered information on approximately 2,000

African-American families who inhabited one or
more of 26 counties in Southeastern Connecti

cut. Their sources consisted primarily of U.S.

census records from 1 790 through 1870 and

secondarily of manumission records, deeds,

probate records, diaries, church records, and
military records.

Tapestry can be viewed as a narrative

precursor to Black Roots. The first half of

Tapestry gfves a historical overview of African
Americans in southeastern Connecticut from

1680 to 1865. Much of the action takes place in
the towns of Groton, East Haddam, New

London, Chatham, and Hebron. The second part

contains genealogical sketches of a number of
African-American families.

Black Roots: xxxviii, 722 pp., map, indexed,
cloth. [I960), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-8063-521 3-8.
#CFC 9791W. $16.50

Tapestry; xii, 163 pp., ilfus., indexed, paper.

1979. ISBN 97d-0-8063-5214-5.ii/CFC 9792W.
$10.50

HISTORY AND GENEALOGY OF THE

FAMILIES OF OLD FAIRFIELD [Connecticut]

Volume I and Volume II, Parts 1 and 2

Donald Lines Jacobus

This work is the ultimate authority on the
ancestry and relationships of approximately

50.000 residents of Fairfield County, Connecti

cut. Each family history begins with the original
1 7th-century settler and is brought down, in

most cases, to Ihe early decades of the 19th
century.

2 vols. in i. iv, 776; viii, 508; & iv, 716 [509-
12241 pp., map, indexed, paper. (1930-1932), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-0719-0. #CFC 2980.
$175,00/set

Delaware

INDEX TO THE 1850 CENSUS OF

DELAWARE

Virginia L. Olmsted

This work is divided into separate sections for
the counties of Kent, New Castle, and Sussex,

and names over 92,500 persons. The informa

tion given for each household member includes
age, place of birth, and the census sheet number
of the original listing.

xvi, 370 pp., paper. (1977), repr. 2004. ISBN

97B-O-8063-0770-1. ffCFC 4320W. $17.95

Georgia

THE GEORGIA FRONTIER. Three Volumes

Volume I: Colonial Families to the

Revolutionary War Period

Volume II: Revolutionary War Families (o

the Mill-1800s

Volume III: Descendants of Virginia, North

Carolina, and South Carolina Families

Jeannette Holland Austin

Set against the history of Georgia's advancing

frontier, this unprecedented three-volume work
sets forth the genealogies of 591 families,
referencing tens of thousands of Georgia settlers.

The families are divided into three convenient
groupings: (I) those who settled prior to 1775,

(2) families who first entered Georgia between
the Revolution and before the Civil War. and 13)
families that migrated to Georgia from Virginia,

North Carolina, or South Carolina during various
periods.

3 vols., xvi, 591; xiv, 569; & viii, 418 pp., illus.,
indexed, paper. (2005), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-
8063-5272-5. #CFC 9873. $175.00/sel

GEORGIA INTESTATE RECORDS

Jeannette Holland Austin

This work contains abstracts oi" [he intestate
records of the 57 Georgia counties formed

before the 1832 Land Lollery, plus those for

Fulton (1853), White [1857), Dawson (1857),
and Webster [1853) counties. Besides the name
of the deceased and the dates of the various

court papers, information includes the names of

the administrators, sureties, and guardians,

names of the surviving spouse and children, the

names of orphan children and heirs, and, where
a will is recorded, the names of the legatees.

433 pp., indexed, paper. (1986), repr. 2008. ISBN
978-0-8063-1 146-3. #CFC 194. $39.50

INDEX TO GEORGIA WILLS

Jeannette Holland Austin

This is an index to the earliest surviving will
books of Georgia counties formed before the

1832 Land Lottery. It is based on verbatim

copies of wills found in county will books. This
index contains the names, in alphabetical order,

of about 20,000 testators, the name of the
county in which the will was filed, and the

designation of the book in which the complete
will can be located.

vii, 169 pp., paper. (1976), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-
0-8063-1112-8. #CFC 197, $21.50

30,638 BURIALS IN GEORGIA

Jeannette It. Austin

This list was copied from

headstones and markers in 600

cemeteries located in nearly

100 Georgia counties. Arranged

alphabetically by surname,
entries include some or all of

the following information: birth

and death dates, names of

parents and/or spouse, county,
name of cemetery, and

miscellaneous remarks such as

armed forces affiliation. The

location of the cemeteries at the lime the

transcriptions were made is also provided. While

the work does no! cover all Georgia cemeter

ies^—major city cemeteries were largely

ignored—this work is a major contribution to

Georgia genealogy.

xx, 70(1 pp. (1995), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1454-9. #GPC 19<>R. $36.95

FAMILIES OF SOUTHEASTERN GEORGIA

Excerpted from Georgia's Coastal Plain:

Family and Personal History

Jack N. Averitt

Each of the roughly 1,000 sketches gives ihe

subject's place and date of birth, educational
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background and military service, and then career,

civic interests, church affiliation, hobbies, and so

on. In almost every case, the author furnishes the

names of the subject's parents, spouse, children,

and spouse's parents, usually citing the subject's

date of marriage and the dates or places of birth
and death of at least these three generations of

family members. In some cases, the subject's

lineage can be traced back to the Civil War.

457 pp., indexed, paper. (1964), repr. 2007- ISBN

97H-0-8063-5099-8. *(CFC 9409. $45.00

SOME EARLY TAX DIGESTS OF GEORGIA

Ruth Blair

In the absence of the

1790, 1800, and 1810

censuses of Georgia, these

early tax lists are a

godsend. The counties for

which tax records are

provided, with their years

of coverage, are as follows:

Camden 1794 and 1809;

Chatham 1806; GJynn

1790 and 1794; Hancock

1312; Lincoln 1818;

Montgomery 1797, 1798,

1805, and 1806; Pulaski

1318; Richmond 1818; Warren 1794, 1805, and

1818; and Wilkes 1792, 1793, and 1794.

Each tax list generally gives the name of the

taxpayer, the name of the adjoining properly

owner, and the name of the original grantee of

land. In addition, the tax lists identify the

number of slaves attached to the properly, the

watercourses, the acreage, and the value of the

land. Includes an index to all 25,000 taxpayers

and adjoining property owners, separately

published in 1938 as a W.P.A. project.

2 vols. in 1. 490 pp. in all, indexed. (1926,

1938), repr. 2003. ISBN 978-0-8063-1733-5. #CPC

484. $60.00

THE RECONSTRUCTED 1790 CENSUS OF

GEORGIA. Substitutes for Georgia's Lost

1790 Census

Marie De Lamar and Elisabeth Rothstein

The compilers extracted data found in wills,

deeds, tax digests, court minutes, voters' lists,

newspapers, and other contemporary records—

records roughly contemporaneous with the 1 790
census—and they have identified about 15,000

Georgians who were living at the time of the

1790 census, thus creating a "reconstructed"

census from substitute records. Counties covered

include all of those formed before 1790, i.e.

Burke, Camden, Chatham, Effingham, Franklin,

Glynn, Greene, Liberty, Richmond, Washington,

and Wilkes. Also covered are Columbia and

Elbert counties, which were formed just alter the

census was taken. Indexed.

235 pp., indexed. (1976), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-

0-8063-111 1-1. #GPC 1410W. $16.95

THE MORAVIANS IN GEORGIA, 1735-1740

Adelaide L. Fries

This work is a brief history of the Moravian

community in Georgia, and it includes informa

tion on the establishment of the Brethren

community In Savannah, discussions with the

Wesley brothers (founders of the Methodist

Church in America), missionary work among the

Creeks, and the departure of the Moravians for

England, Pennsylvania, and other locations.

Contains numerous references to transfers of

land involving the Moravians, settlemenl maps,

passenger lists of Moravian arrivals, a brief list of

Moravian deaths in Georgia, and a name index.

252 pp., illus., maps, indexed, paper. (1905),

repr. 2003. ISBN 978-0-8063-0154-9. #CFC

2080VV. SI 5.00

A GAZETTEER OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA.

Third Edition

AiHel Sherwood

Roughly half of this work gives detailed

descriptions of places—counties, towns, villages,

post offices, rivers, streams, creeks, mountains,

ridges, peninsulas, islands, and missionary

stations—many of which are no longer in use

but are likely to crop up In a genealogical

investigation. Preceding the gazetteer itself is an

excellent overview of Georgia history and an

account of the institutions and living conditions

in 1837.

iv, 344 pp., maps, paper. (I 837), repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5154-4. #CFC 9744. Available
soon.

Indiana

INDIANA LAND ENTRIES. Volume 1:

Cincinnati District, 1801-1840

Margaret R. Waters

The area covered in these earliest tract records

comprises all of the present counties of Ohio,

Dearborn, Union, and Wayne; most ot' Switzer
land, Fayette, Franklin, and Randolph; and a tiny

section of (ay. The records give the names of about

10,000 purchasers as well as the specific location

of their land and the date of the record. These

records also serve as a substitute for censuses prior

lo 1820, the year of Indiana's first census.

241 pp., indexed, paper. (1948], repr. 2003. ISIJN

978-0-8063-1736-6. #GPC 6138R. $18.50

INDIANA LAND ENTRIES. Volume 2, Part 1:

Vincennes District, 1807-1877

Margaret R. Waters

Although described as "Part 1," this volume of

Vincennes District land records is apparently all

that was published. It covers approximately the

central third of the Vincennes District, compris

ing all of the present counties of Daviess,

Gibson, Knox, Martin, and Pike; and over half of

Monroe and Lawrence. The records give the

names of about 1 2,000 purchasers as well as the

specific location of their land and the date of the

record. These records also serve as a partial

index to the 1820-1880 Indiana censuses.

275 pp., indexed, paper. (1948), repr. 2003. ISBN

978-0-8063-1737-3. #GPC 6159R. $18.50

FRENCH AND BRITISH LAND GRANTS IN

THE POST VINCENNES (INDIANA)

DISTRICT, 1750-1784. Four Parts in One.

Originally Published as Monographs 1-4,

Selections from "The American State

Papers"

Clifford Neal Smith

The American State Papers are official

government documents that were printed long

before the creation of the U.S. Government

Printing Office. In 1821, Congress authorized the

reprinting of 750 copies of those State Papers

still extant. Although these documents cover a

myriad of issues, for genealogists, the most

importani categories are "Public Land" and

"Claims," and it is upon these categories that this

volume is based. These records range from mere

lists of inhabitants, to lists of claimants, to land

surveys, and to rejected claims. In many cases

we learn the name of a spouse or other relative

and a description of a lot, usually staling its

proximity lo (the owners of) other lots. Nearly

3,000 French and British pioneers are named in

this work, all of whom may be found in one or

more of the name indexes.

4 parts in 1. ti'/<" x 11". 189 pp. in all, indexed,

paper. (1996), repr. 2004. ISBN 978-Q-ilO63-524O-4.

#CFC 9835. $36.00

Kentucky

KENTUCKY [COURT AND 0THER1

RECORDS. Early Wills and Marriages, Old

Bible Records and Tombstone Inscriptions.

[Vol. II

Mrs. William B. Ardery

This work covers the years from about 1 724 to

1875 and relates to the counties of Barre, Bath,

Bourbon, Clark, Daviess, Fayetle, Harrison,

lessamine, Lincoln, Madison, Mason, Montgom

ery, Nelson, Nicholas, Ohio, Scott, and Shelby.

Includes an index to estates and inventories of

Revolutionary War soldiers.

206 pp., indexed. (1926), repr. 2003. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0005-4. #CPC 141. $25.00

KENTUCKY [COURT AND OTHER]

RECORDS. Wills, Deeds, Orders, Suits,

Church Minutes, Marriages, Old Bibles and

Tombstone Records. (Vol. 2)

Mrs. William B. Ardery

This volume comprises deeds, suits, church

minutes, marriages, old Bibles, and tombstone

inscriptions, and it abstracts the records of the

following counties: Fayette, Jefferson, Lincoln,

Bath, Bourbon, Bracken, Clark, Fleming,

Harrison, Hard in, Jessamine, Mason, Madison,

Montgomery, Nicholas, Oldham, Scott,

Woodford, and Warren. Persons referred to in

the text are listed alphabetically by surname in

the general index. Names not appearing in the

general index are indexed internally under the

relevant county record.

257 pp., indexed. (1932), repr. 2003. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0510-3. #GPC 142. $25.00

KENTUCKY MARRIAGES, 1797-1865. With

an Added Introduction and Index

C. Glenn Clift

These abstracts of

marriage notices are listed

chronologically, and each

entry gives the name of the

bride and groom and the

marriage dale; many include

ihe place of residence and

parents' names. The source

of the information is

provided for each entry.

About 8,000 names of brides

and grooms are in the index.

258 pp., indexed. (From Reg. ot the Ky. Hist,

Soc, 1930-19401, repr. 2000. ISBN 978-0-8063-

0076-4. #CPC 1050. $30.00

KENTUCKY OBITUARIES, 1787-1854

C. Glenn Clift

These 5,000 obituary

notices were extracted from

six early Kentucky

newspapers and published

in installments in The

Register of the Kentucky

Historical Society. Most

entries give the name of the

deceased, place of

residence, name(s) of wife

or husband, parents or other

survivors, date of death, and

oilier genealogical details.

254 pp., indexed. (1941-

43), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0758-9. #GPC 1055. $30.00

"SECOND CENSUS" OF KENTUCKY 1800

G. Glenn Clift

This "second census" of Kentucky is an

alphabetical list of 32,000 taxpayers based on

original tax lists. Information given includes the

county of residence and the date of the tax list in

which the individual is listed.

333 pp., paper. (1954), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-0-

S063-GG7?-!, #CPC IOf.0. $30.00

INDEX TO THE 1820 CENSUS OF

KENTUCKY

Jeanne Robeg Felldin & Gloria Kay Vandlver

Inman
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The 1820 federal census for Kentucky lists

70,000 heads of households at a moment when

weslward migration was very much a factor In

our history. This present publication is a reliable

index lo the 1820 census of Kentucky and

provides the researcher with a single alphabeti

cal list of heads of households; entries indicate

the name of the county of which each head of

household was resident and the page number of

the original census schedule wherein full data on

the household and its occupants may be found.

viii, 318 pp., paper. (1981), repr. 2007. ISBN

978-0-8063-0937-8. #CFC 1795. $32.50

"FIRST CENSUS'* OF KENTUCKY 1790

Charles B. Helnemann

The first two federal censuses of Kentucky no

longer exist; therefore, this "first census" of 1 790

was developed from tax lists covering 9,000

persons. The territory covered includes the nine

counties that comprised the entire State of
Kentucky in 1790.

118 pp., fldg. map, paper, (1940), repr. 2005.

ISBN c)78-0-8063-0175-4. #CPC 2670R. $12.95

OLD KENTUCKY ENTRIES AND DEEDS. A

Complete Index to All of the Earliest Land

Entries, Military Warrants, Deeds and Wills

of the Commonwealth of Kentucky

Willard Rouse JUlson

This index is arranged

alphabetically according to

the names of the grantees,

giving the number of acres,

dates, locations, and

references to the pages in

the original records, which

are now housed at the Land

Office in Frankfort. There are

more than 45,000 entries in

the volume, most of which

are devoted lo Fayette,

Lincoln, and leiferson

county records prior to

1792. Also included are

Military Warrants, 1782-1793; Court of Appeals

Deeds-Grantees, 1 783-1846; Grantors, 1783-

1846; Wills, 1 769-1850; and Attorneys, 1781-

1853.

571 pp., illus., paper. (1 926), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-0193-8. #CFC 3015. $47.50

KENTUCKY SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF

1812 With an Added Index

Kentucky Adjutant-General's Office

This work is the primary reference source for

the names and service records of upwards of

20,000 Kentucky soldiers and officers, both

regular and militia, who served in the War of

1812. The muster rolls are laid out in tabular

format by regiment and company; thereunder the

names are arranged by rank, with records of

dates of appointment or enlistment and remarks

such as when discharged, deceased, etc.

87i" x 11". x, 436 pp., indexed, paper. (1891,

1969), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-O-BQ63-O2O0-3. #CFC

3150. $57.50

EARLY KENTUCKY TAX RECORDS from The

Register of the Kentucky Historical Society

These tax records represent all the tax lists
ever published in The Register of the Kentucky

Historical Society and are among the earliest

Kentucky tax records in existence. The tax lists

give the names of about 12,000 taxpayers, their

counties of residence, and the number of

persons and chattels attached to their house

holds from 20 Kentucky counties.

x, 318 pp., indexed, paper. (1984), repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1067-1. #CFC 3159. Available

KENTUCKY MARRIAGE RECORDS from The

Register of the Kentucky Historical Society

Except for a series of newspaper abstracts by

G. Glenn Clift {Kentucky Marriages, 1797-1865),

this volume contains every list of marriages
known to have been published In The Register

since 1903. Based on courthouse records—
primarily marriage bonds, licenses, ministers'

returns, and marriage registers—the fully indexed
lists refer to about 50,000 persons!

1,034 pp., indexed, paper. (1983), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1042-8. #CFC 3157. $75.00

ABSTRACT OF EARLY KENTUCKY WILLS

AND INVENTORIES. Copied from Original

and Recorded Wills and Inventories

Junie Estelle Stewart King

Mrs. King has here abstracted the earliest wills

of 38 Kentucky counties formed between I 780

and 1842. The wills are arranged county by

county, each with its own index, and a general
index follows at the rear of the book.

viii, 298 pp., indexed, paper. (1933), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0202-7. #CFC 3190. $32.50

EARLY FAMILIES OF EASTERN AND

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY and Their

Descendants

William C. Razee

This massive compilation

contains genealogies of the

early families of eastern and

southeastern Kentucky, the

section originally encom

passing the counties of

Floyd, Knox, Greenup, and

Clay. The genealogies refer
lo approximately 1 2,000

individuals, many of them

worked through seven

generations. The main

families, a number of them

of Scotch-Irish descent, are

listed alphabetically starting

with the progenitor of the Kentucky line and

continue chronologically thereafter according to
the succession of children.

886 pp., illus., indexed. (19611, repr. 2005. ISBN

978-0-8063-0577-6. #GPC 3265R. $35.95

PIONEER FAMILIES OF EASTERN AND

SOUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY

William C. Kozee

This work, which treats

the same area as Kozee's

Earty Families of Eastern
and Southeastern Kentucky
above, is largely a

sourcebook of genealogical
data rather than a

collection of family

histories. Genealogical

information on each

county is uniform and is

arranged In the following

manner: first is given the

boundary and establish

ment by law of each

county; next, a synopsis of the earliest court

records pertaining lo the county; then, often a

list of pioneer families according to the 1810

federal census and various county tax lists; and

finally, and of greatest importance to the

researcher, marriage records of various

southeastern Kentucky counties. Additional

sections of interest include lists of Revolutionary,
War of 1812, and Civil War soldiers.

272 pp. (1957), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-0-8063-

0576-9. #GPC 3270. $30.00

REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS IN KENTUCKY

Anderson Chenault Quisenberry

In addition to a roll of the officers of the

Virginia Line who received land bounties in

Kentucky, this work includes a roll of the

Revolutionary pensioners in Kentucky, a list of

the Illinois Regiment that served under George
Rogers Clark in the Northwest Campaign, and a

roster of the Virginia Navy—amounting in total

to about 6,500 individuals. The important roll of
pensioners, alphabetically arranged under each

county, contains about 3,000 names with rank

or grade, the state they served from, their

character of service, etc.

xx, 206 pp., indexed, paper. (1896), repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0283-6. #CFC 4735. Available

soon.

KENTUCKIANS IN MISSOURI, Including

Many Who Migrated by Way of Ohio,

Indiana, or Illinois

Stuart Seelg Sprague

This work is based on a study of some 60
Missouri county histories, atlases, and "mug-

books," and it provides records of over 4,000

persons born in Kentucky who migrated lo

Missouri, some by way of Ohio, Indiana, or

Illinois. Arranged in tabular format under county

of origin, the entries include the name of the
Kentucky migrant, birth date, the names of

parents and their dates and places of birth (it

known), the name of the Missouri county in
which the migrant settled, and the earliest

known date of residence in Missouri. The index
lists about 10,000 persons.

209 pp., indexed, paper. (1983), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-1013-8. #CFC 5515. $22.50

EARLY KENTUCKY SETTLERS. The Records

of Jefferson County, Kentucky, from The

FUson Club History Quarterly

This work contains transcripts of the earliest
Jefferson County, Kentucky, records known to

exist—wills, deeds, surveys, administrations,

inventories, and poll lists. The records reprinted

in this book are: Minute Books A and 1 (1781-

1785); Will Books 1 and 2 (1784-1833); Bond

and Power of Attorney Book 1 (1783-1798); and
Division Book 1 (1797-1832].

x, 505 pp., indexed, paper. (1988), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1213-2. #CFC 3155. $42.50

Louisiana

THE CENSUS TABLES FOR THE FRENCH

COLONY OF LOUISIANA from 1699 Through

1732

Charles R. Maduell, Jr.

This is a Compilation of the 28 earliest census

records of Louisiana, covering Biloxi, Fort
Maurepas, Mobile, Natchez, New Orleans, and

other locations. The records are both civilian

and military, mainly the former, and ihey extend

from 1699 through 1 732. Besides census

records, the work includes lists of 1,704

marriageable girls, a 1 726 list of persons

requesting negroes, landowner fists, and a list of

persons massacred at Fort Rosalie in 1 729.

181 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1972), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-O-8O63-0490-8. #CFC 3650. $23.50

Maine

MAUVE BIOGRAPHIES. Excerpted from

Maine Resources, Attractions, and its People:

A History. Two Volumes

Harrie IS. Coe

These two volumes of biographical essays

appeared originally as Volumes 3 and 4 of

Harrie B. Coe's Maine Resources, Attractions,

and Us People, published in 1928. The subjects

of these 1,400 biographies, most of whom were

born during the third quarter of the 19th century,

were natives of Maine or spent the formative

parts of their lives there. Most sketches give the

subject's place and date of birth, educational
background, military service, career, civic
interests, church affiliation, hobbies, and so on.
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2 vols. 477 & 232 pp., indexed, paper. (1928),

repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-51 24-7. #CFC 9710.

$59.95/set

MASSACHUSETTS AND MAINE FAMILIES IN

THE ANCESTRY OF WALTER GOODWIN

DAVIS <1885-1966). Three Volumes. By

Walter Goodwin Davis. With an Introduction

by Gary Boyd Roberts. See #CFC 1400, p. 29.

GENEALOGICAL DICTIONARY of Maine and

New Hampshire

Sybil Noyes, Charles T. Libby and Walter G.

Davis

This genealogical classic

contains extensive bio

graphical and genealogical

data on every family

established in Maine and

New Hampshire before

1699. Listed are the births,

marriages, and deaths of the
settlers through the third

generation, and sometimes

into the fourth. Also

included are data on places

of origin, residences, wills

and deeds, court cases, and

highlights of lives and

careers.

5 parts in 1. 795 pp. in all. (1928-1939), repr.
2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-0502-8. #GPC 4205. $40.00

Maryland

BRITISH ROOTS OF MARYLAND FAMILIES

Robert Barnes

684 pp., indexed. (1999), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1615-4. #GPC 354. Temporarily out of

print.

BRITISH ROOTS OF MARYLAND FAMILIES II

Robert Barnes

Using the same format as

the parent volume, British

Roots //discusses the British

origins of an additional 203

Maryland settlers and

establishes connections to 120

settlers in other colonies. This

information came to light after

the publication of the first

volume. In general, families

are traced back two or more

generations in Britain and are
brought forward two or more generations in

Maryland.

345 pp., indexed. 2002. iSBN 978-0-8063-1701-

4. #GPC 356. $42.50

COLONIAL FAMILIES OF MARYLAND: Bound

and Determined to Succeed

Robert Barnes

This work chronicles the life experiences of

519 persons who entered Maryland as inden
tured servants or, to a lesser extent, as convicts

forcibly transported during the 3 7th and 18th

centuries. The text comprises solidly researched
sketches of Maryland servants and convicts and

their descendants, including 102 that are traced

to the third generation or beyond.

xxvi, 284 pp., indexed, paper. (2007], repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5316-6. #CFC 9095. $31.50

MARYLAND MARRIAGE EVIDENCES,

1634-1718

Robert If. Barnes

This is a collection of 6,500 marriage records

found in sources other than church records.

These sources include direct references, such as

parish registers and administrative records of

some denominations, marriage licenses and

allegations, and pastoral

registers; and indirect

references lo marriages

found in land records,

probate and court records,

marriage contracts, state

papers, and court reports,

to name only some of the

sources.

486 pp., indexed, paper.

2005. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1760-1. #GPC .158. $40.00

MARYLAND RECORDS:

Colonial, Revolutionary,

County and Church from Original Sources.

Two Volumes

Galus M. Brumbaugh

This work is the most comprehensive

collection of genealogical source materials ever

compiled on the state of Maryland. Along with
the 1776 census—which lists every inhabitant in

every household in eight of the then-existing

Maryland counties—are marriages, loyalty oaths,
tombstone inscriptions, pensions, naturalizations,

surveys, rent roils, and other types of lists.
Marriage records cover the counties of Anne

Arundel, Charles, Frederick, Montgomery, St.

Mary's, Washington, and Worcester; church

records include birth and death records of All

Saints Parish, Frederick, 1727-1781, and parish

registers of Prince George's Parish, Prince

George's County, and St. Martin's Parish in

Worcester County. More than 50,000 individuals

are named.

2 vols. 1,229 pp. total, illus., indexed, paper.

(1915, 1928), repr. 200B. ISBN 973-0-8063-0059-7.

#CFC 750. $105.95/set

MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA COLONIALS:

GENEALOGIES OF SOME COLONIAL

FAMILIES. Families of Bacon, Beall,

Beasley, Cheney, Duckett, Dunbar, Ellyson,

Elmore, Graves, Heydon, Howard, Jacob,

Morris, Nuthall, Odell, Peerce, Reeder,

Rldgley, Prather, Sprigg, Wesson, Williams,

and Collateral Kin

Sharon J. Dollante

In this a giant of a book, Mrs. Doliante not only

establishes the Virginia and Maryland ancestry of
the 22 main families, she also corrects many long

standing inaccuracies and dispels some cherished

myths. Contains 150 illustrations, a bibliography, a

place name index, and an index of personal names

with over 23,500 entries!

1 vol. bound in 2. xviii, 1,295 pp. in all, ilius.,
indexed, paper. (1991), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-

8063-1293-4. #CFC 1491. $115.00/set

INDEX OF MARYLAND COLONIAL WILLS,

1634-1777, In the Hall of Records,

Annapolis, Maryland

James M. Magruder, Jr.

With Additions and a New Introduction by

Louise E. Magruder

This is an index to ail the wills of colonial

Maryland (1634-1777), as found in Will Books
1-41 at the old Land Office In Annapolis, now

on file in the Hall of Records. It contains the

names of about 16,000 decedents, alphabetically

arranged, giving the year of probate, the county,

and a reference to the volume and page where

the will is recorded. It is a convenient index to

persons whose wills are abstracted in Jane
Baldwin's Maryland Calendar of Wills, published

in eight volumes between 1904 and 192)5.

543 pp. (1933), repr. 1999. I5BN 978-0-8063-

0233-1. #CFC 3660R. $24.50

MARYLAND GENEALOGIES. A Consolidation

of Articles from Hie Maryland Historical

Magazine. Two Volumes

With an Introduction by Robert Barnes

This work contains all the family history

articles published in the Maryland Historical

Magazine from its inception through 1976—

nearly 100 articles in all, naming some 15,000

persons.

2 vols. 549 & 548 pp., illus., indexed, paper.

(1980), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-0887-6. #CFC

3735. $110.00/set

THE FLOWERING OF THE MARYLAND

PALATINATE

Harry Wright Newman

In addition to a succinct history of the Calvert

family and the milieu in which they flourished in

England, this work describes the fives and times

of the 200 adventurers who participated in the

original expedition to Maryland, their part in the

founding and settlement of the colony, and the

development of colonial Maryland's manorial

system.

xiv, 359 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1961), repr.

2008. ISBN 97B-0-B063-1051-0. #CFC 4097.

$32.50

MARYLAND REVOLUTIONARY RECORDS

Harry Wright Newman

This work derives from more than 3,000

Revolutionary War pension claims and bounty

land applications. Part I, "Maryland Revolution

ary Pensioners," gives the name of the veteran,

his date of birth, rank, name of the group in

which he served, and the name of the pension

applicant (the widow, for example). Part II

consists of "Maryland Federal Bounty Land

Grants," giving the name of the soldier, his rank,
acreage received, date the warrant was issued,

and the warrant number. Part 111 is a list of

Maryland soldiers who did not receive pensions

but whose service has been established through

records. Part IV consists of a list of marriages

proved through Maryland pension applications,

and Part V is a list of soldiers whose Revolution

ary service was in slates other than Maryland.

155 pp. (1938), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-

0257-7. #GPC 4100R. $14.95

TO MARYLAND FROM OVERSEAS

Harry Wright Newman

This work has documentation on the British

and Continental origins of 1,400 people who
settled in Maryland between 1 634 and the

beginning of the federal period. Each colonist is

dealt with in a separate paragraph, the contents

of which range from abstracts of wills, deeds,

patents, judgment records, pension records, and

naturalizations to abstracts of private papers,

visitations, and parish registers.

196 pp. (1982), repr. 2002. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1109-8. #GPC 4098W. $14.95

AN INDEX OF THE SOURCE RECORDS OF

MARYLAND: Genealogical, Biographical,

Historical

Eleanor P. Passano

The major part of this work is an alphabeti

cally arranged and cross-indexed list of some

20,000 Maryland families, with references to the

sources and locations of the records in which

they appear. In addition, a research record

guide, arranged by county and type of record,

identifies all genealogical manuscripts, books,

and articles known to exist up to 1940, when

this book was first published. Included are

church and county courthouse records, deeds,

marriages, rent rolls, wills, land records,
tombstone inscriptions, censuses, direciories,

and other data sources.

478 pp., indexed. (1940), repr. 1994. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0271-3. #CFC 4400W. $17.00

SIDE-LIGHTS ON MARYLAND HISTORY.

With Sketches of Early Maryland Families.

Two Volumes

Hester Dorset/ Richardson
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consists entirely of

Volume I contains 75

chapters, or articles, on a

variety of subjects, among

them (he passengers on the

Ark and the Dove, the first

Maryland settlers, muster

rolls of colonial militia,

original members of ihe

Society of the Cincinnati in

Maryland, the names of

1,000 early settlers in

Maryland with their land

surveys, Scots exiles in

Maryland, etc. Volume

genealogical sketches which trace over 100

Maryland families back to the immigrant

ancestor. Profusely illustrated with coats-of-arms,

photographs, and rare portraits!

2 vols. 482 & 508 pp., illus., indexed. (1913),

repr. 1995. ISBN 578-0-0063-0296-6. #CFC
4893W. $51 .OO/set

THE ARK AND THE DOVE ADVENTURERS.

By The Society of The Ark and The Dove

George Ely Russell and Donna Valley

Russell, Editors

This is the first comprehen

sive account of the original

Maryland colonists, and it

contains compiled genealogies

of their descendants to the fifth

generation when possible.

Because there are no recorded

passenger lists for the Ark and

Dove, the compilers have

mined alternative recortl

sources in order to reconstruct

the rosters of passengers and

crew and establish the

genealogical links and vital statistics that make

up the heart of this book, which identifies

approximately 6,000 individuals.

296 pp., indexed. (2005), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1 762-5. #GPC 5042. $32.50

ABSTRACTS OF THE TESTAMENTARY

PROCEEDINGS OF THE PREROGATIVE

COURT OF MARYLAND. Volumes I-XV

V. L. Skinner, Jr.

Mr. Skinner combed through administration,

bond, will, inventory, administration account,

and final balance entries to produce his popular

series of transcriptions of 17th- and UHh-centtiry

Maryland probate records from the Prerogative

Court. Each volume is transcribed from Libers at

the Maryland State Archives. The abstracts are

arranged chronologically by court session.

Transcriptions state the names of the principals

(testators, heirs, witnesses, administrators, and so

forth) as well as details of bequests, names of

slaves, appraisers, and more.

Vol. I (1658-1674): iv, 306 pp., indexed, paper.

(2004), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-5260-2. *CFC

9859. Temporarily out of print.

Vol. II (1670-1674): vi, 244 pp., indexed, paper.

(2005), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5283-1. #CFC

9H8O. S2B.50

Vol. Ill (1675-1677 & 1703-1704): iv, 278 pp.,

indexed, paper. (2006), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5289-3. #CFC 9889. 529.50

Vol. IV (1677-1682 & 1702-1704): iv, 297 pp.,

indexed, paper. (2006), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5299-2. #CFC 9893. $29.50

Vol. V (1682-1686): iv, 275 pp., indexed, paper.

(2006), rcpr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5300-5. #CFC

9094. $29.50

Vol. VI (1686-1689 & 1692-1693): iv, 289 pp.,

indexed, paper. (2006), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5308-1. #CFC 9983. $29.30

Vol. VII (1693-1697): iv, 278 pp., indexed,

paper. (2006), repr. 2000. ISBN 978-0-0063-5311-1.

#CFC 9984. $29.50

Vol. VIII (1697-1700): iv, 255 pp., indexed,

paper. (2007), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-0063-5318-0.

#CFC 99115. $29.50

Vol. IX (1700-1703): iv, 279 pp., indexed, paper.

2007, repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5.144-9. #CFC

9971. Available soon.

Vol. X (1704-1707): iv, 252 pp., indexed, paper.

(2007), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5348-7. #CFC

9972. Available soon.

Vol. XI (1703-1704, 1700-1709): 2lJ2 pp.,
indexed, paper. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-5357-9.
#CFC 9973. Available soon.

Vol. XII (1709-1 71 2): 288 pp., indexed, paper.
2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5365-4. #CFC 9994.

$29.50

Vol. XIII (1712-17H.):296pp., indexed, paper.

200B. ISBN lJ78-0-8063-5370-0. #CFC 9995.

$29.50

Vol. XIV (1716-1719): 297 pp., indexed, paper.
2000. ISBN 978-0-8D63-5372-2. #CFC 9996.

$29.50

Vol. XV (1719-1721): 290 pp., indexed, paper.

2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5376-0. #CFC 9997.

$29.50

BALTIMORE COUNTY FAMILIES, 165&-I759

Robert W. Barnes

Baltimore County originally embraced all or

parts of present-day Anne Arundel, Carroll,

Harford, and Cecil counties. This book provides

comprehensive genealogical data on the

hundreds of families and thousands of individu

als who settled in the parent county during the

first hundred years of its existence. Parish

registers, administration bonds and accounts,

wills, and inventories were abstracted and used

as the nucleus for each family group, while court
records and deeds were combed for supplemen

tary data.

xii, 924 pp., indexed, paper. 11989), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1234-7. #CFC 353. $52.50

INDEX TO MARRIAGES IN THE

(BALTIMORE) SUN, 1851-1860

Thomas /,. Hotlowak

These marriage entries are arranged alphabeti

cally by bridegrooms' surnames, followed by the

Family Index, an index to brides and all other

persons mentioned in the text. This work is the

sequel to Mr. Hollowak's Index to Marriages and

Deaths in the (Baltimore) Sun, 1837-1850,

presently out of print.

iv, 292 pp., indexed, paper. (1978), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0827-2. #CFC 2820. $28.50

PIONEERS OF OLD MONOCACY. The Early

Settlement of Frederick County, Maryland

1721-1743

Grace L. Tracey & John P. Dem

This work first attempts to locate and describe
the land of the early settlers by means of a

superb series of plat maps, drawn to scale from

original surveys and based on both certificates of

survey and patents. These maps show the exact

locations of the various grants and lots, the

names of owners and occupiers, the dates of

surveys and patents, and the names of contigu

ous land owners. The work also identifies the

early settlers and inhabitants of the area by

carefully following them through deeds, wills,
inventories, judgment records, and rent rolls.

Winner of the 191M Donald Lines Jacobus
Awardl

vi, 442 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1987), repr.

2006. ISBN 970-0-8063-11 83-8. #CFC 5835.

Available soon.

HISTORY OF FREDERICK COUNTY,

MARYLAND. Two Volumes

T. J. C. Williams & Folger McKlnsey

2 vols. xxxii, 686 & 1 038 pp. in all, illus,
indexed, paper. (1910), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-0-

8063-8012-4. HCFC 6410. Available soon.

Every-Name Index for the Two Volumes of

HISTORY OF FREDERICK COUNTY,

MARYLAND, by T. J. C. Williams and Folger

McKinsey

Patricia A. Fogle

Like the work it is based on, the index is

divided into two parts. The index to Volume I

(the historical narrative) takes up the first third,
while the remaining two-thirds cover the

genealogical sketches in Volume II. More than
40,000 individuals are named in this index.

220 pp., paper. (2002), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-

8063-5190-2. #CFC 9780. Available soon.

ACROSS THE YEARS IN PRINCE GEORGE'S

COUNTY [MARYLAND]

Effte Gwynn Bowie

Part One is a personal history of Prince

George's County based on reminiscences. The

genealogical section designated Part Two deals

with some county families, many of them allied

in one generation or another: Addison, Beall,

Berry, Bowling, Brooke, Calvert, Clagett, Clark,

Clarkson, Clements, Contee, Darn.iJJ, D/gges,
Dulany, Dyer, Fenwick, Graham, Cwynn, Hall,

Hill, Hilleary, Kecne, Lee, Lowe, Magruder,

Marbury, Murdock, Plummer, Rozer, Sewall,

Sprigg, Waring, and Young. The genealogies

refer Lo approximately 12,000 individuals from

the late 18lh through the middle of the 20th
century,

xxviii, 904 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1947),

repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-0643-0. #CFC 625.

S65.00

CATHOLIC FAMILIES OF SOUTHERN

MARYLAND. Records of Catholic Residents

of St. Mary's County in the Eighteenth

Century

Timothy J. O'Rourke

This book includes many of the earliest

surviving records of the Catholic families of St.

Mary's County. The most significant portion of

the work contains the marriages and baptisms

from the Jesuit parishes of St. Francis Xavier and
St. Inigoes. The baptisms (1 767-1794) give the

names of children, parents, and godparents plus

the date of baptism; the marriages (1767-1784)

list the names of the married partners and the
date of marriage.

x, 143 pp., indexed, paper. (1981), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1106-7. #CFC 4337. $21.00

ROSTER OF CIVIL WAR SOLDIERS from

Washington County, Maryland. Second

Edition

Roger Keller

In this remarkable book, Roger Keller has

compiled all that is now known about 1,500

natives of Washington County (site of the Battle

of Antietam) who fought on either side of the

Civil War. While most of the notes pertain to the

combatants themselves, interspersed among
them are biographical sketches of a score of
Washington County physicians who enlisted in

the war and a handful of noncombatants who

became swept up in it. This second edition

features more than 300 sketches not included in
the original edition—fully 25% more.

2nd. ed. 289 pp., paper. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-
5386-9. #CFC 9195. $26.50

Massachusetts

EARLY MASSACHUSETTS MARRIAGES

PRIOR TO 1800. With the Addition of

Plymouth County Marriages, 1692-1746,

edited by Lucy Hall Greenlaw

Frederic W. Bailey

This work, the most complete collection of

early Massachusetts marriages ever published,
contains more than 20,000 entries for the period

1643 to 1800. The marriages derive from records
kept by the various county, city, and court clerks

in compliance with Massachusetts law. Entries
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MASSACHUSETTS AND MAINE FAMILIES in the Ancestry of Walter Goodwin Davis

(1885-1966): A Reprinting, in Alphabetical Order by Surname, of the Sixteen Multi-

Ancestor Compendia (plus Thomas Haley of Winter Harbor and His Descendants)

Compiled by Maine's Foremost Genealogist, 1916—1963. With an Introduction by Gary

Boyd Roberts

Walter Goodwin Davis

This work covers 180 families, all of Davis's colonial forebears plus 19

Englfsh families in the immediate ancestry of American immigrants. One

hundred fourteen of these families lived mostly in Massachusetts; 29 are

associated largely with Maine; and 1 f! lived largely in New Hampshire,

primarily Hampton, Portsmouth, or Exeter. Most of the 1 14 Massachusetts

families resided in Essex County, a few in Middlesex or Plymouth coun

ties, or in Boston. Thus, this work is largely a compendium of "north of

Boston" families.

3 vols. 2,210 pp. in all, each vol. indexed. (1916-1963), repr. 1996. ISBN

978-O-80&3-1496-6. #CFC 141)0. The sel: $70.00

Vol. I: 746 pp., indexed. ISBN 978-0-8063-1495-2. #CPC 1401W. $25.00

Vol. II: 732 pp., indexed. ISBN 978-0-8063-1494-5. #GPC 1402. $25.00

Vol. Ill: 732 pp., indexed. ISBN 978-0-8063-1493-8, #GPC I403W. $25,00

include the full names of the bride and groom

plus date and place of marriage.

674 pp., indexed, paper. (1897-1914), repr.

2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-0008-5. #CFC 235. $55.00

MASSACHUSETTS BAY CONNECTIONS

Judy Jacobson

This work commences with the settlement of

Massachusetts by John Winthrop. followed by

succinct accounts of the founding and the

founders of the towns along the Bay. The bulk of
the volume, however, consists of genealogical

essays on the following Massachusetts Bay

families: Aspinwall, Baker, Balch, Collins,

Gardner, Hull, Lobdell, Maverick, Nash, Palfrey,

Pnyne/Paine, Porter, Preston, Russell, Sharp,

Stone, Stubbs, Talmadge, Ward, and Weston.

xii, 167 pp., maps, indexed, paper, tl 992), ropr.
2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-1330-6. ttCfC 9155.

$22.50

MAYFLOWER SOURCE RECORDS from The

New England Historical and Genealogical

Register

This work covers the area of Plymouth, Bristol,

and Barnstable (Cape Cod) counties and the

islands of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard,

where the majority of the descendants of the

Mayflower Pilgrims had settled by the end of the

18th century. The data consists of church

records, vital records, cemetery inscriptions, and

probate records.

xvi, 832 pp., indexed, paper. (1986), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1145-6. #CFC 3839. $69.95

GENEALOGICAL NOTES OF BARNSTABLE

FAMILIES [MA]

Amos Otis

This information first appeared as a series of

sketches in the newspaper The Barnstable

Patriot. Based on public records, family archives,

and a careful study of original documents, this

work is widely regarded as authoritative and,

therefore, indispensable to anyone doing

research on these families. Contains a name

index referencing about 10,000 persons.

2 vols. in 1. vi, 536 & 291 pp. (1888-1890], repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-0844-9. #CFC 4340. $69.95

GENEALOGICAL AND PERSONAL MEMOIRS

Relating to the Families of Boston and

Enstern Massachusetts. Four Volumes

William Richard Cutter

Following the Introduction, which pinpoints

the families' geographical distribution within

Boston and eastern Massachusetts, there is a

genealogical and biographical essay for each of

the nearly 900 main families Ireated. Each essay

begins with the derivation or origin of the

surname and is then brought forward in great

detail from the oldest known ancestor lo the

family member (living or memorialized) featured

in the account. A lengthy biography of the falter,

usually accompanied by a photograph, and an

enumeration of collateral lines make up the

balance of each essay. The surname index at the

back of Volume IV identifies between 5,000 and

6,000 members of the main families covered.

4 vols. 2,201 pp. total, illus., partially indexed,

paper. (1998), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-4549-9.

#CFC 9171. $200.OO/set

AGES FROM COURT RECORDS, 1636-1700.

Vol. I: Essex, Middlesex, and Suffolk

Counties, Massachusetts

Metinde Lutz Sanborn

From thousands of county

court cases, Melinde Sanborn

has extracted the names of all

deponents and witnesses

whose ages are given in the

court records of those

counties. While most

deposilions vary in quality,

the ages found in them alone
are of incontrovertible value

to the genealogist. For

example, one of the most

common errors in genealogical work is confusing

Iwo or more individuals of the same name. In

such cases, a deposition with a specific age given

can make all the difference. The author identifies

i 1,000 individual deponents by name, age, and

the year and source of the court record.

227 pp. 2003. ISBN 978-0-8063-1720-5. #GPC

5147. $35.00

NANTUCKET GENEALOGIES. Excerpted from

The History ofNantucket County, Island,

and Town

Alexander Starbuck

This work consists of detailed genealogies of

the majority of the First Purchasers of Nantucket

(as the original owners of the island were

called). It is excerpted from Mr. 5tarbuck's much

longer work, History of Nanlucket County,

Inland, and Town, constituting its final 200

pages. The First Purchasers included: Robert

Barnard, Thomas Barnard, William Bunker,

Benjamin Coffin, |ames Coffin, Peter Coffin,

Tristram Coffin, Tristram Coffin, jr., Thomas

Coleman, Stephen Greenleaf, Christopher

Hussey, Thomas Look, Thomas Macy, Thomas

Mayhew, Robert Pike, William Pile, |ohn Smith,

Edward Starbuck, Nathaniel Starbuck, John

Swain, and Richard Swain.

218 pp. [653-871], indexed, paper. (1924), repr.

2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-5106-3. #CFC 9418.

$22.50

GENEALOGICAL REGISTER OF PLYMOUTH

FAMILIES

William T. Davis

This is the most

comprehensive register of

Plymouth families ever

assembled. It has the names

oi thousands of Mayflower

and sister ship passengers.

The data is based largely on

records oi the town of

Plymouth and draws on all

marriage and birth records

to the last quarter of the

19th century. Also, there is

material from other town

records, and from family

Bibles, probate records, and

the Registry of Deeds.

363 pp. (Tart 2 of Ancient Landmarks of

Plymouth, 1899), repr. 2006. ISBN '178-0-8063-

0655-1. #GPC 1385R. $21.95

CHRONICLES OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS

OF THE COLONY OF PLYMOUTH FROM

1602 TO 1625

Alexander Young

This volume contains an authentic history of

the Pilgrim Fathers who planted the Colony of

Plymouth, from their origin in John Robinson's

congregation in 1 602 to his death in 1625—

written by themselves. These primary source

documents are: Gov. Bradford's History of the

Plymouth Colony, Bradford's and Winslow's

journal, Winslow's Relation, entitled "Good

News from New England," Cushman's Dis

course, Winslow's Brief Narration, Gov.

Bradford's Dialogue, and Gov. Bradford's

Memoir of Elder Brewster.

2nd ed. 518 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1844),

repr. 2004. ISBN 978-0-8063-061 1-7. #CFC 6555.

$42. SO

SUFFOLK COUNTY WILLS. Abstracts of the

Earliest Wills Upon Record in the Comity of

Suffolk, Massachusetts

The New England Historical and Genealogi

cal Register

i!ased on a long series of will abstracts Ilia!

appeared over a period of 45 years in The New

England Historical and Genealogical Register,

this work encompasses what amounts to the first

30 years or so of the Suffolk County, Massachu

setts, estate records (1640-1670). Altogether, the

series refers to the family relationships of some

1 2,000 persons.

vi, 432 pp., indexed, paper. 0984), repr. 2005.

ISBN 978-O-HO63-1O69-5. ttCFC 37K5W. $24.50

Michigan

MICHIGAN GENEALOGY: Sources &

Resources. Second Edition

Carol McGinnis

This work identifies

records on the state and

regional level and then

the county level,

providing details of vital

records, courl and land

records, military records,

newspapers, and census

records, as well as the

holdings of the various

societies and institutions

whose resources and

facilities support the

special needs of the genealogist.

This thoroughly revised and expanded edition
devotes an entire chapter to Internet resources
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(or Michigan family history research. Other new

chapters explore the reasons why people settled

in Michigan; territorial and state laws that

governed Ihe recording of vital records in

Michigan; and non-traditional sources for
research, such as prison and poorhouse records.

2nd ed. 508 pp., indexed, paper. 2005. ISBN
978-0-8063-1755-7. #GPC 3525. $38.50

Mississippi

MISSISSIPPI COUNTY COURT RECORDS

May Wilson McBee

Virtually all ihe information given here dates

from lii<_- first half of the 19th century and is

derived from the court records of the counties of
Claiborne, Harrison, Hinds, Holmes, Jefferson,
Warren, and Wilkinson. The contents include

genealogical abstracts of deeds, wills and bonds,
probate minutes, and marriage bonds.

101 pp., indexed, paper. (1950), repr. 2008. ISBN

978-0-8063-0218-8. #CFC 3485. $14.50

Missouri

KENTUCKIANS IN MISSOURI, Including

Many Who Migrated by Way of Ohio,

Indiana, or Illinois. By Stuart Seely

Sprague. See #CFC 5515, p. 26.

New Hampshire

GENEALOGICAL DICTIONARY OF MAINE

AND NEW HAMPSHIRE. By Sybil Noyes,

Charles T. Llbby and Walter G. Davis. See

#GPC 4205, p. 27.

INHABITANTS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, 1776

Emily S. Wilson

In 1776, at me outset of the American

Revolution, the New Hampshire Committee of
Safety directed that all males over the age of

iwenty-one sign the Association Test—a kind of

loyalty oath to the Patriot cause. The surviving
roster is the most comprehensive list of New

Hampshire residents available- before the federal

census of 1790. The present publication has

placed all the names—well over 9,000—in one

alphabetical sequence to enable the researcher
lo find a person and his town of residence at a
glance,

124 pp., paper- (1983), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-

fl063-l .184-9. ffCPC 6422W. $9.95

New Jersey

"WHAT CAN'T BRAVE AMERICANS ENDURE?"

The New Jersey Infantry at the Valley Forge

Encampment

Joseph Lee Bogle

This volume identifies the New lersey soldiers
who were among the 30,000 individuals named
on the N.itional Archives muster and payroll
records from the beleaguered Valley Forge

encampment, 1777-1 778. It consists of an

alphabetical list of some 2,500 New Jersey

Revolutionary War soldiers that includes name,

rank, date and term of enlistment or commission,

names of regiment and company, and a variety

of supporting details, such as date of furlough or

discharge, when wounded, and when and where

promoted,

xviii, 157 pp., paper. 12001), repr. 2005. ISBN

978-0-8063-5113-1. #CfC 9699W. $11.95

THE EARLY GERMANS OF NEW JERSEY:

Their History, Churches and Genealogies

Theodore F. Chambers

Chambers' work is the standard reference for

genealogical research on families o! northwest

ern New Jersey. In spite of its litle, it is as useful

for families of English, Scottish, or Dutch origin

as for German, The bulk of the work is devoted
to genealogies of families from the counties of

Hunterdon, Morris, Sussex, and Warren and to

genealogies of the early settlers of old Roxbury

Township from Southold and Southampton. In

addition, there are chapters on the settlements,

churches, and public institutions of that region
between Lambertville and Newton and the

Delaware and the Bound Brook where these

families first settled, containing scores upon

scores of genealogical and biographical notices
of other early settlers.

xvi, 667 pp., illus., maps, indexed, paper. <1fl95t,

repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-0070-2. #CFC 940.

$62.50

THE HUGUENOTS OR THE EARLY FRENCH

IN NEW JERSEY

Albert F. Koehler

The first permanent Huguenot settlement In
New lersey was made at Hackensack in 1677,

with a second at Princeton a few years later.

Following the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
in 168:3 by Louis XIV, Huguenots settled widely
throughout the colony. This work contains

thumbnail genealogical and biographical

sketches of hundreds of these early Huguenot
families.

51 pp., indexed, paper. (1955), repr. 2007. ISBN

978-0-8063-4637-3. #CFC 9205. $12.95

THE BURLINGTON COURT BOOK. A Record

of Quaker Jurisprudence In West New Jersey,

1680-1709

//. Clay Reed & George J, Milter, eds.

The majority of these

court minutes concern

property rights, civil suits,

grievances involving

slaves, servants, and

Indians, and all manner of

domestic complaints.

Many of the cases brought

before the court—such as
inquests, petty civil suits,

and criminal cases—give

the names of spouses,

children, and other related

individuals.

427 pp., indexed. (1944),

repr. 1998. ISBN 978-0-U063-1558-4

4B40VV. $19.95

#CFC

New York

NEW NETHERLAND ROOTS

Gwenn F. Epperson

This book shows the researcher how to trace a
1 7th-century New Netherland ancestor back lo

his/her place of origin In Europe. Mrs. Epperson
demonstrates (hat—without leaving the U.S. and

without speaking or reading a foreign lan
guage?—researchers, by using existing records at

the LDS Family History Library and family
history centers throughout the U.S., can
successfully trace their New Netherland

ancestry.

xxii, 147 pp., map, illus., paper. (1994), repr.

2008, ISBN 978-O-B063-1400-6 #CFC 1685. $19.95

EARLY SETTLERS OF NEW YORK STATE:

Their Ancestors and Descendants. Two

Volumes

Janet Wethy Foley

This is a consolidated edition of a scarce and

very important periodical. Originally titled Early

Settlers of Western Now York and later, after its
scope was broadened, Early Settlers of New York

State, its nine volumes were issued In monthly,

bimonthly, and finally quarterly installments.
Edited by New York genealogist Janet Foley, its

purpose was to collect, publish, and preserve

church records, tombstone inscriptions, and
family records—first from western New York,
then from all of New York state.

In 1993, Genealogical Publishing Company
sought out the various issues of the periodical,
assembled a complete run, reprinted the entire
work under the title Early Settlers of New York

State: Their Ancestor* and Descendants, and
consolidated the original nine volumes into two.
The Iwo indexes combined comprise a total of

425 three-column pages and list approximately
120,000 names!

2 vols. xiv, 916 & xii, 1,069 pp., indexed, paper.

£1993), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-1387-0. #CFC
19:t5. S165.no/set

THE BOOK OF NAMES. Especially Relating

to the Early Palatines and the First Settlers

in the Mohawk Valley [New York|

Lou D. MacWethy

This classic work lists the names of she early
Palatines of New York State, the original settlers
of the Mohawk Valley. The estimated 20,000

names are classified, combined, and otherwise

arranged to enable the researcher to identify

Palatine immigrants in relation to specific

categories of records.

vi, 209 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1933), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-023 I -7. #CFC 3620. $27.5(1

INDEX TO MARRIAGES AND DEATHS IN

THE NEW YORKHERALD

Volume I: 1835-1855

Volume II: 1856-1863

Volume III: 1864-1870

Volume IV: 1871-1876

James P. Maher

The first volume of this work indexes 311,000

death notices and 14,000 marriage notices. The
second volume adds another 27,000 marriage
entries and 97,000 death notices. The third
volume encompasses 42,240 additional
marriages and a phenomenal 165,175 death
notices.

Each volume is divided inlo two sections—one
for marriages and one for deaths. The entries

furnish the names of brides and grooms (or the
late deceased) and Ihe exact date of issue of the

newspaper in which the original notice appeared.
These notices refer to people up and down ihe
East Coast as well as to Midwesterners and

persons from as far west as California. Volume III

contains two appendices: (I) A list of veterans of

the American Revolution whose death notices
appeared in the New York Herald; and(2) Mv*

of New York ministers and their churches In
1864/65.

Vol. I: 560 pp., paper. (1987), repr. 2005. ISBN1
978-0-8063-1 184-5. #CFC 3670. $49.95

Vol. II; 685 pp., cloth. (1991), repr. 2005. ISBN
978-0-8063-1317-7. ttCFC 9220. $59.95

Vol. Ill: 862 pp., cloth. (2000), repr. 2005. ISBN
978-0-8063-1654-3. ttCFC 9387. $79.95

Vol. IV: 716 pp., cloth. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-
1769-4. #CFC 9898. $65.00

INDEX TO MARRIAGES AND DEATHS IN

THE NEW YORK WORLD, 1860-1865

James P. Maher

This book indexes about 3,500 marriages and

8,500 obituaries for I860 to 1865. The
marriages are arranged in two alphabetical

sequences for grooms and lor brides; each entry

gives ihe full names of the bride and groom and

the date of the marriage. The death notices,
arranged alphabetically, give the deceased's
name and date of death.

xii, 127 pp., paper. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1772-4. #CFC 9981. $22.50

NEW YORK COLONIAL MUSTER ROLLS,

1664-1775. Report of the State Historian of

the State of New York. Two Volumes
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These two volumes

incorporate a variety of

records, including pay rolls,

size rolls, petitions, minutes

of meetings and official

proceedings, journals,

correspondence, and various

field reports. They identify

approximately 30,000 men

wlio served in the various

militia companies during

ihe period before the

Revolution.

2 vols. 1,294 pp. in all,

indexed. (1897, 1891.!], repr. 2000. ISBN

8063-1640-6. #CPC 4070W. $42.50/sl-1

<)78-0-

L1STS OF INHABITANTS OF COLONIAL NEW

YORK

Edmund B. O'Callaghan

O'Callaghan's Documentary History of the

St.ite of New-York, a four-volume work

published 1849-1851, is one of the key source

books for genealogical and historical research in

New York State. Interspersed throughout its more

than 4,350 pages are important genealogical

records of the 17th and 18th centuries, among

which are census records, rate lists, lists of early

settlers, and rolls of militia companies.

This present work comprises all of the

genealogical records in the O'Callaghan work

and contains a complete index of names,

overcoming the confusion caused by variant

spellings of family names. The index lists about
12,000 inhabitants—Dutch, English, and German.

351 pp., indexed. (1849-51), repr. 2007. ISBN

978-0-8063-0047-0. #CFC 4275. $29.50

NEW YORK IN THE REVOLUTION AS

COLONY AND STATE. 2nd Edition

James A. Roberts & Frederick G. Mather

New York put at least

43,645 men in the field,

all of whom are identified

in this work from original

muster rolls and payrolls in

the Stale Comptroller's

Office, as well as from
records concerning

regiments of (he "Line" in

rolls on file in the old War

Department in Washing

ton. If we add the 0,237

men named in the Land

Bounty Papers in this

second edition, a total

force of nearly 52,000

men is arrived at.
The State Comptroller's Office published a

second volume, or Supplement, a compilation of
the documents and records in the Comptroller's

Office that were used in compiling the rolls and

rosters in the first volume. In the reprint edition
offered here, these two volumes have been

combined into one.

^EVOLUTION

2nd ed. 2 vols. in 1. 900 pp. in all, iilus., maps.

(1898, 1901), repr. 1996. ISBN 978-0-8063-1489-1.

#CPC 4967W. $36.00

EARLY NEW YORK NATURALIZATIONS.

Abstracts of Naturalization Records from

Federal, State, and Local Courts, 1792-1840

Kenneth Scott

The naturalizations and

declarations of intention
abstracted in this

volume-—some 10,000 of

them—are arranged in

more or less chronological

order by courts and

jurisdiction. The earlier

records usually include the

name of the petitioner (the

alien), country of origin,

name of the person who

recommended him, and

place of residence. The

later records usually

indicate each petitioner's name, place of
residence, age, place of birth, port and

approximate date of arrival in America,

occupation, names and ages of spouse and

children, and various other particulars.

452 pp., indexed. (1981), repr. 1999. ISBN 978-

0-806:5-0940-8. #CFC 5228R. $21.00 law in stock.

10,000 VITAL RECORDS OF CENTRAL NEW

YORK, 1813-1850

Fred (). Bowman

The vital records in this

work are drawn from

marriage and death columns

of various central New York
newspapers published before

1850, specifically those

published in the seclion of

the state between Geneva

and Utica. The bridegrooms

and the individuals who

were subjects of death

notices are listed in
alphabetical order, marriage officials are

identified in the appendix, and all others

mentioned in the text are listed in the index.

338 pp., indexed. (1988), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-

0-0063-11 49-4. #CPC 641. $38.30

10,000 VITAL RECORDS

OF EASTERN NEW YORK,

1777-1834

Fred Q. Bowman

This work covers the

interior county of Otsego and

the 300-mile strip comprising

the eastern-most counties of

Clinton, Essex, Saratoga,

Rensselaer, Albany,

Columbia, and "Old
Dutchess," which, before

NEW YORK STATE CENSUSES & SUBSTITUTES

William Doltarhide

Among other things, this groundbreaking work: Identifies 440 state cen

sus originals for New York's 62 counties, located at C>8 different New York
depositories; Identifies 120 statewide and regional name lists, including tax
lists, land records, military lists, and newspaper indexes; Identifies over
1,200 census substitutes and selected name lists; Identifies over 1,500 online
town references to find direct links to census extracts, indexes, or other

name lists online; Identifies over 3,700 bibliographic citations in total, each
with detailed descriptions and notes, library call numbers, and FHL film
numbers; Includes 19 county boundary maps for the period 1683-1915;
and Includes 26 New York State Census Extraction Forms, 1 025-1925, with

all population, military, agriculture, industry, birth, death, and marriage

schedules, plus the 1890 New York Police Census.

8'/j" X 1 I." 248 pp., illus., paper. (2005), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1766-3. #CPC 1494. $32.95

1812, included the territory of present-day

Putnam County. The records are drawn from the

marriage and death columns of newspapers

published before 1835 in each of the above-
named counties. Bridegrooms and the individu

als who were the subject of death notices are

listed alphabetically.

356 pp., indexed. (1987), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-

0-8063-11 65-4. #GPC 642. $38.50

LANDHOLDERS OF NORTHEASTERN NEW

YORK, 1739-1802

Fred Q. Bowman

This work forms a directory of all participants

in all land sales and mortgage agreements in

northeastern New York between 1739 and 1802.

The area covered includes the present-day

counties of Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Warren, and

Washington. The first part of the book identifies

original grantees—persons awarded land in the

area between 1739 and 1775. The second and

larger part identifies about 9,000 landholders-

grantees, grantors, mortgagees, and mortgagors—

whose land records were filed between 1772

and 1002 in the deed and mortgage books of

Washington, Clinton, or Essex counties.

232 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (19831, repr.

2008. ISBN 97B-0-8063-1026-8. #CFC 640. 524.00

CALENDAR OF WILLS on File and Recorded

In the Offices of the Clerk of the Court of

Appeals, of the County Clerk at Albany, and

of the Secretary of State, 1626-1836

Bert/told Fernaw

This is a collection of the earliest wills on

record for New York State. These abstracts of

2,162 wills include the name of the testator,

place of residence, date, names of wife and

children, legatees, names of executors and

witnesses, and the number of the will.

xvi, 657 pp., indexed, paper. (1896), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0110-5. #CFC 1800. $55.00

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE GENEALOGIES

OF THE FIRST SETTLERS OF THE ANCIENT

COUNTY OF ALBANY [NY], from 1630 to

1800

Jonathan Pearson

In the preparation of materials for this work,

the compiler drew on the baptism and marriage

registers of the First Reformed Church of Albany

as well as records from other sources, such as

wills, deeds, mortgages, marriage contracts, and

a variety of other matter found in the offices of

the Albany County and City Clerks. His findings

are arranged in alphabetical order by family

name and, typically, give the names of

husbands, wives, and children and dates of birth,

marriage, and death, and they are laced with

incidental references to land holdings, occupa

tions, and places of residence.
182 pp., indexed, paper. (1872), repr. 2007.

978-0-8063-0729-9. #CFC 4545. $25.00

EARLY FAMILIES OF HERKIMER COUNTY,

NEW YORK. Descendants of the Burnetsfield

Palatines

William T. W. Barker

In 1 723, a number of Palatine families were

allowed to take up lands in the Mohawk Valley.

These settlers were known as the Burnetsfield

Palatines after the name of the grant made by

New York Governor William Burnet. Between

1723 and 1755, the original Btirnetsfietd settlers

were joined by other Palatine families.

394 pp., map. Indexed, paper. (1986), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-3063-1078-7. #CFC 350. $35.00

RECORDS OF THE REFORMED DUTCH

CHURCH in New Amsterdam and New York.

Marriages from 11 December, 1639, to 26

August, 1801

Samuel S. Purple
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This is a collection of the oldest extant

marriage records of the Reformed Dutch Church

of New York Cily (formerly New Amsterdam).

The marriage records are arranged in chronologi

cal order; each of the more than 10,000

marriage entries includes the names of the bride

and (■room and the date and place of the

marriage.

351 pp., indexed, paper. (1890), repr. 2007. ISBN

9/8-0-8063-5134-6. #CFC 9722. S32.50

PASSENGER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OP

NEW YORK, 1820-1829. From Customs

Passenger Lists

Elizabeth P. Benttey

This compilation is a direct

transcription of the original

microfilmed lists (National

Archives Microfilm #237) for

the port of New York for the

period 1820 through 1829.

The majority of the passen

gers arriving in New York at

this lime were of British or

Irish origin. In this one

encyclopedic volume are the

names of 85,454 passengers

with their age, sex, occupa

tion, origin, etc., and the names of the 6,247

ships that brought them to New York. The book

also contains a separate list of ships with the

names of ship masters, ports of embarkation, and
dates of arrival.

1,500 pp. 1999. ISBN 978-0-8063-1610-9. #GPC

4440W. $47.50

PASSENGER ARRIVALS AT THE PORT OP

NEW YORK, 1830-1832. From Customs

Passenger Lists

Lists the names in

alphabetical order of 65,000

passengers with their age,

sex, occupation, pface of

origin, etc., and the names of

the 1,700 ships that brought

them to New York. Also

included is a separate list of

ships with the names of ship

masters, ports of embarka

tion, and dates of arrival.

1,160 pp. 2000. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1625-3. #CPC 4445W.

$42,50

INHABITANTS OF NEW YORK, 1774-1776

Thomas D. Wilson

Covering New York City and the Long Island

counties of Suffolk and Queens, this work lists

militiamen, minutemen, guards, Loyalists,

members of the Committees of Safety, signers

(and non-signers} of the Association Oath,

firemen, paupers, storekeepers, tavernkeepers,

voters, freeholders, debtors, army officers, etc.

Altogether over 13,000 names are recorded in

alphabetical order with the county of residence,

town or address when known, and the source of

the information,

358 pp., paper. 1993. ISBN 978-0-8063-1396-2.

#GPC 6423R. $18.95

10,000 VITAL RECORDS OF WESTERN NEW

YORK, 1809-1850

Fred Q. Bowman

The vital records in this work

come from marriage and death

columns in five western New

York newspapers published

before 1850: the Republican

Advocate of Batavia, the

Steuben Farmers Advocate of

Bath, the Geneva Gazette, the

Jamestown journal, and

Palmyra's Wayne Sentinel. Birth

announcements were not

published in these early newspapers, but many

of the marriage and death notices mentioned

birth years, birthplaces, and parents' names.

31S pp., indexed. (1985), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-

0-8063-1099-2. #CPC 643. $38.50

WESTERN NEW YORK LAND TRANSACT

IONS, 1804-1824. Extracted from the

Archives of the Holland Land Company

Karen E. Llvsey

Touching on some 40,000 individual land

transactions, the extracts provide the purchaser's

name, location of the purchase, date of

transaction, type of transaction, and a citation to

the original source and microfilm. The Purchase

encompasses lands stretching west from Genesee

County to the counties of Erie, Chautauqua, and

Cattaraugus and covers such towns as Buffalo

and Batavia.

xxiv, 472 pp., indexud, paper. (1991), repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1294-1. #CFC 3422. $42.50

WESTERN NEW YORK LAND TRANSACT

IONS, 1825-1835. Extracted from the

Archives of the Holland Land Company

Karen B. Livsey

For each of the 70,000 transactions covered

here, Mrs. Livsey supplies the name of the

purchaser, the date of the transaction, the

location of the land, tlie type of transaction

(original article, subsequent receipt, or renewed

contract), and a reference to the original source

and the microfilm. This work not only identifies

70,000 pioneers of western New York, it also

identifies thousands of people whose names

were never recorded in official county (and

records.

812 pp., indexed. 1996. ISBN 976-0-8063-1522-

5. #GPC 3423W. $36.00

North Carolina

ORDER OF THE FIRST FAMILIES OF

NORTH CAROLINA: Registry of Ancestors.

Volume 1

John Anderson Brayton

Membership in the distinguished Order of the
Tirst Families of North Carolina requires having

an ancestor who lived in North Carolina before

it became a royal colony on July 12, 1729. This

work—the first in a series—proposes to describe

the genealogy of the organization's qualifying

ancestors. Undertaken with the blessing of the

Order of Ihe First Families, most of Mr. Bmyton's

genealogies follow each ancestor's family for

four generations, with drop-charts describing

descent to members.

Inclusive of a full name index, place index,

slave index, registry of ancestors, and a current
bibliography, this volume refers to over 17,000

ancestors and their descendants.

xxix, 066 pp., charts, indexed, paper. 200">. ISBN

978-0-8063-5341-8. #CFC 9921. $45.00

TRANSCRIPTION OF PROVINCIAL NORTH

CAROLINA WILLS, 1663-1729/30.

Volume One, Testators A-K

Volume Two, Testators L-Z

John Anderson Brayton

These volumes, which are available individu

ally as well as in a set, contain meticulous

transcriptions of 900 of the earliest wills In North

Carolina. Part of the North Carolina Secretary of
State papers, the wills encompass the entire

period before North Carolina became a royal

colony. With the exception of a handful

transcribed by J. Bryan Grimes in 1912, these

wills are neither transcribed nor referenced in

the other major publications on the subject.

The two-volume set: ISBN 978-0-8063-5325-8.

ttCFC 9466. $89.95

Vol. One: Testators A-K, xii, 404 pp., indexed,

cloth. 2003. ISBN 978-0-8063-5326-5. #CFC 9467.
$49.95

Vol. Two: Testators L-Z, xii, 437 pp., indexed,
cloth. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-5327-2. #CFC 9468.
$49.95

THE LOYALISTS IN NORTH CAROLINA

DURING THE REVOLUTION

Robert O. DeMond

DeMond's work brings together all the

available source material and identifies great

numbers of these heretofore little-known

Loyalists. The Appendixes contain: (!) lists of

soldiers and civilians who supported the Crown

throughout the Revolution; (2) lists of Loyalists

who suffered land confiscation; (3) lists of
Loyalists who made application to Great Britain

for compensation for loss of office or property;

and (4) lists of North Carolina Loyalists who

received pensions from Great Britain.

x, 206 pp., indexed, paper. (1940), repr. 2006.

ISBN 97B-0-8063-0839-5. #CFC 1415. $32.50

ABSTRACT OF NORTH CAROLINA WILLS

[1663-1760]

J. Bryan Grimes

This invaluable reference work contains

abstracts of every will found in the office of the
Secretary of State of North Carolina. The

abstracts give the name of the testator; place of

residence; names of wife, children, legatees,
witnesses, and probate officers; names of

plantations mentioned; and remarkable items or

noteworthy passages in wills. The extensive 200-

page index contains all the names mentioned in

the will abstracts—nearly 20,000!

viii, 670 pp., indexed, paper. (19101, repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-O-8O63-01 63-1. #CFC 2390. $55.00

THE NORTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL AND

GENEALOGICAL REGISTER. Three Volumes

James Robert Bent Hathaway

The Register bears reference to no fewer than

50,000 North Carolina settlers. Included are

abstracts of land grants, court records, convey

ances, births, deaths, marriages, wills, petitions,

military records (including a list of North

Carolina Officers and Soldiers of the Continental

Line, 1775-1782), licenses, and oaths. The

abstracts derive from records now located in the

state archives and from the public records of tiie

following present-day counties of the Old

Albemarle region: Beaufort, Bertie, Camden,

Chowan, Currituck, Dare, Gates, Halifax, Hyde,

Martin, Northampton, Pasquotank, Perquimans,

Tyrrell, and Washington, and the Virginia

counties of Surry and Isle of Wight.

3 vols. Vol. I, No. 1 to Vol. III. No. 3 (eleven
numbers). 1,760 pp. in all, paper. (1900-1903),

repr. 2006. ISBN 97(1-0-8063-0441-0. #CFC 2600.

$150.00/sef

NORTH CAROLINA LAND GRANTS in South

Carolina

Brent II. HoJcomb

Prior to 1772, North Carolina had issued more

than 1,000 grants for land in an area that is now

South Carolina—in what are the present counties

of Marlboro, Chesterfield, Lancaster, York, Chester,

Union, Cherokee, Spartanburg, Greenville,

Laurens, and Newberry, an area which was then

thought to be In the North Carolina counties of

Bladen, Anson, Mecklenburg, and Tryon. The data

provided includes the name of the grantee, the file,

entry or grant number, the relevant book and page

of the original record books, the location

of the grant, the names of owners of adjoin

ing property, and the dates of the various

Instruments.

184 pp., maps, indexed. (1980), repr. 1999. ISBN

978-0-8063-1 164-7. #CPC 2783W. $12.00

ROSTER OF SOLDIERS FROM NORTH

CAROLINA IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

North Carolina IKA.R.

This work contains the names of approxi

mately 36,000 soldiers. Service records include
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such information as rank, company, date of

enlistment or commission, period of service,

combat experience, and whether captured,

wounded, or killed. This is a complete roster of

soldiers named in both published and unpub

lished sources.

viii, 709 pp., indexed, paper. (1932), repr. 2008.
ISBN 978-0-8063-0091-7. #CFC4150. $52.50

NORTH CAROLINA TAXPAYERS, 1701-1786

Clarence E. Ratetiff

Most of the data comes

from tax lists microfilmed at

the North Carolina State

Archives in Raleigh,

supplemented with names

from the periodical North

Carolina Genealogy, which

includes persons owning

headrfghts and landrlghts.

The names of about 20,000

taxpayers are listed

alphabetically with the

county of residence and

date, and in some cases

additional data is supplied.
The counties covered are: Anson, Beaufort,

Bertie, Bladen, Brunswick, Bute, Caswell,

Chowan, Craven, Cumberland, Currituck,

Dobbs, Edgccombe. Franklin-Warren-Vance,

Gates, Granville, New Hanover, Northampton,
Onslow, Orange, Pasqualank, Perquimans, Pitt,

Randolph, Rowan, Tryon, and Tyrrell.

228 pp. (1984), repr. 2003. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1079-4. #CPC 4760. $30.00

LOST TRIBES OF NORTH CAROLINA

Worth S. Ray

Part I. Index and Digest to Hathaway's North

Carolina Historical and Genealogical

Register

Ray's indispensable subject and name index to

Hathaway's 1.700-page Register is a compen

dium of information in its own right, providing

new as well as extended family data, citations to

other published authorities, and copious notes

and extrapolations. The main entries in the Index

and Digest alone pertain to over 5,000 persons.

viii, 192 pp., paper. (1945), repr. 2006. ISBN

978-0-8063-0479-3. #CFC 4795. Available soon.

Part II. Colonial Granville County [North

tinolina] and Its People

This work contains abstracts of early records

and genealogical notes on several thousand

individuals, as well as separate studies of the

following families: Bates, Bennett, Boyd, Bullock,

Burton, Christmas, Daniel, Eaton, Graves, Harris,

Harrison, Hawkins, High, Hill, Hunt, |ones,

Knight, Lanier, Morrow, Royster, Satterwhite,

Searcy, Sims, Taylor, White, and Williams.

120 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1945], repr. 2007.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0285-0. #CFC 47B0. $22.50

Part III. The Mecklenburg Signers and Their

Neighbors

Ray here presents extensive source records

and documented family sketches of a veritable

"tribe" of people who settled in the valley

between the Yadkin and Catavvba rivers more
than Iwo hundred years ago. This work

concludes with indexes of subjects and places,

as well as a name index of 5,000 persons.

[246] pp., maps, illus., indexed, paper. (1946),

repr, 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-0286-7, #CFC 4705.

$29.50

Part IV. Old Albemarle and Its Absentee

Landlords

The genealogical records consist of land

grants, tax records, and birth, death, and

marriage records from counties deriving at first

and second removes from Old Albemarle

District, namely: Bertie, Chowan, Currituck,

Pasquotank, Vance, Wickham, and Wilson. The

book also includes genealogical notices and

histories of a number of families.

1156] pp., ill us., indexed, paper. (1947), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-0287-4. #CFC 4790.

$22.50

STATE CENSUS OF NORTH CAROLINA,

1784-1787. Second Edition

Mrs. Alvaretta K. Register

Based on original records

In the North Carolina
Department of Archives and

History, this work lists about

14,000 household heads with

an enumeration of those in

each household by age, sex,

and race. The lists are

arranged by county,

thereunder chronologically

by head of household, with

all names indexed. Includes

references to the sources of

the information for each

person.

233 pp. indexed. (1971), repr. 2001. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0556-1. tfGPC 4850. Available soon.

A HISTORY OF ANSON COUNTY, NORTH

CAROLINA, 1750-1976

Mary L. Medley

The first third of this book traces politics in !he

county, with chapters devoted to Anson's

fiercely independent Regulator movement

preceding the American Revolution. The middle

portion of the book covers Anson's social

history: education, religion, agriculture and

industry, social and cultural life, etc. The final

third provides biographical sketches of scores of

Anson "Men and Women of Note" and a

number of important source records.

xviii, 4! 7 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1 976), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-4755-4. #CFC 9238.

$43.50

MARRIAGES OF BERTIE COUNTY, NORTH

CAROLINA, 1762-1868

Raymond Parker Pouts

This work contains abstracts of all marriage

bonds issued in Bertie County between 1 762

and 186(1. As is customary, the data is arranged

throughout by the surname of the groom, and

each entry provides the name of the bride, the

date of the marriage bond or (after 1851)

marriage license, and the names of clergymen,

witnesses, and bondsmen.

vi, 130 pp., indexed, paper. (1982), repr. 2005.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0976-7. #CFC 2015. $17.50

FAMILIES OF CAKARRUS COUNTY, NORTH

CAROLINA, 1792-1815

Kathleen Marler

Mrs. Marler's work on Cabarrus County is the

first effort we know of to present information

systematically on all families in that county from

its inception until the end of the War of 1812.

The author extracted her findings from the 1 790

Mecklenburg County census, the 1800 Cabarrus

census, court records, Mecklenburg county deed

records, marriage records, wills, and newspaper

obituaries. In all, the volume identifies 2,000

early families in Cabarrus County and perhaps

five times as many persons overall.

vi, 174 pp., paper. (2004), repr. 2007. ISBN 970-

0-8063-5233-6. #CFC 9824. $24.50

CASWELL COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA,

MARRIAGE BONDS, 1778-1868

Katharine Kerr Kendall

Mrs. Kendall has abstracted all 5,700 extant

marriage bonds for Caswell County from 1778,

the date of the earliest bond, to 1868, when

North Carolina changed the requirements of its

marriage law. Each entry identifies the bride and

groom, the date of the bond, and the name of the

bondsman or witness. The work contains a name

index to brides, grooms, bondsmen, witnesses,

and other persons named in the bonds.

iv, 170 pp., indexed, paper. (1981, 1990), repr.

2008. ISBN 97R-0-8063-1 276-7. #CFC 9200.

$21.50

MARRIAGES OF CHATHAM COUNTY, NORTH

CAROLINA, 1772-1868

Brent II, Holcomb

Mr. Holcomb has abstracted all extant

marriage bonds issued in Chatham County from

1 772 to 1868 when bonds as required for

marriages were discontinued. The abstracts are

arranged alphabetically by the name of the

groom; each entry provides the name of the

bride, the bond date, and the names of the

bondsmen. Also included are abstracts of the
marriages listed in the marriage register from

1851 to 1868.

iv, 126 pp., indexed, paper. (1987), repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1193-7. #CFC 2781. $19.50

EASTERN CHEROKEE CENSUS, CHEROKEE,

NORTH CAROLINA, 1915-1922, Taken by

Agent James E. Henderson. Volumes I-IV.

By Jeff Bowen. See #CFC 9841, 9842, 9843,

9844, p. 19

EASTERN CHEROKEE CENSUS, CHEROKEE,

NORTH CAROLINA, 1923-1926, Taken by

Agent James E. Henderson. Volumes I &. II. By

Jeff Bowen. See #CFC 9992 & 9993, p. 19.

"BY A LINE OF MARKED TREES": Abstracts

of Currituck County, North Carolina.

Volume One, Deed Books [1), 1-3 [1696-

1773]

John Anderson Brayton

The abstracts of these deeds are replete with

information concerning former owners,

relationships between grantee and grantor, and
other family connections. This book won the

year 2000 award for Excellence in Publishing

from the North Carolina Genealogical Society.

xii, 165 pp., indexed, paper. 1999. ISBN 97EI-0-

8063-5337-1. #CFC 9917. $20.00

"BY A LINE OF MARKED TREES": Abstracts

of Currituck County, North Carolina.

Volume Two, Deed Books 3-4 I1730s-I804]

John Anderson Brayton

Currituck County, North Carolina, was one of

the original precincts established in Albemarle

County in 1670. The original Currituck County

includes present-day Currituck and Dare and

parts of Hyde and Tyrell counties. As with

Volume One, the deeds give information

concerning former owners, relationships

between grantee and grantor, and various family

connections.

245 pp., indexed, paper. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-

5375-3. #CFC 9923. $27.50

RECORDS OF OLD MACON COUNTY, N.C.,

1829-1850

Barbara Sears McRae

At the outset, "Old" Macon County included

all or part of the present-day western North

Carolina counties of Cherokee, Clay, Graham,

Jackson, Macon, Swain, and Transylvania.

Barbara Sears McRae has abstracted Macon

County Deed Books A-E (1829-1850) to yield

an account of the county's earliest settlers. Each

abstract typically identifies the buyer and seller
of the land, the date of the transaction, the

location of the land transferred, and the names

of witnesses. Includes an index to over 4,000

persons named in the records.

x, 212 pp., indexed, paper. (1991), repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-1302-3. tfCFC 9235. $28.50
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THE HISTORY OF MECKLENBURG COUNTY

{North Carolina] from 1740 to 1900

J. B. Alexander, M.D.

Dr. Alexander devoies a substantial portion of
Ms work to biographical sketches of by-gone

citizens of the county, giving sucli information as

date and place of birtli, parents' names, date of

arrival in the county, education, profession,

military service, and names of spouse and
children. Many of these Mecklenburg residents

descended from the Scotch-Irish immigrants who

populated the early settlements of the county,

which was formed in 1762 and originally

encompassed a large area that included what is

now Union, Cabarrus, Cleveland, Caston,

Lincoln, and Rutherford counties, as well as the

upper portions of present-day South Carolina.

x, 431 pp., IlltlS., paper. H902I, repr. 2007. ISBN

970-0-8063-5188-9. #CFC 9778. $39.50

MECKLENBURG COUNTY, NORTH

CAROLINA. Abstracts of Early Wills,

1763-1790 (1749-1790)

Brent H. Hotcomb

The will abstracts in this volume are based on

the oldest Mecklenburg County wills of record

and the extant returns of wills and estates of the

North Carolina Secretary of State. Wills for the

period 1749 to 1762 refer to those that were

written when the territory that became

Mecklenburg was still part of Anson County but

were probated or recorded after Mecklenburg was

formed. While the length and contents of these

abstracts vary, most of them provide the name of

the testator, date of the will, names and relation

ships of all heirs to the estate (sometimes with

ages given or inferred), contents of the estate,

names of executors, and, usually, date of probate.

iv. 101 pp., indexed, paper. (19EtO), repr. 2008.

ISBN 978-0-0063-4595-6. #CFC 9138. $17.50

SURRY COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA WILLS,

1771-1827. Annotated Genealogical

Abstracts

Jo White Unit

Based on recorded and original wills at the

North Carolina State Archives as well as "Loose

Estate Papers" of intestates, these abstracts cover

not only wills but also powers of attorney,

bonds, inventories, bills of sale, etc. The

abstracts generally include the name of the

deceased; date of the instrument and approxi

mate date of death; names of heirs, with

relationships specified; bequests of real and

personal property; and names of executors,

administrators, and witnesses.

xii, 215 pp., map, indexed, paper. (1992), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-1 346-7. #CFC 3380.

$20.50

A HISTORY OF WATAUGA COUNTY, NORTH

CAROLINA, With Sketches of Prominent

Families

John Preston Arthur

Watauga County was

established in 1(549 from

the existing counties of

Ashe, Wilkes, Caldwell,

and Yancey. In his

History, Mr. Arthur

provides a study of the

origins and early settlers

of Ibis area. He not only

covers the topics standard

to such histories—the first

settlements, Indian raids,

churches. Revolutionary

and Civil War activities,

geological facts,

legislative and other officers, population and

agricultural statistics, place names, schools,

etc—but also provides innumerable names of

early settlers, biographical sketches, and

anecdotes about county residents.

374 pp., illus., indexed. (1915), repr. 2002. ISBN

978-0-8063-1712-0. t*CPC 179W. $19.95

OHIO WILLS AND ESTATES TO 1850:

AN INDEX

Carol Wittscy Bell, C.G.

This is probably the most important single

book on early Ohio genealogy, for it references

no fewer than 72,000 testators named in the will

and estate records for all Ohio counties up to

1850. Each entry gives the name of the person

referenced, nature of the record (will or estate),

year of Ihe record, county where the record is

filed, and source of the original record wherein

more information may be found.

8'A" x II". xxvi, 400 pp., maps, indexed. 1981.

ISBN 97)1-0-8063-5296-1. #CFC 9886. $55.00

EARLY OHIO SETTLERS.

Purchasers of Land in Southeastern Ohio,

1800-1840

EARLY OHIO SETTLERS.

Purchasers of Land in East and East Central

Ohio, 1800-1840

EARLY OHIO SETTLERS.

Purchasers of Land in Southwestern Ohio,

1800-1840

Ellen T. Berry & David A. Berry

Under an ordinance passed in 1785, the lands

of the Northwest Territory were offered for sale

to the public, and four land offices were
established In that year for the auction and

private sale of the lands. These three works

concern sales from three of those land offices:

Marietta Land Office, covering 12 present-day

southeastern Ohio counties; Zanesville Land

Office, with jurisdiction over land in eastern and

east central Ohio; and the Cincinnati Land

Office, covering lands in southwestern Ohio and

eastern Indiana.

In tabular format, the Marietta volume

presents a complete list of the 7,500 persons

who bought land in southeastern Ohio between

the years 1800 and 1840. Information given

includes the names of the purchasers (in

alphabetical order); date of purchase; place of

residence at the time of purchase; and range,

township, and section of the purchased land.

The Zanesville volume covers the same period

and includes the same arrangement of informa

tion as the Marietta volume. Several other

idiosyncracies about the book should be

emphasized. The Zanesville Land Office

included some tracts originally reserved for the

Marietta and Steuhenville offices and, more

importantly, parts of the U.S. Military District

reserved for veterans of the Revolutionary War.

This volume also includes records from the
Steubenville office for the period 1820 to 1840.

The Cincinnati volume is arranged in the same

tabular format as the other two volumes, and it

lists 25,000 persons.

Southeastern: xv, 129 pp., maps, paper. (1984),

repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-6063-1068-8. #CFC 480.

$19.50

East and East Central: xiv, 330 pp., maps, paper.

(1989), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1262-0. #CFC

482. $31.50

Southwestern: xv, 372 pp., maps, paper. (1986),

repr. 2008. ISBN 970-0-8063-1162-3. #CFC 481.

$34.50

GATEWAY TO THE WEST. Two Volumes

Ruth Bowers & Anita Short

Gateway to the West, a periodical published
from 1967 to 1978, covered some of the least

accessible but most important genealogical

records of 76 of Ohio's 88 counties. For this

two-volume consolidated reprint, the principal

articles are arranged under their respective

counties. Some 350 articles name more than

95,000 persons In records ranging from Adams

County to Wood County and include court

records, common pleas records, wills, deeds,

marriages, births, deaths, indentures,

guardianships, church records, township records,

and cemetery records.

2 vols. 2,000 pp. total, indexed, paper. (1967-
1978), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-1236-1. #CFC

620. $1G5.00/set

FIRST OWNERSHIP OF OHIO LANDS

Albion M. Dyer

This work identifies ihe 1,000 associates of the

Ohio Company who purchased lands on the

Muskingum River from 1 788 to 1792, giving, in

tabular form, such information as residence,

selling agency, and number of shares owned.

85 pp., paper. (1911), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0098-6. #CFC 1550. $13.50

OHIO SOURCE RECORDS from The Ohio

Genealogical Quarterly

This work consists of cemetery records, tax

lists (the 1810 tax list, in particular), newspaper

abstracts, and vital records. The combined

articles bear reference to about 45,000 persons.

xiv, 666 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1986), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-11 37-1. #CFC 4308.

$52.50

ROSTER OF OHIO SOLDIERS In the War of

1812

The Adjutant General of Ohio

Here is the complete roster of all Ohio

soldiers and officers in the War of 1812,

according to official records. It includes the

names of about 25,000 soldiers and officers,

with such information as rank, dates of service,

and source of information.

157 pp., paper. (1916), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0267-6. #CFC 4300. $19.50

EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS. Reprinted with

"The Index to Early Ohio Tax Records"

Esther Weygandt Powell

Taking the place of pre-

1820 census records, this

work presents a county-

by-county list of Ohio

settlers and residents from

about 1800 to 1825.

Along with the 1801 tax

list of the Virginia Military

District, it contains the

names of taxpayers listed

in various county tax rolls,

and it also contains lists of

original proprietors and

settlers (taken from other

sources), names of holders

of military warrants,

voters' lists, householders'

lists, occasional lists of Revolutionary soldiers,

and lists of resident proprietors. The work is
arranged by county, with multiple tax lists

arranged chronologically thereunder, and there

is at least one tax list given for each of the 75

counties covered, the combined lists naming

about 50,000 taxpayers.

2 vols. in 1. vi, 459 & 173 pp., map, indexed,

paper. (1971, 1973), repr. 2008. ISBN 978-0-8063-

11 29-6. #CFC 4695. $49.95

COLUMBIANA COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGES,

1800-1870

Carol WUlsey Bell, C.G.

This is no ordinary marriage book. Since many

Ohio ministers failed to file returns of marriages
with the Columbiana courthouse and since some

Columbians couples opted to be married in
neighboring Pennsylvania, where a marriage
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GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH IN OHIO. 2nd Edition

Kip Sperry

Ohio has an abundance of sources available for genealogical research—
statewide indexes and personal name finding aids, biographies, local histo

ries, vital and church records, probate and court records, census and military

records, land records, newspapers, naturalization records, gravestones, ge

nealogical collections, and others. These sources and many others are de

scribed in great detail in this new second edition of Kip Sperry's Genealogi

cal Research in Ohio. It examines the holdings of the major Ohio archives

and libraries and focuses on the many other resources available to the re

searcher. It also includes a greatly expanded bibliography of Ohio books and

periodicals. New to this second edition are Ohio sources on compact disc

and the Internet.

2nd ed. xxii. 366 pp., maps, indexed. (2003), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1713-7. #CPC 5512. $39.50

license was not required by law, Mrs. Bell

broadened lier pursuit of marriage "evidences"

to wills and other probate records, deeds, birth

and death records, and, importantly, to local

newspapers, where marriage notices were

frequently published. In all, Mrs. Bell has

produced a compilation of more than 6,000

marriage entries, many from obscure sources.

81/;" x 1'"- viii, 400 pp., iflus., indexed, paper.

1990. ISBN 97(1-0-8063-5295-4. #CFC 9fll)5.

543.50. Low In stock.

OHIO VALLEY GENEALOGIES Relating

Chiefly to Families In Harrison, Belntont,

and Jefferson Counties, Ohio, and

Washington, Westmoreland, and Fayettc

Counties, Pennsylvania

Charles A. Hanna

This popular work

contains genealogies of

the first families who

settled in Pennsylvania

between the Blue Ridge

Mountains and the

Alleghenies, as well as

genealogies of those

families who migrated

across the Ohio River and

made the first settlements

in the Northwest

Territory, now part of

Ohio. About 350 families

are listed in alphabetical
order, with records of the

first immigrant settler, including place and date

of birth and death, place of residence, name of

wife and date of marriage, names of children

and their dates and places of birth, and names of
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

172 pp. (1900), repr. 2006. ISBN 978-0-8063-

0167-9. #CPC 2517. $25.00

OHIO V.U.UY

GENBALOOtBS

ST. LUKE'S RECORDS 1829-Early 1900*8.

Danville, Knox County, Ohio

Richard T. Koch & Phyllis I. Davidson

Many of the founding members of St. Luke's

Roman Catholic Church migrated to Ohio from

the Catholic parishes of St. Ignatius in Mt.

Savage, Maryland, and St. Mary's of
Cumberland, Maryland This volume contains

more than 2,000 records of baptism, arranged in

chronological order, giving the date, the names

of the child and parents, and the names of the

child's sponsors. Several hundred marriage

records give the date of the marriage, the names

oi ibe bride and groom, and witnesses to the

marriage. A handful of death records from the

1840s are extant, though most of the morlality

records found in the volume commence with

1876 and continue to 1947.

x, 256 pp., indexed, paper. (2001), repr. 2004.

ISBN 978-0-8063-5108-7. #CFC 9692. $29.50

WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO, MARRIAGES,

1789-1840

Bernice Graham & Elizabeth S. Cottle

This book consists of a complete list of 3,600

brides and grooms of Washington County, with

places of residence, marriage dates, names of

officiating ministers, and page references to the

original record books for the period 1 784 to

1840. Includes a brides index.

xx, 98 pp., maps, indexed, paper. (1976), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-1232-3. #CFC 2295. $1«.5O

Pennsylvania

WELSH SETTLEMENT OF PENNSYLVANIA

Charles H. Browning

Browning follows hundreds of Welsh pioneers

into Pennsylvania via the records of the various

land companies who re-settled William Perm's
famous grant of land along the Schuylkill River.

In so doing, he reconstituted lists of settlers, land

patents, plat maps, and biographical sketches to

flesh out the process of settlement in Merion and

the adjacent towns of Haverford and Radnor.

631 pp., maps, illus., indexed, paper. 11912),

repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-0058-0. #CFC 740.

$49.95

THE GERMAN

IMMIGRATION INTO

PENNSYLVANIA THROUGH

THE PORT OF

PHILADELPHIA FROM

1700 TO 1775

Frank Ried Diffenderffer

This study deals with the

background of German

immigration, especially that

of the Palatines, the causes,

migration patterns, the

leading figures in the

movement, and the disposi
tion oi the immigrants. Much of the book deals

with the redemptioners, those who bound

themselves to service as payment for the trip to

America. It covers the types of bond servants and

evaluates their role in the development of the
German settlements, with accounts of their rise,
progress, and place in American society.

328 pp., illus., Indexed. (1900), repr. 2003. ISBN

978-0-8063-0776-3. GPC #14711. $38.50

THE SCOTCH-IRISH OF

COLONIAL PENNSYLVANIA

Waytand F. Dunaway

Dunaway's classic outlines

the circumstances behind the

settlement of Lowland Scots in

Ulster, their life in that Province

for two or three generations,

and the reasons for their

emigration to America. It then

traces the migratory movements

of the Scotch-Irish from Northern Ireland to

Pennsylvania, and from Pennsylvania down .he

foothills of the Appalachians through the Groat

Valley of Virginia to the Carolinas and Georgia.

273 pp., indexed. (1944), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-

0-8063-0850-0. #CPC 1540. $25.00

INDEX TO PENNSYLVANIA'S COLONIAL

RECORDS SERIES

Mary Dunn

The greatest storehouse of information on

Pennsylvania is found in the 1 38 volumes of the

Pennsylvania Archives. The first 16 volumes

form a distinct series known as Colonial

Records, which contain the Minutes of the

Provincial Council. 1683-1775, and the Minutes

of the Supreme Executive Council, 1 777-1790.

This index names some 50,000 persons

idenlified in the records.

228 pp. (1993), repr. 1996. ISBN 978-0-8063-

1332-0. flCFC 1545. $14.00

VIRGINIA CLAIMS TO LAND IN WESTERN

PENNSYLVANIA [Published with] AN

ACCOUNT OF THE DONATION LANDS OF

PENNSYLVANIA. Excerpted from

Pennsylvania Archives. 3rd Series.

Volume III

William Henry Bgte

In I 754, the colonies of Virginia and

Pennsylvania entered into a dispute over the

ownership of what is today the southwest corner

of Pennsylvania. Virginia's claim included the

present-day counties of Westmoreland, Fayette,

Greene, Washington, and parts of Allegheny and

Heaver. Eventually, In 1784 new meridian lines

were run confirming the present-day boundaries

of (he two states.

Virginia Claims is a complete list of Virginia

land entries in the aforementioned Pennsylvania

counties between 1 779 and 1780. Each of the

1,300 entries gives the date of the entry and the

name(s) of the parties to the transaction plus
occasional references to subsequent transfers of

grants, amount of acreage, and a landmark

indicating where the land was situated.

The companion work on donation lands

concerns the March 1780 statute enacted by the

stale legislature that granted land in western

Pennsylvania to the soldiers of the Pennsylvania

Line who served in the Continental Army.

iv, 1483-7711 pp., maps, paper. (1896). repr.

2007. ISBN 978-O-8O63-51O7-O. #CFC 9417.

$32.50

SWISS AND GERMAN PIONEER SETTLERS

OF SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

H. Frank Eshteman

The major emphasis of this

work is on Lancaster County

genealogy and the emigration

from the Palatinate in the

18th century, while

substantial sections are

devoted to lists of early

settlers and biographical

sketches of those who

subsequently became known
as Pennsylvania Germans.

3flfi pp.. indexed. (1917),

repr. 2006. ISBN 'J78-O-I3O63-

0105-1. #GPC 1700. $32.50

REGISTER OF MARRIAGES AND BAPTISMS

Performed by Rev. John Cuthbertson,

Covenanter Minister, 1751-1791

S. Helen Fields, Editor

This work is a transcript of Scottish Covenan

tor minister John Cuibbertson's diary, which he

compiled during his missionary travels through

out Pennsylvania's Cumberland Valley.

xxiv, 301 pp., illus., indexed, paper. (1934), repr.

2008. ISBN 'J78-0-B063-1 047-3. #CFC 1290.

$29.50
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CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA MARRIAGES,

1700-1896

Charles A. Fisher

The bulk of this work is composed of marriage

records of Union and Snyder counties. Other

sections of the book include miscellaneous

marriage records from other central Pennsylvania

counties. In all, about 15,000 brides and grooms

are identified.

90 pp., paper. (1946), repr. 2005. ISBN 978-0-

BQ63-0646-9. #GPC 11I30VV. $5.95

WELSH FOUNDERS OF PENNSYLVANIA

Thomas Allen Glenn

Based on years of extensive research conducted

in Wales, this work consists of genealogical

notices of Welsh emigrants to Pennsylvania,

mainly between 1682 and 1 700. It relates to

nearly 300 families and 2,000 individuals, with

pedigrees and charts of the first arrivals.

2 vols. in I. xx, 234 & xiv, 123 pp., iilus., paper.

(1911, 1913), repr. 2008. ISBN (J78-0-f)063-(J4:J0-4.

#CFC 2230. $39.50

GENEALOGICAL DATA RELATING TO THE

GERMAN SETTLERS OF PENNSYLVANIA

AND ADJACENT TERRITORY from

Advertisements in German Newspapers

Published in Philadelphia and Cermantown,

1743-1800

Edward W. Hocker

Arranged by newspaper, and thereunder by

date of publication, this work contains abstracts

of paid notices, advertisements, and articles from

the five principal German newspapers published

in Germantown and Philadelphia during the

second half of the 18th century. The data derive

variously from death notices, adverlisemenis for

runaway servants, offers of property for sale and

lease, offers of goods and services, notices of

arrival and removal in the Pennsylvania area,

advertisements of letters received and awaiting

delivery, and notices placed by persons seeking

news of relatives and friends. The latter

sometimes designate place of residence in

America and birthplace in Germany.

vi, 242 pp., indexed, paper. (1980), repr. 2008.
ISRN ')7»-0-8063-0878-4. #CFC 2755. $25.00

WILLIAM PENN AND THE DUTCH QUAKER

MIGRATION TO PENNSYLVANIA

William I. Hull

In this classic study, Dr. Hull explores the

historic background of the Dutch Quaker

migration and William Perm's mission to

Holland and Germany in 1677, which has been

credited with touching off the large Dutch and

German emigration to Pennsylvania. Hull's

scholarly study of the Dutch Quaker (and

incidentally German Quaker) immigration to

Pennsylvania contains appendices that name all

the settlers in Cermantown during 1683 to 1 709,

with brief genealogical notices including place

of origin. Other appendices include names from

a 1693 tax list and Germantown residents

naturalized In 1691 and 1709.

xviii, 445 pp., ilius., indexed, paper. (1935), repr.

2007. ISBN 978-0-8063-0432-8. #CFC 2940.

$42.50

PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN MARRIAGES.

Marriages and Marriage Evidence in

Pennsylvania German Churches

Donna R, Irish

This work provides documentation on some
50,00(1 persons of German origin or descent as

found in records of approximately 100 churches in
eastern Pennsylvania. The records of actual

marriages generally give the names of the bride

and groom, the date of marriage, names of parents,

place of residence, and sometimes place of origin,

date of birth, and previous marital status; while

records of marriage deriving from baptismal

entries, burial records, etc., variously give names of

parents (usually the maiden name of the mother),

names of grandparents and sponsors, place and

date of birth anchor baptism, names of children,

and date of death.

xvi, 817 pp., indexed, paper. (1982), repr. 2007.

ISUN 978-0-8063-0965-1 - #CFC 2965. $57.50

COLONIAL AND REVOLUTIONARY FAMILIES

OF PENNSYLVANIA. Three Volumes

John W. Jordan

These three volumes cover 250 colonial and

Revolutionary families In a series of independent

genealogical narratives. Extending from two pages

to thirty pages or more, the genealogies generally

commence with the known ancestors of the first

Pennsylvania settler and proceed in the direct line

of descent to representatives of the family in the

la!e 19th and early 20th centuries.

3 vols. x, 1,706 pp. in all, indexed, paper. (1911),
repr. 2004, ISRN 97B-0-B063-5239-8. ttCFC 3120.

$150.00/set. low in stock.

THE PROVINCIAL COUNCILLORS OF

PENNSYLVANIA, Who Held Office Between

1733 and 1776, And Those Earlier

Councillors Who Were Some Time Chief

Magistrates of the Province, and Their

Descendants

Charles P. Keith

This work covers many of

the leading families of the

mid-Atlantic region and

includes the entire progeny

of the councillor*;—

including daughters of

daughters of daughters, sons

of sons of sons, cadet

branches who moved west,

and English, French,

German, and other foreign

descendants. Treated

especially well are the full

progenies then known of several royally

descended founders of the Province—the Welsh
Deputy Governor Thomas and Mary (|ones)

Lloyd, plus John Cadwalader, and the Scottish

lames Logan (plus the mostly Pennsylvania

progeny of lames Tilghman, son of the immi

grant Richard of Maryland).

628 pp., indexed. (1883), repr. 1997. ISBN 978-

0-B063-1 529-4. #CFC 3142W. $27.00

THE GERMAN AND SWISS SETTLEMENTS

OF COLONIAL PENNSYLVANIA. A Study of

the So-Called Pennsylvania Dutch

Oscar Kuhns

Professor Kuhns here surveys the factors that

compelled roughly 100,000 emigrants from the

Palatinate, Wuerttemberg, Zweibrucken, and

other principalities In southern Germany to settle

in Pennsylvania between 1683 and 1776. Perhaps

the most informative chapter in the book covers

the extraordinarily diverse religious life of these

Protestant Germans, which, while dominated by

the Lutheran and Reformed churches, also

accommodated Moravians, Mennonites, Brethren,

Dunkards, Seventh-Day Baptists, Schwenkfelders,
and others. The book concludes with a chapter

on the Revolution.

vill, 268 pp., indexed, paper. (1900), repr. 2008.
ISBN 978-0-8063-5135-3. #CFC 9723. $28.50

PENNSYLVANIA MARRIAGES PRIOR TO

1790. Names of Persons for Whom Marriage

Licenses Were Issued In the Province of

Pennsylvania Previous to 1790

John B. Linn & William II. Egle

Marriage licenses were issued from the Office
of the Provincial Secretary, those listed in this

work dating from 1742. Some earlier registers of

licenses and some kept at a later date are

missing, yet this work still features a base list of

6,500 marriages, to which we have added a

further 3,500 marriages from

articles in the Pennsylvania

Magazine of History and

Biography and The

Pennsylvania Genealogical

Magazine. All 10,000

marriages are based on

public records as opposed

to church records.

376 pp. (1890), repr. with

supplementary material, 2001.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0709-1.

#GPC 3390R. $21.95

PERSONS NATURALIZED

IN THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA,

1740-1773 (from the Pennsylvania

Archives, Second Series, Vol. H, 1890)

John B. Linn & William H. Egle

Information on each individual consists of the

full name, place of residence and date of
naturalization, as well as the location of the
county court and the name(s) ot the judges who

conferred citizenship upon the applicants for

naturalization. Most of the 3,000 persons listed

were Quakers.

139 pp., paper. (1890), repr. 2007. ISBN 978-0-

8063-0213-3. #CFC 3395. $21.50

RECORD OF PENNSYLVANIA MARRIAGES

PRIOR TO 1810. Two Volumes

John B. Linn & William IS. Egle

The marriage records in this work were

compiled from church registers rather than

licenses. They cover the years 1685 to 1810 and
comprise about 65,000 entries, arranged lor the

most part under both bride and groom. More

than half of Volume I is devoted to the marriage

records of Christ Church (1709-1010) and

Swedes' Church (1750-1810) of Philadelphia.

The rest are records from churches at Carlisle,

Chester, Derry, Falkner Swamp, New Hanover,
and Paxtang.

Volume II contains marriage records of Ihe

First, Second, and Third Presbyterian churches of

Philadelphia; Moravian church records of

Bethlehem, Emmaus, Litiz, Nazareth, and

Philadelphia; records of various churches in the
counties of Bucks and Montgomery; and Quaker

records of the Monthly Meetings of Buckingham,
Tails, Middletown, Philadelphia, Quakertown,
Richland, and Wrightstown.

2 vols. 1,403 pp. total, paper. (I860), repr. 200ft.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0214-0. #CFC 3400. $1»5.00/sel

A COLLECTION OF UPWARDS OF THIRTY

THOUSAND NAMES OF GERMAN, SWISS,

DUTCH, FRENCH and Other Immigrants to

Pennsylvania from 1727 to 1776

/. Daniel Rupp

This work is concerned mainly with early

Palatine immigration and refers to .30,000

passengers in 319 ships' passenger lists, with the

name of the ship and its origin, arranged by date

of arrival. Also included is a listing of over a

thousand settlers who came to Pennsylvania

from other states. Contains an index of ships and
an index of surnames.

583 pp., illus., indexed. (1B7f>, 1931), repr. 2006.

ISBN 978-0-8063-0302-4. #CPC 5045. $40.00

EARLY LUTHERAN BAPTISMS AND

MARRIAGES IN SOUTHEASTERN

PENNSYLVANIA. The Records of Rev. John

Casper Stoever from 1730 to 1779

John Casper Stoever

This work has two sections, one of baptismal
records and ihe other of marriage records; both
are arranged chronologically. Typically, the

baptisms give the location, the child's name, the
parents' names (usually the father), the dates of

birth and baptism, and the names of tiie

sponsors. The marriage records give the names
of the newly-weds, the marriage date, and the


